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ASSOCIATION MAPPING OF SEED TRAITS IN 
WHEAT (Triticum aestivum L.) 

 

ABSTRACT 
 

The present study was carried out on spring wheat germplasm to mine the nature and 

magnitude of morphological diversity and LD based association between markers and seed 

traits influencing the end use quality of wheat. The diversity patterns among 245 genotypes 

on the basis of phenotypic data revealed the extent of diversity which can be exploited for 

future breeding programs. Out of fourteen quantitative traits phenotyped, protein content, 

gluten content, starch and test weight contributed towards significant principal components 

(PCs) with highly significant correlation with chapatti and bread quality. Whereas, seed size 

and thousand grain weight were strongly associated with grain yield per plant. On the basis 

of principal component analysis, a set of 143 diverse genotypes was selected for SDS-PAGE 

analysis for HMW and LMW glutenin subunits. The frequencies of various HMW-GS were 

different for Pakistani landraces and modern Pakistani and CIMMYT germplasm. Landraces 

had a good chapatti quality and an overall poor bread quality while, the modern germplasm 

from both Pakistan and CIMMYT displayed good quality for both chapatti and bread. The 

correlation pattern between seed traits was similar in CIMMYT and Pakistani germplasm. 

Landraces and miscellaneous germplasm had different pattern of trait association from those 

of CIMMYT and Pakistani germplasm. On the basis of PCA and gluten protein profiling, 92 

diverse genotypes were selected for subsequent association mapping. Population structure 

was detected with 30 unlinked SSRs that divided the population of 92 genotypes in three sub-

populations. Extensive LD extent was found with 42 SSRs specific for 1B chromosome. Six 

SSR markers were found associated with six seed traits. In addition to finding novel markers, 

the results of association mapping from the study also confirmed previous results. The 

markers which were found significantly linked to the six quality traits may be used efficiently 

for the improvement of these traits through MAS.  
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
Importance of wheat in the economy of the world is clearly reflected by its share of 15 % to 

the total arable land in the world for the year 2011-12. In 2011-12 it was grown on 225 

million hectares with a total production of 704.1 MMT (FAO, 2012).  

In Pakistan, wheat is a staple food of the inhabitants and a major source of food and protein 

for the people. It contributes 12.5% to the value added in agriculture and 2.6% to GDP. In 

2011-12 it was cultivated on 8.666 Mha with a production of 23.517 M. tons and yield of 

2714 kg/ha (Anonymous, 2012). It also provides 60 % of the total daily required proteins and 

calories to the consumers in the country. There are a number of uses of the wheat crop. In 

Pakistan about 65% of the total wheat grain is consumed directly as food for the human, 21% 

as animal feed, 8% as seed and 6% for the other industrial purposes (Anonymous, 2010). 80 

% of the wheat produced in the country is consumed as unleavened bread (Chapatti) and the 

remaining 20% is used in the production of other bakery products such as breads, cookies, 

cakes and pastries etc. In developing countries including Pakistan demand for wheat is 

expected to grow by about 2.2 % annually and 1 billion tons of wheat would be needed to 

produce by the year 2020 ( Braun et al., 1998). 

The quality of wheat is a complex trait and is governed by many chemical, biochemical, 

physical and rheological properties. Wheat grains are milled into flour and then used in the 

production of different products like chapatti, bread, cake, biscuits and pasta etc. Different 

products require different quality parameters and the quality of the product depends upon the 

quality of wheat (Finney et al. 1987). The major characters that contribute to wheat quality 

include vitreousness of the grain, 1000 grain weight, test weight, grain size, protein 

percentage, quality of protein and grain hardness (Faridi, 1985; Menjivar, 1990). Wheat 

suitable for one use may be totally unsuitable for a different use (Halverson and Zeleny, 

1988). The ability of the wheat flour to be processed into different products depends mainly 

on the wheat gluten proteins (Weegels et al., 1996). Wheat endosperm proteins were among 
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the first proteins to be studied in 1745 (Beccari, 1745). With respect to solubility, wheat 

proteins are grouped into four classes: albumin, globulin, prolamin and glutens. Gluten 

comprises 78-85% of total protein and is a large complex of mainly polymeric and 

monomeric proteins known as glutenins and gliadins, respectively (Gupta and MacRitchie, 

1994). Wheat glutenins and gliadins are the major components of gluten. They contribute 

heavily towards the quality of wheat flour. The glutenins are polymeric proteins with 

disulphide bonds linking the individual glutenin subunits and are responsible for the unique 

viscoelastic properties of wheat dough. Wheat contains two types of glutenin subunits, one is 

Low Molecular Weight (LMW-GS) (10-70 kDa) and the other is High Molecular Weight 

glutenin subunits (HMW-GS) (80-130 kDa) (Payne et al., 1980). Both HMW and LMW 

glutenin subunits play a major role in determining the viscoelastic properties of wheat flour. 

Although HMW-GS represent only 10% of the wheat endosperm storage proteins (Payne et 

al., 1981), genetic diversity of HMW-GS has proven to be important in determining end use 

quality of wheat (Randall et al., 1990; Ayoub et al., 1994; Ahmad et al., 1998; Igrejas et al., 

1999; De Bustos et al., 2001; Rodriguez-Quijano et al., 2001). 

Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoretic (SDS-PAGE) studies have 

revealed appreciable polymorphism in the number and size of HMW-GS in both bread wheat 

(Payne et al., 1980) and pasta wheat (Branlard et al.,1989). 

Genes encoding for HMW-GS have been reported on the long arms of the chromosomes 1A, 

1B, and 1D at loci Glu-A1, Glu-B1, and Glu-D1, respectively. And each of these loci 

contains two tightly linked genes coding for x- and y-type subunits (Payne and Lawrence, 

1983; Payne, 1987). A high degree of polymorphism for each locus has been observed using 

SDS-PAGE (Payne and Lawrence, 1983; Gupta and MacRitchie 1991; Branlard et al., 1989). 

Numerous studies based on the quality scores assigned to HMW-GS by Payne (1987) and 

Lukow et al. (1989), have revealed that the allelic variations at these loci play a critical role 

in determining dough properties (Lawrence, 1986; Randall et al., 1992; Ahmad et al., 1998; 

Igrejas et al., 1999; De Bustos et al., 2001; Rodriguez-Quijano et al., 2001). These variations 

contribute to 50%–70% of the genetic variation for wheat dough properties (Payne and 

Lawrence, 1983; Payne et al., 1987; Lukow et al., 1989). 
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Earlier studies have shown that subunit pair 5+10 at the Glu-D1 locus plays an important role 

in the bread-making quality (Rooke et al., 1999; Popineau et al., 2001). Similarly, recent 

studies have revealed that subunit pair 14+15 at the Glu-B1 locus has a significant positive 

effect on the dough viscoelastic properties (Liu et al., 2005). Wheat is the basic raw material 

for preparation of chapatti and bread (Haridas Rao et al., 1986). Bread wheat could, in 

theory, contain six different HMW-GS but due to the silencing of some of these genes, most 

common wheat cultivars possess three to five HMW-GS. 

The genetic diversity has central importance for any sustainable agricultural production 

system. The study of genetic diversity to categorize genotypes is important for evaluation, 

conservation, and efficient utilization of genetic resources; diversity assessment of breeding 

and pre-breeding germplasm; determining the distinctness and uniqueness of the phenotypic 

and genotypic constitution of genotypes with the aim of protecting intellectual property rights 

(IPRs) for plant breeders (Franco et al., 2001). 

The knowledge about genetic diversity of available wheat germplasm is necessary for 

selecting diverse parental combinations and predicting the variation in segregating 

generations during cultivar development (Manjarrez-Sandoval et al., 1997). By 2010, 

2,66589 accessions of hexaploid wheat including modern cultivars, obsolete cultivars, 

landraces, genetic and cytogenetic stocks and breeding lines have been collected 

(http://www.fao.org/docrep/006/y4011e/y4011e08.htm). Evaluation of genetic diversity in 

different sets of these accessions under different environments is necessary to exploit their 

breeding potential. 

The estimation of genetic diversity can be used on pedigree records (Cox et al., 1986), 

morphological traits or molecular markers (Maric et al., 1998). Genetic diversity based on 

morphological traits has been extensively estimated in different crops including wheat (Maric 

et al., 2004; Masood et al., 2005; Kumar et al., 2009; Sajjad and Khan, 2009; Maqbool et al. 

2010) and used to plan successful breeding programs.  

For large number of germplasm accessions, multivariate analytical techniques are commonly 

used in analysis of genetic diversity irrespective of the data set (biochemical, molecular 
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markers or morphological data). Among these algorithms, cluster analysis, multidimensional 

scaling (MDS), principal component analysis (PCA) and principal coordinate analysis 

(PCoA) are, at present, commonly used (Melchinger, 1993; Thompson et al., 1998; Brown-

Guedira et al., 2000). Plant breeders are employing PCA and PCoA as a “pattern finding 

method” to complement cluster analysis (Kantety et al., 1995; Schut et al., 1997; Barret et 

al., 1998; Thompson et al., 1998). For nonhierarchical and reticular patterns of diversity, the 

hierarchical algorithms are somewhat limited in their usefulness to estimate the pattern of 

genetic diversity (Lessa, 1990). In such a case ordination technique such as PCA, PCoA and 

MDS are more useful (Rendine et al., 1986; Derish and Sokal 1988). Cluster analysis is more 

useful than PCA and PCoA when variable are nonlinearly related (Wartenberg et al., 1987). 

Linkage disequilibrium and frequency data may lead unstable and unreliable patterns of 

genetic diversity, particularly when they are heterogeneous (Lessa, 1990). 

Genetic diversity prevailing in the germplasm can be exploited in the best way by tagging 

traits of economic importance with molecular markers (Akbari et al., 2006). In wheat, 40 

traits of economic importance have been associated with molecular markers (Gupta et al., 

2005). Knowing the position of nucleotide sequence underlying a specific trait offers plant 

breeders an opportunity to apply marker assisted selection. Most of yield contributing traits 

are controlled by many loci and their molecular characterization and genetic mapping is 

called quantitative trait loci mapping (QTL-mapping). Family based linkage analysis and LD 

based association mapping are two of the most commonly used tools for QTL mapping 

(Risch and Merikangas, 1996; Mackay, 2001). In linkage analysis, genes are assigned on 

different chromosomes on the basis of co-inheritance of markers in a segregating population. 

The limitations of linkage analysis are development of biparental population, limited allele 

coverage, low resolution, marker specificity, longer time period and high cost (Flint-Garcia 

et al., 2003). A relatively new approach called association mapping (AM) overcomes these 

limitations by useing natural germplasm and historical recombinations and mutations. 

Association mapping yields high-resolution, broader allele coverage, and cost effective gene 

tagging (Flint-Garcia et al., 2003). 

In the past, association mapping has been extensively used in human and animal genetics 

(Hirschhorn and Daly, 2005) to dissect diseases, most notably Alzheimer’s disease (Corder et 
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al., 1994) and cystic fibrosis (Kerem et al., 1989). This approach was extended to plants in 

2001 (Thornsberry et al., 2001) and a substantially increased mapping resolution over F1- 

derived mapping populations was reported. As LD plays a central role in association 

analysis, therefore, it is important to understand LD concept and its structure in the species 

under investigation.  

LD quantification and LD-based association mapping was first applied to the model 

organism, Arabidopsis, and is recently extended to field crops including maize, barley, 

wheat, rice, sorghum, sugarcane, sugar beet, soybean, grape and some forest tree species 

(Gupta et al., 2005). 

Considering the importance of grain quality traits, genetic diversity, correlation analysis and 

marker-trait association analysis, the present study to find the diversity pattern among 245 

genotypes for various kernel traits. Based on the phenotypic diversity, 143 genotypes were 

selected for the estimation of diversity of HMW-GS and LMW-GS. The gluten percentage, 

protein percentage, kernel hardness contributed significant prinicipal components (PCs) and 

were highly related with chapatti quality. A significant amount of genetic diversity was found 

for various seed traits though the genotypes included in the study were found structured. On 

the basis of principal component analysis a set of 92 diverse genotypes was selected for 

further use in association mapping. Population structure was detected with 30 unlinked SSRs 

that divided the population of 92 genotypes in three sub-populations. Extensive LD extent 

was found on chromosome 1B with 41 SSRs specific for 1B chromosome (Somers et al., 

2004). Marker-trait associations were determined through mixed linear model, where, 

population structure and kinship calculated on the basis of unlinked markers were covariated 

with markers on 1B and traits data. Six SSR markers were found associated with six seed 

traits. 

The results of association mapping in the current study confirmed some previous studies in 

addition to some new findings. The markers which were found significantly linked to the 

seed traits may be utilized for the improvement of these traits through marker assisted 

selection (MAS). New QTLs found in this study for the first time may be used to enrich the 

genetic map of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.).  
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Chapter 2 

Review of literature 
 

Wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is a chief source of food for most of the human population in 

the world (Khan et al., 2008). It is one of the top three crops used as staple food in the world. 

It contributes heavily towards the socio-economic stability of the Pakistani people. It is the 

major source of protein and calories for the people of the country. A substantial amount of 

plant breeding work has been done on the improvement of grain quality and yield of wheat. 

The literature relevant to the current work can be reviewed as under: 

2.1 Wheat genome 

A prior knowledge of wheat genome is essential for successful breeding of the crop. Wheat, a 

member of family Poaceae, domesticated during 15000-10000 BC and has ever been an 

important source of food for the human beings since then (Gupta et al., 2008). The hexaploid 

bread wheat (Triticum aestivum L., 2n=6x=42, AABBDD) resulted from a series of 

polyploidization events. The donor of BB genome is still controversial and is believed to be 

an unidentified species of section Sitopsis, for which Aegilops speltoides is the closest 

relative (Huang et al., 2002; Blake et al., 1999; Feldman et al., 1995). A hybridization event 

between Triticum urartu, (2n = 14, AA) and the unknown donor of B genome resulted in 

Triticum turgidum ssp. dicoccoides (2n = 28, AABB), almost 500,000 years ago. Later on, 

Triticum aestivum (2n=42, AABBDD) originated from the hybridization event between 

Triticum turgidum ssp. dicoccoides (2n = 28, AABB) and Aegilos tauschii (2n=14, DD), 

almost 7000 to 12000 years ago (Nesbitt and Samuel, 1996). Numerous wheat phylogeny 

researchers attempted to recognize the donor of the B genome of Triticum turgidum based on 

cytology (Zohary and Feldman, 1962) nuclear and mitochondrial DNA sequences (Dvorák 

and Zhang, 1990; Terachi et al., 1990; Dvorák et al., 1989) as well as chromosomal 

rearrangement studies (Maestra and Naranjo, 1999; Devos et al., 1995; Jiang and Gill, 1994; 

Naranjo, 1990; Gill and Chen, 1987; Naranjo et al., 1987; Hutchinson et al., 1982; Feldman, 

1966a; Feldman, 1966b). Recently, molecular studies have revealed that the B genome could 
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be related to several Aegilops speltoides lines but not to other species of the Sitopsis section 

(Petersen et al., 2006; Salina et al., 2006; Kilian et al., 2007).  

 

 

Fig. 2.1 Phylogeny of hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)  

 

2.2 Wheat quality 

Wheat quality requirements vary with its varying usage and one type of wheat suitable for 

one specific purpose or use may not be suitable for another. Therefore, several researchers 

(Finney et al., 1987; Halverson and Zeleny, 1988; Wrigley et al., 2006) have explained 

wheat quality as the suitability of a wheat sample for producing a specific end product.  

Similarly, according to Kent and Evers (1994) wheat quality has different meanings for 

different stakeholders. Wheat is handled by many people on its way from field to table; 

everyone who handles it, is interested in its quality, but in a different way. The grower wants 

good cropping and high grain yields. The miller needs wheat grains which have good milling 

and storage qualities and can yield maximum flour suitable for a particular purpose. The 

baker is interested in wheat flour suitable for baking e.g., cakes, pastries, biscuits and bread 
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etc. The consumer wants a healthy and nutritive end product with good appearance, taste and 

palatability. 

Grain hardness and protein composition are two important characteristics. These are used as 

a basic criterion for the use of wheat in the production of various products. Fig. 2.1 illustrates 

the use of different types of wheat in various products based on the above two characteristics. 

The wheat quality is a result of the cumulative effects of soil, climate and seed stock in the 

wheat plant and its kernel components. The term wheat quality is a complex of many factors 

and cannot be defined in terms of a single attribute but depends on several milling, chemical, 

baking and rheological dough properties.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.2 Various uses of wheat with their quality requirements. (Moss, 1973) 
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2.2.1 Wheat quality traits 

The traits which affect wheat quality have been classified into two main groups i.e., physical 

and chemical characteristics. The physical traits comprise grain appearance score, kernel 

vitreousness, grain hardness, 1000 grain weight, hectoliter weight (test weight) and grain 

shape and size while, chemical characters include protein content, protein quality (gluten 

content and proportions of gluten proteins) and starch content. SDS-sedimentation test and 

other tests like farinograph, extensograph, mixograph, alveograph and Peleshenke test are 

frequently used to assess the viscoelastic properties. (Bushuk, 1985; Faridi, 1985; Menjivar, 

1990; Martinant et al., 1998; Abbasi et al., 2012; Codină et al., 2012). The traits such as 

water absorption, loaf volume, internal and external loaf characteristics and tolerance to 

mixing and fermentation are also correlated to the physical and chemical properties of wheat 

flour and hence affect the end use quality of wheat (Misra and Gupta, 1995). 

A number of researchers have associated cooking quality of pasta with protein content, 

gluten composition and solubility, farinograph mixing characteristics, SDS-sedimentation 

volume and mixograph characteristics (Matsuo et al., 1982; Dexter et al., 1985). However, 

kernel hardness and gluten proteins are the two major determinants of the wheat quality 

(Tipples et al., 1994; Pena, 1997). Protein quality further depends upon glutenin and gliadin 

contents and the respective proportionality their subunits (Singh et al., 1991; Sontag-Strohm 

et al., 1996). Molecular basis of glutenin sub-units is important in determining the wheat 

quality in terms of its end use (Southan and MacRitchie, 1999). 

2.2.2 Wheat proteins and their relationship with bread and chapatti quality 

Wheat proteins are complex in nature but possess unique characteristics which are often 

attributed to them (Weegels et al., 1996). Wheat contains 8-16% grain protein which is the 

highest among cereals. It is the second most abundant substance after starch in wheat grains. 

Wheat proteins are classified into four groups i.e., albumins, globulins, gliadins, and 

glutenins on the basis of their solubility (Branlard et al., 2001). Albumins dissolve in water 

and dilute buffers, globulins are soluble in saline solutions but insoluble in water, gliadins 

dissolve in 70–90% ethanol, and glutenins are soluble in alkali or dilute acid. Gliadin and 
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glutenin proteins are the storage proteins and accumulate during the grain-filling period 

(Shewry and Halford, 2002). The classification of wheat endosperm proteins has been shown 

in fig. 2.3.  

Wheat dough is unique in its characteristics and meets the requirements of a wider variety of 

end products. In dough, most of the proteins are converted into gluten complex (Gautam et 

al., 2013). Many studies have shown that bread making quality of wheat depends on gluten 

characteristics and gluten is composed of 80% protein, 8% fats and 12% carbohydrates and 

minerals (Hoseney, 1986; Bunce et al., 1985). Gliadins and glutenins, also known as gluten 

proteins are the major components of wheat gluten. Gluten proteins comprise up to 85% of 

endosperm proteins and are the major components contributing towards bread making quality 

and viscoelastic properties of the dough (Gianibelli et al., 2001; Shewry and Halford, 2002; 

Gautam et al., 2013).  
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Fig. 2.3 Classification of the wheat endosperm proteins (Shewry and Halford, 2002) 
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wheat proteins (Weegels et al., 1996; Lafiandra et al., 1999; Branlard et al., 2001). Protein 
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2003). Molecular structure of wheat storage proteins is a major determinant of wheat quality 
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(Bushuk, 1998; Shewry et al., 1999). All the fractions of gluten proteins influence the end-

use quality of wheat to varying extent. 

2.2.3 Glutenins 

Electrophoresis (Huebner and Wall, 1976) and chromatographic (Stevenson and Preston, 

1996; Wahlund et al., 1996) studies have revealed glutenins to be among the largest protein 

molecules in nature (Wringley, 1996), with molecular weights ranging over twenty million 

daltons. These proteins are heterogenous mixtures of polymers formed by disulphide linkages 

of polypeptides (Payne et al., 1979; Payne et al., 1985; Thompson et al., 1994). 

Glutenins comprise 40% of the total seed protein and contribute significantly towards the 

strength and elasticity of wheat flour dough because they contain protein aggregates of high 

molecular weight, formed by the combination of a large number of polypeptide chains 

(Lawrence and Payne, 1983).  Although all the storage proteins contribute to the dough 

quality but Glutenins show the most prominent effect on the end product quality of wheat 

flour (MacRitchie, 1980; Shewry et al., 1995; Fu & Sapirstein, 1996). Eagles et al. (2002) 

attributed 50% of the genotypic variation for dough extensibility to flour protein content and 

50% to glutenin genes, whereas 50% of the genetic variation for dough strength could be 

explained by glutenin genes. 

Graveland et al. (1982) reported that flour of good bread making variety Sicco possessed 

45% glutenins and 11% total protein compared with 38% glutenins and 18% total protein for 

flour of poor bread making variety Tundra. 

On the basis of their mobility on the SDS-PAGE, glutenins have been classified into two 

major classes: HMW-GS and LMW-GS (Huebner and Wall, 1976; Payne et al., 1980; 

Jackson et al., 1983; Singh et al., 1991). 

The HMW-GS account for 10 to 20% of total prolamins and only 5 to 15% of total flour 

protein (Singh and Khatkar, 2005). The LMW-GS represent about one-third of the total seed 

protein and around 60% of total glutenins (D’Ovidio and Masci, 2004). 
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2.2.3.1 High molecular weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS) 

HMW-GS make up 15% of the total protein (Payne, 1986). They are the chief determinants 

of gluten elasticity (Tatham et al., 1985) and are strongly associated with the bread quality 

(Bietz and Wall, 1973). For the past 10 to 15 years, much of the emphasis has been on 

finding the molecular basis of bread-making quality in relation to specific polypeptides of the 

gluten protein complex, especially HMW subunits of glutenin (Payne et al., 1984a; 

MacRitchie et al., 1990). Two approaches are used to correlate the HMW-GS with the bread 

making potential of wheat. Each HMW-GS has been allotted a number on the basis of SDS 

sedimentation volume. The quality scores of different HMW-GS range from 1-4 and the total 

quality score of a certain sample of wheat is assessed by adding up the scores of individual 

HMW-GS (Payne et al., 1981; Payne, 1987). Table 2.1 shows the quality scores various 

HMW-GS.  

The second method makes use of an equation developed by Ng and Bushuk (1988) to predict 

the unit loaf volume on the basis of HMW-GS composition of a bread wheat cultivar. 

Various HMW-GS exhibit a varying degree of association with the bread making 

characteristics of wheat. Subunit 5+10 showed a more pronounced effect on SDS-

sedimentation value, dough strength and dough mixing time as compared to subunit 2+12 

(Luo et al., 2001; Liang et al., 2010). Further it can be concluded that subunit 5+10 is more 

closely associated with better bread making quality whereas 2+12 with poor bread making 

properties (Kolster et al., 1991; Payne et al., 1981). 

Three to six HMW-GS (Payne and Corfield, 1979; Margiotta et al., 1996) can be identified in 

bread wheat (Lew et al., 1992). Bietz et al., (1975) using SDS-PAGE, reported five subunits 

with the highest molecular weights i.e. 133000, 104000, 93000, 86000 and 68000 Da 

respectively. The subunits 2 and 3 are coded by chromosomes 1B, 1 and 4 by ID and 5 by 

4D. Subunits 1, 4 and 5 are absent in most of the tetraploid wheat whereas, subunit 4 is 

entirely absent in this type of wheat. Three genes i.e. Glu A1, Glu B1 and Glu D1 encode for 

these HMW-GS and are responsible for the considerable variation for these subunits (Payne 

and Lawrence, 1983). HMW-GS are responsible for dough elasticity. They also help in 
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trapping the air bubbles produced by yeast, thus making it rise which is important in 

improving quality of final product (Cornish et al., 2006).  
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Table 2.1 Loci controlling various HMW-GS and their impact on the grain quality of 

wheat (Payne et al., 1981) 

Chromosome Locus Alleles HMW-GS 
encoded 

Payne`s quality score 
(SDS-sedimentation score) 

1AL Glu-A1  A 1 3 
  B 2* 3 
  C Null 1 
     

1BL Glu-B1 A 7 1 
  B 7+8 3 
  C 7+9 2 
  D 6+8 1 
  E 20 1 
  F 13+16 3 
     

1DL Glu-D1 A 2+12 2 
  B 3+12 2 
  C 4+12 1 
  D 5+10 4 
  H 5+12 - 

 

Cultivars having superior bread making properties possess high proportions of these HMW-

GS (Huebner and Wall 1976). Modern techniques like genetic engineering have been applied 

to modify the levels of these subunits and to check their utility in field trials conducted in 

Idaho and California (Bregitzer et al., 2006).  

Yahata et al., (2006) reported a strong correlation of HMW-GS with the SDS-sedimentation 

volume and mixing properties. Payne et al. (1979) reported a significant relationship between 

bread making quality and percentage of subunit Glu-1Ax1. Anjum et al., (2000b) studied 

HMW-GS composition of Pakistani wheat varieties for 2 years and reported a positive 

correlations between certain HMW-GS and some quality parameters like protein, farinograph 

dough development time, farinograph water absorption, loaf volume, and mixograph peak 

height (Anjum, 1991; Anjum et al., 2000a). Several researchers have concluded that the 

amount and relative proportions of HMW-GS are important factors affecting the bread-

making properties of wheat (Kolster et al., 1992; Kolster and Vereijken, 1993). The intrinsic 

viscosities of glutenins have shown to be related with bread making quality (Ewart, 1968).  

Wieser and Kieffer (2001) determined the amounts of gluten protein types in 14 wheat 
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cultivars on a micro-scale and observed a strong association of HMW-GS with the maximum 

resistance of dough and the gluten index. Among HMW-GS, the X-type GS contributed more 

towards the end-product quality as compared to Y-type GS. The dough extensibility and 

gluten content were largely dependent on the gliadin to total glutenin ratio. 

Dough development time had the strongest correlation with total HMW-GS. Bread volume 

was dependent on total gluten protein content more than the proportions of various types of 

subunits. Andrews and Skerritt (1996) also reported a strong positive correlation of HMW-

GS content and HMW composition with dough strength characteristics (e.g. extensograph 

maximum resistance, farinograph development time).  

Sontag-strjuuti (1997) investigated the association of baking quality with HMW-GS, LMW-

GS and gliadin alleles on group 1 chromosomes in 75 spring wheat cultivars from Finland. 

80% cultivars contained subunit 5+10, which yielded higher Pelshenke test values as 

compared to subunit 2+12. Ivanov et al., (1998b) reported significant correlations between 

Glu-1 quality score and some qualitative features. HMW glutenin subunits 5+10 controlled 

by Glu-D1 locus demonstrated the highest effect on qualitative characteristics, followed by 

subunit 2* controlled by Glu-A1 locus in progenies of wheat crosses. Branlard and Dardevet 

(1985) determined protein quality in each of the bands of 70 wheat cultivars for HMW 

glutenin subunits composition by SDS-PAGE using densitometry and simply correlated with 

protein of each of HMW glutenin subunits and various flour quality characteristics, 

alveograph keeping in view strength, tenacity, swelling and extensibility. All of the 

characteristics were correlated with at least 4 subunits. Subunits 6 and 8 were the only 

subunits not correlated significantly with at least one of the characteristics. Subunits 17 and 

18 remained favourably correlated significantly with swelling. They suggested that HMW 

glutenin subunits interact in producing the rheological characteristics of the dough and 

strength of wheat by can be improved by using wheat with bands positive for high strength 

and extensibility. Lorenzo et al., (1987) reported that HMW bands 5 and 10 in a homozygous 

state always were found to be correlated with higher loaf volumes than bands 3 and 12 or the 

heterozygous state bands 5 and 10+3 and 12, contributed by the D genome. They also 

concluded that the importance of individual subunits in the A and B genome depends on the 

interaction with the glutenin proteins. 
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Payne et al., (1988) evaluated two wheat selections i.e. Shawnee and Ottawa by SDS-PAGE 

and concluded that the main reason for poorer bread making quality in Ottawa than Shawnee 

is that it does not contain a pair of HMW subunits of glutenin coded by genes on 

chromosome 1D. Later, Ammar et al., (2000) evaluated twenty seven durum wheat 

genotypes and concluded that genotypes expressing high molecular weight glutenin subunits 

(HMW-GS) 6+8 exhibited better overall bread making quality compared with those 

expressing HMW-GS 7+8 or 20. Variation in the quality and type of high molecular weight 

glutenin subunits in a variety can strongly influence its bread making properties (Payne et al., 

1988). 

Rehman et al. (2013) studied the frequency of various HMW-GS and the influence of 

1BL/1RS translocation on the overall wheat quality in a population on 126 wheat accessions. 

Modern Pakistani wheat varieties were reported to carry superior subunits for bread quality 

and no negative influence of secalin proteins was observed in them. Secalin is a prolamin 

glyco-protein found in the grain rye (Secale cereal). In bread making flour it deteriorates the 

dough forming ability of flour because it does not rise. This protein requires exposure to an 

acid such as lactic acid, so that the bread rises.  

2.2.3.2 Low molecular weight glutenin subunits (LMW-GS) 

Molecular weight of LMW-GS ranges from 30-51,000 Da as evident from the results of 

SDS-PAGE (Payne et al., 1980). Their sequence is almost identical to that of γ-gliadins 

(Muller et al., 1998). LMW-GS comprise almost 70% of glutenins and 20-30% of the total 

protein (Gupta et al., 1992; Melas et. al., 1994) and 1520 diverse LMW-GS proteins can be 

recognized in 1D and 2D gels of hexaploid wheat (Lew et al., 1992). In spite of their 

abundance, much less research work has been performed on them as compared to HMW-GS, 

mainly because of the difficulty in their identification in SDS-PAGE gels. The major hurdle 

in their identification was the overlapping between LMW-GS and gliadins. This problem was 

pretty much resolved when Singh and Shepherd (1988) established a two-step SDS-PAGE 

method. Earlier, Jackson et al., (1983), had also improved the resolution of LMW-GS with 

the help of a more complicated two-dimensional electrophoresis procedure and started 

systematic work on these subunits.  
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Later on, Singh et al., (1991) and Gupta and MacRitchie (1991) developed similar methods 

for the analysis of polymeric proteins after prior extraction of monomeric proteins with either 

50% propan-1-ol or dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), respectively. The production of wheat-rye 

translocation lines (single, double, and triple) has also proved to be helpful in their study by 

simplifying the electrophoretic patterns of LMW-GS (Gupta and Shepherd 1993). RP-HPLC 

has proved to be another effective technique for their study because these proteins possess 

more hydrophobic surfaces than HMW-GS and are similar to the surfaces of gliadins. 

Advances in capillary electrophoresis (Bean and Lookhart, 2000), have enabled the clear 

characterization of all glutenin subunits. LMW-GS form large aggregates which are related 

to dough strength (Melas et. al., 1994) but the strength and resistance caused by LMW-GS to 

the dough is almost 50% when compared to that provided by HMW-GS. Yet the correlation 

coefficients for both types of glutenin subunits are in similar range (Wieser and Kieffer, 

2001). In contrast to this, Andrews and Skerritt (1996) working on several sets of flour 

observed overall poor correlations between LMW-GS and some quality characteristics of 

dough e.g. dough extensibility. 

In durum wheat, LMW-GS play a crucial role in determining the quality of the product; 

particualry the LMW-GS encoded by the genes present on chromosome 1B (Josephides et 

al., 1987). LMW-2 (a specific form of LMW-GS) is associated with the best pasta making 

attributes of durum wheat (Payne et al., 1984). This allele also appears to contribute towards 

bread making quality (Pena et al., 1994). It has been suggested that the better quality 

associated with LMW-2 in durum wheat is mainly due to the fact that the subunits are more 

abundant than the LMW-1 subunits (Autran et al., 1987; D’Ovidio et al., 1992). Variation in 

the total amount of LMW-GS, encode by particular allelic forms, is a major source of 

variation in bread qulity (Gupta and MacRitchie, 1994). The 42 KDa LMW-GS has also been 

found in better quality bread wheat (Masci et al., 2000b), but it is not associated with the 

LMW-2 group, which appers to be absent in hexaploid bread wheat. Different allelic forms 

of LMW-GS seem to play different roles in determining different quality parameters (Luo et 

al., 2001). Thus the Glu-A3 alleles influence protein content, SDS sedimentation volume, 

and mixograph midline peak value of New Zealand wheat cultivars, whereas the Glu-D3 

alleles do not have any influence on the SDS sedimentation. Lastly, studies have also 
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demonstrated that g-42 and g-45 are only genetic markers for quality (Boggini and Pogna, 

1989; Pogna et al., 1988). 

Rehman et al. (2013) reported Glu-A3c, Glu-B3j and Glu-D3b to be the most frequent 

subunits in a population of 126 spring wheat cultivars. 

2.2.4 Gliadins 

The gliadins are heterogeneous mixtures of single chained polypeptides which are soluble in 

aqueous alcohol. They are classified into four groups, denoted as α, β, γ and ω-gliadins, when 

fractionated through low pH-PAGE (Acid-PAGE). Gliadins are considered to be less 

important in wheat quality characteristics and bread quality because of their inability to form 

aggregates of protein molecules (Dubcovsky et al., 1997). Gliadins provide good 

extensibility but poor elasticity to the dough (Cheftal et al., 1985). Whereas, glutenins are 

large multi-chained protein molecules which are elastic in nature. Both these protein types 

combine to provide a specific extensibility and elasticity required in the processing of a large 

number of flour products (Wall 1979; Graveland et al., 1985). The gliadin to glutenin ratio 

influences the viscoelastic properties of the gluten (Janssen et al., 1991) and is an important 

criterion to predict the bread or chapatti quality of a particular wheat cultivar (Ram and 

Nigam, 1981; Uthayakumaran et al., 1999). 

Ohm and Chung (1999) reported that gluten contents and hydration amounts had significant 

correlations with water absorption and have dominant role in bread making. Among the 

major gluten proteins, gliadin shows higher surface activity than glutenins under acidic 

conditions. Glutenins are likely to have been adsorbed more tightly than gliadins (Takeda et 

al., 2001). 

2.3 Methods to measure quality traits 

There are many methods to quantify end use qualities including measurements of flour yield, 

protein concentration and composition, kernel texture, and dough mixing properties 

(Branlard et al., 2001; Zanetti et al., 2001; Ma et al., 2007a; Sun et al., 2010). Several 

technologies have been used to determine wheat quality characteristics, such as single kernel 
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charachterization system (SKCS), near-infrared spectroscopy (NIR), and the mixograph. 

These tests are helpful to improve the end use quality required by the wheat breeder, and they 

provide the basis for many studies in cereal science (Bekes et al., 2001, 2006). Consequently, 

identifying the mechanisms underlying development of different traits controlling loci is an 

important challenge worldwide. There is a need to improve the end use quality traits as well 

as the agronomic traits of wheat. Many quality traits are correlated to each other and allow 

the prediction of a significant part of bread making quality (Huang et al., 2006).  

The wheat quality evaluation by the use of analytical methods may determine both the 

quality and quantity of wheat proteins using high-resolution techniques such as: SDS-PAGE 

(Payne et al., 1979, 1981), low pH PAGE (Damidaux et al., 1978; Kosmolak et al., 1980) 

and RP-HPLC (Bietz, 1983). 

Near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) provides a method for a rapid and accurate analysis of the 

composition of a sample. Grain protein concentration (Gpc) is an important grain quality trait 

in bread wheat. Gpc is considered a quantitative trait controlled by several genes distributed 

throughout the hexaploid wheat genome (Borner et al., 2002; Groos et al., 2003; Prasad et 

al., 2003), and influenced by genotype, environmental factors, and nutrient availability. A 

major objective in wheat breeding is to improve grain yield while maintaining or increasing 

the Gpc. Improvement for both traits has been limited by the negative relationship between 

Gpc and grain yield in wheat (Simmonds, 1995). On the other hand, Groos et al. (2003) 

revealed no negative relationships between yield and Gpc. 

2.4 Breeding for grain quality traits 

Almost all the wheat cultivated in the world, belongs to two modern species: Triticum 

aestivum (2n=6x=42, AABBDD) and Triticum turgidum subsp. durum (2n=4x=28, AABB). 

The modern wheat cultivars have emerged through a long and continuous process of 

selection by wheat breeders all over the world to fulfil both agronomic and quality 

requirements for the extensive and ever-increasing range of end-products including various 

types of breads, chapatties, traditional, sponge or dough pans, noodles, confection, cakes and 

patas etc. (Gale, 2005). Improved grain yield and Gpc, with better milling and bread making 
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characteristics, have been the most important criteria for selection of superior cultivars (Cho 

et al., 2001). Yield components and kernel traits (Larik et al., 1995), flour colour, falling 

number, SDS-sedimentation and loaf volume (Barnard et al., 2002) were added to the list of 

quality characteristics. 

Annual world wheat production needs to be enhanced at a rate of 2% every year to fulfil the 

requirement of ever increasing population (around 9 billion) till 2050 (Rosegrant and 

Agcaoili, 2010). So, the objective for wheat breeders to enhance grain yield (Duveiller et al., 

2007) with a consistent improvement in the end use quality characters to meet the 

requirement of consistently increasing world population. All these facts render wheat quality 

to be a major target in wheat breeding programs (Huang et al., 2006; Gross et al., 2007). 

Many quality traits are correlated to each other and allow the prediction of a significant part 

of bread making quality (Huang et al., 2006). Development of wheat varieties with high yield 

potential and good end use quality under different environmental conditions is an essential 

requirement in wheat breeding. 

The quality of wheat is a complex property and is affected by multiple intrinsic and extrinsic 

factors. Most of the grain quality traits are quantitatively inherited and are influenced by 

environment (Raman et al., 2009). The baking quality depends on both genetic (cultivar) and 

environmental (geographical origin /climate, fertilization) factors. One of the most important 

criteria is the loaf volume resulting from baking test.  

A better understanding of the biochemical and genetic factors influencing wheat quality and 

yield will lead to improvement of these characteristics (Branlard & Dardevet, 1985; Békés et 

al., 2005). Environmental conditions are known to have a significant influence on end-use 

quality characteristics of wheat, but the relative magnitude of environmental, genetic and G x 

E effects on quality is unclear (McGuire & McNeal, 1974; Peterson et al., 1992; Gaines et 

al., 1996; Sleper & Poehlman, 2006). Gpc, which is the most important grain quality 

characteristic, is known to be significantly affected by environment, genotype and rate and 

time of nitrogen fertilizer application (Rao et al., 1993). Plant breeding has evolved to the 

stage where wheat can be grown with a lower, but more focused, protein content with 

outstanding bread making properties (Anderssen et al., 2004). Molecular genetic studies of 
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the various grain quality components may increase the efficiency of wheat breeding 

programs for improved quality (Nelson et al., 2006). 

2.5 Genetic control of some quality traits 

Bread making quality is evaluated on the basis of flour protein quality, using an instrument 

such as the mixograph, and through experimental bread baking procedures. Good bread flour 

has strong gluten which is measured by high protein quantity, high peak time, and high peak 

height (Campbell et al., 2001). Mixograph results can be translated into several numerical 

parameters (Huang et al., 2006). Mixograph peak time (Mxt), the time at which the curve 

reaches its maximum height, corresponds to the optimum mixing time or time to optimum 

dough development. Mixograph peak height (Mxh) of the center of the curve from the 

baseline at the time of maximum height provides an indication of flour strength. Mixograph 

right width (Mrw) is the distance between the upper and the lower line at two minutes after 

Mxt. Tolerance to over mixing is assessed by several parameters including the height of the 

curve at a specific time after the peak and the mixograph right slope (Mrs) between the peak 

and the descending portion of the curve. This is an indication of the resistance of the dough 

to breakdown during continued mixing. QTL for mixograph traits have been mapped in 

wheat on several chromosomes and locations (Nelson et al., 2006).  

In a study of 185 DH lines, Huang et al. (2006) found QTL for Mxt on chromosomes 1B, 1D, 

and 3B; for Mxh on chromosomes 1B, 1D, and 4D; and for Mrs on chromosomes 1D and 4D. 

The QTL on chromosomes 1B and 1D were associated with Glu-B1 and Glu-D1, 

respectively. The third QTL on chromosome 3B explained 20.5% of the phenotypic variance. 

Breseghello et al. (2005) used a population of 101 DH lines evaluated in four environments 

and found QTL for Mxh on chromosomes 1BS, 1BL, and 2AS and for Mxt on chromosomes 

1BL and 3AS. They inferred that the effect detected on 1BS was probably caused by the 

gliadin locus Gli-B1. The gene underlying the QTL for Mxt near 1BL was probably Glu-B1. 

In another study, six QTL were associated with mixograph traits in 78 RIL (Campbell et al., 

2001). They identified QTL for Mxt on chromosomes 1D, 4AL, 7AS, and 7DS, and for Mxh 

on chromosomes 1AL and 1BL. Using a population of DH lines, McCartney et al. (2005) 

identified mixograph QTL clusters on chromosomes 1B, 4D and 7D. QTL were detected for 
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Mxh on 4D, Mxt on 1B and 1D, Mrs on 1B and 4D, and Mrw on 2B, 4D, and 7D. Some of 

these QTL mapped near the Glu-B1 locus on chromosome 1B. A major quality QTL cluster 

was identified on chromosome 4D, in the same interval as the largest plant height QTL, 

probably coincident to the Rht-D1 locus (McCartney et al., 2005). Another major quality 

QTL cluster was on chromosome 7D, where a major days to heading QTL co-localized. In a 

similar study, Zhang et al. (2009d) identified QTL for Mxt on chromosomes 1A, 1B, 1D, and 

5D and for Mrw on chromosomes 1A, 1B, 1D in a RIL population evaluated over six 

environments. 

QTL for Mxt were associated with glutenin loci Glu-B1 and Glu-D1, and consistent with 

previous studies (Campbell et al., 2001; Zanetti et al., 2001; Huang et al., 2006; McCartney 

et al., 2006). The QTL on 1A was associated with the Glu-A3 locus. The QTL on 

chromosome 5DS occurred at the same location as the QTL for flour protein concentration 

which was probably due to the Ha locus. 

Gliadins are important in dough viscosity and extensibility, and glutenins affect dough 

strength. The glutenin proteins are classified as low or high molecular weight based on their 

subunit composition. The low molecular weight (LMW) glutenin proteins are encoded by the 

Glu-3 orthologous genes on 1AS, 1BS, and 1DS (Singh and Shepherd, 1988). The high 

molecular weight (HMW) glutenin proteins are encoded by the Glu-1 orthologous genes on 

1AL, 1BL, and 1DL (Payne, 1987). The gliadins are encoded by the Gli-1 and Gli-3 genes on 

1AS, 1BS, and 1DS and the Gli-2 genes on 6AS, 6BS, and 6DS (Payne et al., 1987). These 

proteins can be extracted from wheat flour and separated into two groups by sodium 

dodecylsulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS–PAGE). Several researchers found 

that as the glutenin to gliadin ratio increased there was an increase in dough strength and loaf 

volume (Uthayakumaran et al., 2000). Wheat with hard kernels and strong gluten are used 

for leavened bread, while wheat with soft kernels and weak gluten are used for flatbreads 

(McCartney et al., 2006). Due to the relationships between protein concentration and end use 

quality, and taking into account the effects of environmental stresses on protein 

concentration, accurate predictions of bread making quality can be made. Environmental 

factors, such as temperature, soil moisture and nitrogen nutrition have major effects on 

protein concentration (Daniel and Triboi, 2002). For example, drought stress was associated 
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with protein concentration, and therefore, end use quality of wheat, in three Colorado 

locations (Zheng et al., 2009). Wheat from the lowest rainfall location had the highest grain 

and flour protein concentrations and the fully irrigated location had the lowest protein 

concentration in that study. The HMW-GS of wheat have been studied by many researchers 

in detail because of their important role in determining bread making quality.  

The goal of plant breeding and genetics research is to identify the genes or genomic regions 

that are responsible for unique phenotypic variation in genetic resources and use this 

information to design crop varieties superior to the existing cultivars (Weigel and Nordborg, 

2005). The basic and most important tool of plant breeders is genetic diversity, therefore, the 

understanding of the concept and importance of genetic diversity is necessary. 

2.6 Concept and importance of genetic diversity   

Genetic diversity was defined by Clay (1991) as the polymorphism at the genic level and 

explained that it provides an adaptation mechanism for a population to the ever-changing 

environments. Cromwell et al., (1999) described genetic diversity as the germplasm of an 

organism containing characters of potential or actual values, providing the variation in genes 

and genetic makeup between and within populations of a species. Frankham et al (2002) 

comprehensively, defined genetic diversity as the varieties of alleles and genotypes 

prevailing in a population. And this genetic diversity reflects in behavioral, physiological and 

morphological differences within and between populations. Recently, Mahoney and Springer 

(2009) wrote a book “Genetic Diversity”. According to them genetic diversity is a lower 

level of biodiversity and it refers to the sum of genetic characteristics in the genotypes of a 

species. They differentiated genetic diversity from genetic variability which accounts the 

trend of genetic characteristics to vary. 

Biodiversity and genetic diversity are dependent upon each other, because diversity within a 

species is required to preserve diversity among species, and vice versa (Mahoney and 

Springer, 2009). If any one type is removed from the system, the cycle can collapse, and the 

biotic `community may become prevailed by a single species. Thus, genetic diversity plays a 

vast role in survival and adaptability of a species (Mahoney and Springer, 2009).  
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2.7 Estimation of genetic diversity 

Three different criteria have been used to assess genetic diversity of different crop species 

(Maric et al 2004). These are pedigree record/parentage coefficient (Martin et al. 1991), 

morphological characters (Maric et al., 1998) or molecular markers (Karp et al. 1997; Davila et 

al. 1998; Maric et al 2004).   

Genetic diversity in wheat have been assessed on the basis of pedigree record by Soleimani et 

al. (2002), Barret et al. (1998) and in barley by Tinker et al. (1993). Genetoc diversity analysis 

based on pedigree records was compared with molecular marker analysis in different crop 

species. Week correlations between pedigree diversity pattern and molecular marker diversity 

was obsereved (Smith et al 1990; Tinker et al. 1993; Barret et al. 1998; Soleimani et al. 2002; 

Maric et al. 2004). Maric et al. 2004 discussed this week correlation between pedigree data and 

molecular data. They argued that in molecular markers diversity approach fragments of same 

size could have different origins, overestimating genetic similarity. This case could be 

prevelant in hexaploid wheat with relatively complex genome. On the contrary, in pedigree 

approach some assumption made for estimating coefficient of parentage could be wrong. One 

of them is no correlation between ancestors because of having no records. The major cause of 

disparity between molecular marker and pedigree-based genetic diversity may be the 

assumption of no genetic relationship between parents having no pedigree record (Soleimani et 

al. 2002). 

Genetic diversity based on morphological data was estimated in all crop species including 

wheat (Kumar and Shukla 2002; Maric et al 2004; Masood et al 2005; Liu et al 2007; Salem 

et al. 2008; Kumar et al. 2009; Kotal et al. 2010, Maqbool et al. 2010). Kumar and Shukla 

(2002) assessed phenotypic diversity in thirty genotypes. The morphological traits including 

plant height, number of spikes per plant, primodial initiation time, days to spike emergence, 

spike length, number of spikelets per spike, 100-grain weigh, harvest index, number of grains 

per spike and biological yield had significant variation. 
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Maric et al. (2004) used morphological data to assess genetic distance among fourteen 

cultivars. The average distance of data matrix was 5.59. The principal coordinate analysis 

grouped genotypes into two clusters. The disatnces among genotypes in cluster I and cluster 

II were 6.42 and 6.14, respectively. The distance between two groups was 11.22.  

Masood et al. (2005) phenotyped 298 wheat landraces for twelve quantitative traits and 

found substantial genetic variability. The minimum and maximum values (range) of plant 

height, spike length, number of spikelet per spike, 1000-grain weight, grain yield/m2 , and  

chlorophyll contents were 86-167 cm, 6.2-1.33, 12.67-31, 15.80-47.40, 30.48-282.25g and 

25.60-96.70, respectively. Salem et al. (2008) estimated genetic distance based on nine 

morphological characters. The genotypes were grouped into two clusters by cluster analysis. 

Genetic distance ranged from 8.51 to 38.46 with an average of 38.46. 

 A set of thirty genotype was phenotyped for twelve morphological traits to assess genetic 

diversity (Kumar et al 2009). The genotypes included in the study were grouped into six 

clusters by Mahalanobis D2 statistics. Thirteen diverse parents were selected for crossing to 

recover promising transgressive segregants. 

Kotal et al. (2010) found adequate genetic variability for ten quantitative traits in fourteen 

genotypes. The number of spikes per plant, and grain yield had high genetic coefficient of 

variance, genetic advance and broad sense heretability, and therefore, would be effective for 

selection. Maqbool et al. (2010) evaluated hundred spring wheat genotypes for genetic 

diversity on the basis of eleven morhological traits. The first four principal components were 

found significant contributing 21.2, 13.5%, 11.2% and 9.5%, respectively, to the total 

variation. Plant height and number of spikes per plan were the major contributing traits to the 

diversity. By cluster analysis genotypes were grouped into six clusters. The pair wise 

Euclidean distance (D2) ranged from 4.89 between cluster I and cluster III to 98.63 between 

cluster II and cluster V. 

The crossing of parents have been made for transgressive segregation on the basis of 

morphological genetic diversity (Kumar and Shukla 2002).  The absence of correlation 
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between genetic distance matrix obtained by morphological data and molecular data (RAPD) 

was observed by Maric et al. (2004) and Liu et al (2007).  

Genetic diversity in hexaploid wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) has been estimated by 

biochemical markers such as grain storage proteins (Metakovsyk et al. 1989) and isozyme. 

The DNA molecular markers have advantage over all other diverity assessment criteria 

because of detecting nucleotide sequence variation directly (Shoaib and Arabi 2004). 

Furthermore, molecular markers are insensitive to environmental effects and relatively more 

reproducible. In hexaploid wheat different types of molecular markers have been used 

including RAPD- randomly amplified polymorphic DNA- (Maric et al. 2004 ), AFLP-

amlified fragment length polymorphism-(Roy et al. 2004), SSR-simple sequence repeats-

(Dreisigacker et al 2005).  

Maric et al. (2004) studied genetic diversity among fourteen Croation wheat varieties using 

RAPD. Thirty six RAPD primers were screened and fourten highly polymorphic were used 

for further genotying. The size of aplified fragments was between 400 bp and 1900 bp. The 

total number of amplified bands was 366 and among these 341 were polymorphic. Cluster 

analysis on the basis of RAPD data grouped the varieties into two clusters. The genetic 

distance within group I was 0.36 and within group II was 0.42. The genetic distance between 

two groups was 0.45. 

Roy et al. (2004) etimated genetic diversity among 55 bread wheat genotypesc using data on 

fourteen phenotypis traits and eight AFLP primer pairs. Out of 615 AFLP visualized bands 

287 (46.6%) were polymorphic. Cluster analysis was performed for phonotypic data and 

AFLP data on the basis of Eucladian distance and Jaccard’s similarity coefficient, 

respectively.The AFLP results were also compared with previous results by SSRs and 

SAMPL markers on the same set of genotypes. From the comparasion, it was concluded that 

molecular markers were superior to morphological data for estimating genetic diversity in 

wheat. On the basis of AFLP analysis the genptypes E3876 and E677 were recommended as 

parents to recover promising segregants. 
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Roussel et al. (2005) applied 41 micro settellite markers on a set of 559 French wheat 

accessions including landraces and commercial varieties evolved between 1800 and 2000. 

The 41 SSRs amplified 42 two loci, two on each chromosome, and 609 alleles were 

scored.The number of alleles per polymorphic locus ranged from 3 to 28 with an average of 

14.5. Approximately, 72% of total alleles were rare with allele frequency of  less than 

5%.The PIC values for A, B and D genome were 0.641, 0.686 and 0.659, respectively.The 

cluster analysis based on Fst clearly separated landraces from approved varieties and a shift 

was observed between varieties developed before and after green revolution. The landraces 

showed 25% more allelic variation than approved varieties. 

Dreisigacker et al. (2005) assessed two sets of landrace cultivars from different countries for 

SSR genetic diversity. A total of 76 SSRs were applied on set 1 and 44 on set 2. Principal 

coordinate analysis (PCoA) based on modified Roger’s distance. In set 1 only three Turkish 

cultivars formed a distinct group. The Mexican and Spanish accessions were grouped in the 

same cluster. Analysis of molecular variance revealed significant genetic diversity among 

Mexican (52.7%) and among Turkish (67.6%) accessions.  

Genetic diversity based on 24 microsatellite markers was assessed among gene pool 

developed through recurrent selection and thirty parents by Liu et al. (2007). A total of 115 

alleles was detected with an average of 4.6 and range of 2 to 9 per locus. The genetic 

diversity present in the 30 parents was recovered in gene pool, suggesting the usefulness of 

genepool-developed after several cycles of recurrent selection- for future breeding programs. 

Wang et al. (2007) used 206 SSRs to determine genetic diversity among 52 accessions of 

Xinjiang, Tibetan and Yunnan wheat. A total of 308, 472 and 488 allelic varients were found 

in 6 Xinjiang, 15 Tibetan and 31 Yunnan accessions with an average PIC values of 0.1944, 

0.3082 and 0.2764, respectively. Substantial allelic variation was detected by SSRs in all 21 

chromosomes. The lowest and highest allelic polymorphism was observed in 1D and 3B 

chromosomes, respectively. The cluster analysis showed a closer relationship between 

Tibetan and Yunnan wheat. 
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Ijaz and Khan (2009) determined genetic diversity among 48 Pakistani wheat accessions and 

15 varieties using 56 polymorphic SSRs. A total of 186 loci were detected, with an average 

of 131.26 alleles per locus. Cluster analysis discriminated varieties and accessions int 

different clusters. The highest genetic diversity was found between variety Kohistan-97 and 

accession 011512. 

Zhang et al. (2010) analyzed 205 elite breeding lines of winter wheat using 245 SSR markers 

across the whole genome. The set of elite lines showed high level of diversity with 7.2 alleles 

per locus and PIC value of 0.54. However, the diversity level was lower than previous 

reported diversity in worldwide germplasm collections. This collection of elite lines was 

highly structured with respect to origin and market classes.  The extent of linkage 

disequilibrium was high throughout the genome with LD decay of ~ 10cM (r2> 0.1).  

2.8 Genetic Mapping 

The germplasm is often exploited to develop improved crop varieties for changing needs and 

environments (Sajjad et al. 2011). The vast amount of genetic variation present in the form of 

germplasm can be exploited to the best once the traits of economic importance have been 

mapped with molecular markers (Akbari et al., 2006). Mapping a nucleotide sequence 

underlying a specific trait offers an opportunity for plant breeders to apply marker assisted 

(MAS) selection. Most of yield contributing traits are controlled by many loci and their 

molecular characterization and genetic mapping is called quantitative trait loci mapping 

(QTL-mapping). The objective of gene mapping is to find molecular markers which are 

neutrally inherited and closely linked due to location within or in close proximity of the 

genes governing the quantitative traits. Two approaches are mostly used for genetic mapping: 

i) Family-based linkage mapping ii) LD-based Association mapping (Mackay & Powell. 

2007). Family-based linkage (FBL) mapping is classical approach in which LD is created by 

developing a population by crossing few founders. For FBL mapping, the first step is to 

establish mapping populations like F2, double haploids, back crosses, recombinant inbred 

lines and near isogenic lines which are then phenotyped to find out segregation of the trait in 

different environments. In the next step, DNA markers showing polymorphism between the 

parents and among segregants are identified. For this, a set of markers is screened for 
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polymorphism and the polymorphic markers are used to generate genotypic data to construct 

linkage map (relative genetic distance) and order (position) of the molecular markers used for 

genotyping. The genetic map is accomplished by the assessment of recombination 

frequencies between the markers. The markers located on the linkage map are associated 

with the phenotypic data of trait(s) being studied and significantly correlated markers with a 

phenotypic trait are considered to be closely linked with the QTL region affecting the trait 

being mapped.  

In family based linkage analysis, the accuracy of mapping a gene relies on the size of 

mapping population, genetic variation covered by the population, and number of molecular 

markers applied. After, QTLs underlying a specific trait are exactly tagged with molecular 

markers using FBL mapping approach, the markers can be used to transfer the gene of 

interest from a donor line to the target genotype (marker assisted selection). Even though, 

linkage mapping is being used for gene mapping in crop plants, it is very costly, has low 

resolution and evaluates few alleles simultaneously in a relatively longer time scale (Flint-

Garcia et al., 2003; Gupta et al., 2005; Stich et al., 2006; Ross-Ibarra et al., 2007). Low 

resolution in FBL mapping is due to lower number of meiotic events happened since 

experimental crossing in the near past (Jannink and Walsh, 2002). Linkage disequilibrium-

based association mapping offers an alternative approach to overcome the limitations of FBL 

approach (Ross-Ibarra et al., 2007). 

2.9 Association mapping 

Current gene mapping efforts are shifting from conventional FBL based mapping to LD 

based association mapping (Goldstein and Weale, 2001) which is the most effective approach 

to utilize natural variation in the form of ex situ conserved crop genetic resources. In 

association mapping, a natural population is surveyed to determine marker-trait associations 

using LD (Flint-Garcia et al., 2003). LD refers to historically increased non-equilibrium 

(reduced level of recombinations) of specific alleles at various loci. The level of LD extent 

can be measured statistically and has been widely applied in humans to map and finally clone 

genes controlling complex genetic traits (Risch and Merikangas, 1996; Weiss and Clark, 

2002; Chapman et al., 2003; Taniguchi et al., 2006). This approach was extended to plants in 
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2001 and a substantially increased mapping resolution over F1-derived mapping populations 

was reported (Thornsberry et al., 2001). 

Association mapping offers several advantages over conventional FBL mapping. The 

availability of huge genetic variation in the form of germplasm provides broader allele 

coverage and saves time and cost to establish tedious and expensive biparental mapping 

populations, and most importantly offers higher resolution due to the exploitation of 

relatively higher number of meiotic events throughout the history of germplasm 

development. Furthermore, AM also offers the possibility of using historically measured 

phenotypic data (Kraakman et al., 2004; Kraakman et al., 2006).  

The general approach of association mapping (AM) includes six steps as outlined in Fig. 2.4. 

i) a collection of diverse genotypes are selected that may include, land races, elite cultivars, 

wild relatives and exotic accessions, ii) a comprehensive and precise phenotyping is 

performed over the traits such as, yield, stress tolerance or quality related traits of the 

selected genotypes in multiple repeats and years/environments, iii) the genotypes are then 

scanned with suitable molecular markers (AFLP, SSRs, SNPs), iv) population structure and 

kinships are determined to avoid false positives followed by v) quantification of LD extent 

using different statistics like D, D' or r2. Finally, vi) genotypic and phenotyping data are 

correlated using appropriate statistical software allowing tagging of molecular marker 

positioned in close proximity of gene(s) underlying a specific trait. Consequently, the tagged 

gene can be mobilized between different genotypes and/or cloned and annotated for a precise 

biological function.  
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Fig. 2.4 A simplified flow chart showing different stages of association mapping for tagging a gene of interest using 

germplasm accessions. 
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2.9.1 Population Structure  

Population structure is the result of selection and admixture in a population and leads to high 

levels of LD between unlinked markers. (Nordborg and Tavare 2002; Cardon and Palmer 

2003; Rostoks et al. 2006). It is used in genetic studies to estimate the relationships among 

the individuals within a population and among different populations. It also provides an 

insight into evolutionary relationships of individuals in a population. If not accounted for, 

population structure increases the type-I error (spurious associations) in association mapping 

studies (Flint-Garcia et al. 2003; Gupta et al. 2005).  

Several approaches have been suggested for estimating population structure in AM studies, 

including distance-based and model-based methods (Pritchard et al. 2000a; Ahmad 2002; Lu 

et al. 2005; Yu et al. 2006; Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. 2007; Peleg et al. 2008). The 

distance-based methods are make use of genetic distances between individuals to make 

clusters of the individuals (Nei 1972; Rogers 1972; Nei 1978). Although this approach is 

visually appealing but it is not suitable for statistical implications (Pritchard et al. 2000a). 

Conversely, model-based approaches assign individuals probabilistically to one or more sub-

populations (Pritchard et al. 2000a). Bayesian modeling is the most frequently used model-

based approach which uses allele frequencies to estimate the likelihood of an individual 

belonging to a particular subpopulation. This approach allocates individuals to corresponding 

populations which can be incorporated into statistical models to account for the population 

structure in AM studies (Pritchard et al. 2000a).  

In Baysian modeling, the number of sub-populations is usually estimated a priori. Often, 

pedigree, origin of the individual and/or genetic distance methods are used to estimate a 

realistic number of sub-populations for calculation of model-based assignments (Liu et al. 

2003; Lu et al. 2005; Agrama et al. 2007; Chao et al. 2007; Hai et al. 2007). Hai et al. (2007) 

used both distance- and model-based approaches to estimate the population structure among 

69 bread wheat accessions. Both methods resulted into similar assignment of individuals to 

sub-populations. In contrast, Chao et al. (2007) obtained contradictory results distance-based 

and model-based methods in a population of US wheat breeding lines and cultivars. Model-

based assignments detected the population structure that was missed by distance-based 

analysis.  
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The software STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000a) has been developed to account for 

population structure (Pritchard et al. 2000a) and has been implemented in AM studies in 

hexaploid wheat (Breseghello and Sorrells 2006; Chao et al., 2007; Crossa et al. 2007; 

Somers et al. 2007; Tommasini et al. 2007; Peng et al. 2009; Yao et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 

2011; Couviour et al., 2011). The Structure uses a Bayesian modeling approach to estimate 

population structure and minimize LD among unlinked markers. Yu et al. (2006) suggested a 

unified mixed-model approach to assess relatedness of individuals in populations, reducing 

both type-I and type-II errors, by combining population structure (Q) and relative kinship 

(K), accounting for multiple levels of relatedness. Zhao et al. (2007b) reported a significant 

reduction in the rate of false-positives because of the inclusion of the kinship matrix. 

Pedigree information is the suggested means to assess K, but factors like selection, 

missing/incorrect pedigree information and genetic drift can make it difficult to interpret the 

pedigree information (Liu et al. 2003).  

Rare alleles (<5 - 10%) (Tenaillon et al. 2001; Caldwell et al. 2006; Barnaud et al. 2006; 

Ravel et al. 2006a; Rhoné et al. 2007; Chao et al. 2007), escalate the estimates of LD and 

reduce the statistical power of association mapping studies (Wilson et al. 2004; Crossa et al. 

2007; Somers et al. 2007). Removal of rare alleles or pooling rare alleles into their own class 

is a common practice prior to conducting AM studies (Pritchard et al. 2000a; Pritchard et al. 

2000b; Maccaferri et al. 2005; Somers et al. 2007).  

Closely related individuals are allocated to closely related populations and result in the 

overestimation of the number of sub-populations because of background LD (Pritchard et al. 

2000a; Falush et al. 2003) which depletes the statistical power of association mapping studies 

(Yu et al. 2006). Moreover, Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. (2007) reported that the allocation of 

individuals to sub-populations was not consistent when closely related individuals were 

present in the population. However, exclusion of closely related individuals to assess the 

number of sub-populations has been proposed to minimize overestimation of the number of 

subpopulations (Liu et al. 2003; Breseghello and Sorrells 2006; Camus-Kulandaivelu et al. 

2007). 
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Studies on population structure in wheat have detected a geographic diversity on the basis of 

molecular marker polymorphism among the worldwide accessions (Balfourier et al. 2007; 

Hai et al. 2007). It has also reported the impact of plant breeding on wheat diversity among 

the panels of historical wheat accessions (Roussel et al. 2005; White et al. 2007). Molecular 

markers are dependable tools to detect population structure in a collection of wheat 

genotypes. However, the power to detect the underlying population structure is dependent on 

the type of molecular markers used. Simple sequence  repeats (SSR) have the best 

discriminating power compared to random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD), restriction 

fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) and amplified fragment length polymorphism 

(AFLP) (Williams et al. 1990; Plaschke et al. 1995; Prasad et al. 2000).  Single nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) markers are also being extensively used because of the advent of high 

throughput screening technology and their higher frequency in the genome than SSRs (Van 

Inghelandt et al. 2010). A comparison between SSRs and SNPs has given similar results in 

estimating the structure and the diversity of a population in maize, although more SNP are 

needed to reach the same precision (Van Inghelandt et al. 2010). Diversity Array Technology 

(DArT) markers are potentially emerging for the assessment of the genetic causatives of 

phenotype in wheat populations (Zhang et al. 2009). DArT technology enables the typing of 

several hundred polymorphic loci spread over the genome without the need of prior sequence 

information (Wenzl et al. 2006). Recently, Couviour et al. (2011) compared SSR and DArT 

markers to study the structure of a panel of 195 elite wheat varieties and observed that both 

marker systems are equally efficient to reveal underlying genetic structure.  

2.9.2 Linkage disequilibrium 

Linkage disequilibrium is “nonrandom association of alleles at different loci” (Flint-Garcia et 

al., 2003). The concept of LD was first described by Jennings in 1917, and its quantification 

(D) was developed by Lewtonin in 1964. In a large, randomly mated population with loci 

segregating independently, but in the absence of selection, mutation, or migration, 

polymorphic loci will be in linkage equilibrium (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). In contrast, 

linkage, selection, and admixture will increase levels of LD. Very extensive level of LD (LD 

persists within a long distance), theoretically, reduces a number of markers needed for 

association mapping, but makes resolution lower (coarse mapping). In contrast, less 
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extensive level of LD (LD quickly decays within a short distance) requires many markers to 

tag a gene of interest, but in high resolution (fine mapping). Hence, choosing a population 

with low or high level of LD depends on the objective of association mapping study. 

Increased LD level due to LD between unlinked loci is not desirable in association mapping 

since it tends to cause spurious marker-trait associations. There are other factors affecting LD 

referred to as a whole “ascertainment bias” that are associated with an assayed sample and 

data characteristics. Some of these factors leading to inaccurate estimate of LD are elsewhere 

(Gupta et al., 2005). One such factor which largely affects the LD and leads inaccurate 

estimates is the presence of minor alleles (also referred as rare alleles that are present in only 

5 to 10% individuals of the sample) in a dataset. Minor alleles are problematic in LD 

quantification as they largely inflate LD values (in particular the D´) (Remington et al., 

2001).  

Coinheritance of two or more loci on a chromosome within a genetic region is called genetic 

linkage. In population genetics, linkage equilibrium and linkage disequilibrium describe 

linkage of alleles at different loci. Linkage equilibrium is the random combinations of alleles 

at various loci where observed haplotype frequencies agree with the predicted haplotype 

frequencies in a population which is equal to the product of individual frequency of genetic 

markers in each haplotype. LD, on the other hand, is a non-random association of alleles at 

various loci and describes non equal haplotypes frequency in a population. Mathematically, 

linkage equilibrium can be described as PAB= PA x PB and linkage disequilibrium as PAB ≠ 

PA x PB (Gupta et al., 2005), where, A and B are alleles at two different loci, PAB is the 

frequency of haplotypes having both alleles at the two loci, PA and PB are the frequency of 

haplotypes having only A allele and B allele, respectively.   

Concept of linkage disequilibrium is different from that of linkage although strong linkage is 

the major cause of LD between alleles. Significant LD can occur between alleles at distant 

loci or even at different chromosomes, generated by different genetic factors other than 

linkage (Huttley et al., 1999; Stich et al., 2006). In literature, LD is also described as 

“gametic disequilibrium” (GD) or “gametic phase disequilibrium (GPD), describing the same 

non-rondom association of alleles in a population of unrelated individuals, assuming Hardy-

Weinberg law (Jannink and Walsh, 2002). 
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Linkage disequilibrium was first defined by Jennings in 1917 and quantified in 1964 by 

Lewtonin (Abdurakhmonov & Abdukarimov, 2008). The generally used LD measures 

include D, D', r2, D2, D*, F and δ (Hedrick, 1987; Devlin & Risch, 1995; Jorde, 1995; Gupta 

et al., 2005). The details of their formulae have been reviewed by Flint-Garcia et al. (2003), 

Gupta et al. (2005) and Oraguzie et al. (2007). Selection of suitable LD measure depends on 

the objective, situation and case of study, however, D' and r2 are mostly used LD measures 

(Gupta et al., 2005; Oraguzie et al., 2007). The statistics D' and r2 perform differently under 

different conditions, reflecting various aspect of LD (Flint-Garcia, 2003). This can be seen in 

Figure 2.5 where two alleles are correlated resulting into absolute LD. 

In this case two linked mutations occur, simultaneously, without any recombination. In this 

instance, mutation and recombination history is the same and D' and r2 have same value of 1 

(Fig. 2.5a).  When the recombination and mutation histories of the haplotypes are different, 

then, D' and r2 perform differently, (Fig. 2.5b). In case where alleles are in linkage 

equilibrium and the recombination history is different for haplotypes but mutation history is 

the same, both D' and r2 will be zero (Fig. 2.5c). Following equations are used for different 

LD calculations: 

DAB = pAB - pApB    D’ = DAB / min(pApB , papb)    D < 0    

D’ = DAB / min(pApb , papB)   D > 0  r2 = D2
AB / pA(1-pA) pB(1-pB)  =  χ2 / 2n 

Several demographic and genetic factors play their role to shape the haplotypic LD blocks in 

genome (Gupta et al. 2005; Oraguzie et al., 2007; Sajjad et al., 2012) out of which mutation 

and recombination are the key factors affecting LD significantly. Increased LD is the result 

of new mutations, population structure, autogamy, genetic isolation, admixture, genetic drift, 

small founder population size, epistasis, genomic rearrangement, selection and kinship 

whereas higher rates of  recombination and mutation, recurrent mutations, gene conversion 

and outcrossing significantly decrease LD (Gupta et al., 2005; Oraguzie et al., 2007).  

Successful association mapping depends on LD because of genetic linkage.  Nevertheless, 

significant LD is oftenly observed between distant loci located even on different 

chromosomes causing spurious associations in AM studies. The long stretched or genetically 
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unlinked LD is the result of LD causing factors other than genetic linkage (Stich et al., 2005, 

2006).  The factors that cause LD between unlinked loci through “hitchhiking” effect include 

population structure, population admixture, selection, epistatic or co-selection of co-adapted 

genes (Cannon. 1963) during breeding for multiple traits (Wang et al., 2002; Oraguzie et al., 

2007).  Theoretically, kinship creates LD between genetically linked loci but it can also 

create LD between genetically unlinked loci when predominant parents are included in the 

population. In maize, kinship equally generated LD between genetically linked and unlinked 

loci (Stich et al., 2005). The factors including genetic drift and bottlenecks also generate LD 

(Stich et al., 2005; Stich et al., 2007) resulting non-uniform distribution of LD in genome 

(Huttley et al., 1999). 

Fig 2.5. Hypothetical description of linkage disequilibrium (LD) between linked loci caused by different 

mutations and recombinations showing the behavior of the D' and r2 statistics. The left column represents the 

allelic states of two genes. The middle column shows the 2x2 square table of haplotypes and the resulting D' 

and r2 statistics. The right column depicts a putative tree responsible for the observed LD. (A) Absolute LD 
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prevails when two loci have a similar mutational history without recombination. Both D' and r2 equals 1. (B) LD 

can exist when mutations occur on different lineages with no recombination between two loci. Notice the 

difference in LD measures as calculated by D' and r2. (C) LD is produced when there is recombination between 

loci, regardless of mutational history. In this situation, both D' and r2 equal 0. (Flint-Garcia et al., 2003) 

Knowing the factors affecting LD, an obvious question is whether increased or decreased 

level of LD favors AM? The extensive level of LD (long stretched LD) reduces the number 

of markers required for marker-trait association but lowers the mapping resolution (coarse 

mapping). Conversely, less extensive LD (short stretched LD) needs relatively more number 

of markers to mine a gene but increase mapping resolution. Selection of a population with 

LD level higher or lower depends on the objective of mapping study. 

The “ascertainment biasness” is another reason that affects the LD. Some of these factors are 

discussed in detail by Gupta et al., (2005). Minor alleles (present in less than 10% 

individuals) largely inflate LD values (Caldwell et al., 2006). Hence, in LD quantification 

and AM, markers with minor allele frequency are i) replaced with missing values (Barnaud et 

al., 2006; Breseghello & Sorrels 2006) ii) pooled into common allele class (Hamblin et al., 

2004) or iii) removed before analysis (Hamblin et al., 2004; Kraakman et al., 2004; Caldwell 

et al., 2006; Kraakman et al., 2006). 

2.9.2.1 Effect of LD quantification on association mapping 

The important implications from the above reports on LD quantification in plants are: i) LD 

declines quickly in outcrossing species facilitating fine mapping of a trait of interest. 

Furthermore, LD declines rapidly in a group of unrelated individuals (germplasm) even in 

self-pollinated plant species as compared to mapping populations resulting from bi-parental 

crosses, that offers benefit of discovery of new alleles (Tommasisni et al., 2007); ii) the LD 

extent varies across genomic regions and populations iii) LD extent varying with marker 

systems capturing different historic changes in a genome because of varying mutation rates 

iv) an average estimate of whole-genome LD extent in gene pool may not represent LD 

extent of specific genomic region or specific population. Therefore, the specific genomic 

regions or populations should be additionally explored for marker-trait associations in that 

specific genomic region or population group v) LD extent in narrow-based germplasm is 
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longer than LD extent in broad-based germplasm. This implies that for higher resolution the 

mapping population should be composed of unrelated diverse genotypes (Remington et al., 

2001; Stich et al., 2006).  This LD structure in narrow and broad-based germplasm also 

provides a strategy for coarse mapping in narrow-based germplasm with less number of 

markers and then fine mapping employing higher number of markers in germplasm with 

broader genetic base; and vi) biological behavior and confounding population behavior 

seriously effect the patterns of LD in plant germplasm and hence must be taken into account 

for valid association studies. 

2.9.3 Power of association mapping 

In a set of unrelated individuals, mapping power using association mapping approach is the 

probability of detecting the true marker-trait associations that depends on i) the evolution and 

extent of LD in the genomic region harboring the loci for trait(s) being mapped and mapping 

population; ii) the type of gene action of the trait; iii) size and composition of population; iv) 

field design and accuracy of phenotyping, genotyping and data analysis. The power of AM 

can be increased by better data recording and analysis and increasing population size. In AM 

there are specific statistical methods to determine the false-positives (Type 1 error) such as 

permutation (Churchill and Doerge 1994) or false recovery rates (Benjamini and Hochberg 

1995). For AM study in the presence of population structure Pritchard et al., (2000) 

established a useful technique for structured association (SA). Structured association (SA) 

uses Bayesian approach (Marttinen and Corander, 2010) to search sub-populations using Q 

matrix to avoid false positives. Population structure (Q-matrix) and kinship coefficient (K-

matrix) can be estimated in subpopulations using the program STRUCTURE (Pritchard & 

Wen 2004). Recently, Yu et al. (2006) established another approach called a mixed linear 

model (MLM) to bloc structure information (Q-matrix) and kinship information (K-matrix) 

in AM analysis. Later on, the Q+K MLM model performed better even in highly structured 

population of Arabidopsis as compared to any other model that used Q- or K-matrix alone 

(Zhao et al., 2007).   

Some mixed model approaches also combine QTL and LD, where, QTLs or already known 

genes are used as a priori information in association mapping (Thumma et al., 2005). This is 
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the effective approach in AM that reduces the number of markers and populations size. This 

approach also increases the precision and power of marker-trait associations (Ball 2005). 

2.9.4 Some reports on association mapping in crop plants 

Association mapping in hexaploid wheat is being used to dissect genetic basis of major 

quantitative traits including yield, quality, biotic and abiotic tolerance and adaptation. 

2.9.4.1 Grain yield    

Grain yield improvement in hexaploid wheat has been a key breeding objective around the 

world. Consistent improvement in grain yield is based on better understanding of its genetic 

basis. Realizing the fact, efforts to tag genes with yield and yield components through QTL 

mapping during last couple of decades lead to MAS to accelerate and accurate breeding 

process. Before the first application of LD mapping in wheat (Brseghello and Sorrells 2006) 

QTL mapping for yield traits exclusively used linkage analysis with family based populations 

(F2, RILs , NILs, DH, RICL etc.) resulting in the identification of molecular markers and 

genomic regions corresponding to spike length, number of grains per spike, thousand grain 

weight, number of spikelets per spike, number of spikes per plant, and  plant height and it 

was established that QTLs for yield traits are dispersed across A, B and D genome of 

hexaploid wheat (Borner et al. 2002; Peng et al. 2003; Groose et al. 2003; Quarrie et al. 

2006; Marza et al. 2006). Covering the whole genome of hexaploid wheat with sufficient 

mapping resolution is beyond the scope of family based linkage analysis, hence, Brseghello 

and Sorrels (2006) strived to address the challenge of whole genome coverage with LD based 

association mapping having several other advantages over family based linkage analysis. 

Breseghello and Sorrels (2006) investigated associations of kernel size with SSRs in a set of 

96 winter wheat accessions phenotyped at Ohio (OH) and New York environments using 

association mapping and detected significant association of kernel width with Xwmc111 in 

both environments and with Xgwm261 in OH environment. Three closely linked loci 

Xwmc18, Xgwm515 and Xgwm30 are positioned within 1cM of the centromere of 2D (as 

mapped by Somer et al. 2004 through linkage analysis using RILs and DH)  but interestingly, 
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of these three linked loci only Xgwm30 was found associated with kernel width, interpreting, 

improved resolution of AM compared to family based linkage analysis. 

Grain yield was associated with DArT markers in five CIMMYT wheat populations 

phenotyped in multi-environments. Genes underlying grain yield were dispersed across the 

genome. Out of 213 DArTs significantly associated with grain yield, 58% mapped to B, 31% 

to A and 11% to D genome. Chromosomes 1B, 3B and 6B were identified containing large 

proportion of  DArTs corresponding to grain yield and 4D contained none. Most of the 

DArTs underlying grain yield mapped to the regions already reported linked to grain yield 

through family based linkage analysis (Verma et al. 2004; Dilbirligi et al. 2006; Kumar et al. 

2007; Li et al. 2007; Ali et al. 2011). Association of six agronomic traits phenotyped on 103 

Chinese germplasm accessions at three different locations was tested with 31 SSRs on 4A. 

Plant height and grain per spike was found to be associated with Xwmc491 and grain per 

spike with Xwmc48 (Liu et al. 2010). These marker traits associations confirmed previous 

results generated by family based linkage analysis in various biparental mapping populations 

(Araki et al. 1999; Borner et al. 2002; Kirigwi et al. 2007). 

A set of 96 winter wheat genotypes from 21 countries across five continents was investigated 

for association s of 20 agronomic traits with 874 DArT markers across the genome 

(Neumann et al. 2011). Marker trait associations (MTAs) of wPt4407 (3AL, 29.0 cM), 

wPt3904 (1AL, 65.8 cM) and wPt6156 (7BL, 108.0 cM) with grain yield were identical with 

those reported by Crossa et al. (2007). In addition to these grain yield MTAs, the markers 

wPt7299 (7A, 65.5 cM), wPt1974 (7A, 110.9 cM) and wPt4038 (7B, 131.6 cM) and wPt1191 

(3B, 66.1 cM) were also detected to be associated with grain yield. MTAs for biomass, 

harvest index, number of spikelet per spike and sterile spikelets per spike were detected first 

time with markers wPt3677, wPt8658 and wPt9963. 

2.9.4.2 Grain Quality 

Grain quality in wheat is important because of its nutritional use by about 40 % of total world 

population. For wheat quality improvement, genetic causatives underlying various quality 

components were dissected by classical linkage mapping. Using family based linkage 
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analysis different quality traits including grain protein content (Prasad et al. 2003; Groos et 

al, 2004; Breseghello et al. 2005; Kuchel et al. 2007; Mann et al. 2009; Sun et al. 2010; Tsilo 

et al. 2010), 1,000-kernel weight (Huang et al. 2006;  Tsilo et al. 2010),  test weight 

(Galande et al. 2001; Kunert et al. 2007; Sun et al. 2010), sedimentation volume (Blanco et 

al. 1998; Kunert et al. 2007; Li et al. 2009), and starch concentration (Ma et al. 2005; Yang 

et al. 2007).  

Ravel et al. (2006) genotyped113 diverse genotypes with SNPs to indentify the best gene 

underlying Glu-1Bx of the two previously reported candidate genes (Glu-B1-1 and spa-B) 

through family based linkage analysis (Guillaumie et al. 2004). No significant LD was 

observed between these two candidate genes and significant MTA was found between one 

haplotype of Glu-B1-1 and increase in quantity of Glu Bx. This study also demonstrated the 

potential utility of AM and its discriminating power between two closely linked candidate 

genes.  Ravel et al. (2006) discussed that about 4,000-6,000 recombinant inbred lines would 

be needed to obtain the same resolution of 1 cM as achieved by AM using a population of 

only 113 unrelated individuals. Neumann et al. (2011) detected major QTLs for protein 

contents and sedimentation volume in a world-wide panel of 96 winter wheat accessions 

using association mapping. The position of one of the QTLs for protein on 4B was analogous 

to that of Qpro.mbg-4B  and position of Qsev.mbg-7A detected as MTA for sedimentation 

volume was similar to that of QTL previously detected by Blanco et al. (1996) and Blanco et 

al. (1998), respectively, through family based linkage analysis.  

Marker trait associations (MTAs) for 1,000 grain weight, protein content and sedimentation 

volume with 115 SSRs were tested in a collection of 207 diverse soft winter wheats using 

AM. The SSR wmc419-1B was identified as main effect QTL for protein content while 

barc149-1D and taglgap-1B for test weight (Reif et al. 2011). For these traits genotypic 

variance for underlying QTLs was above 40% as determined by previous linkage analysis 

studies (Groos et al. 2003; Patil et al. 2009) 

2.9.4.3 Disease tolerance 
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Host plant resistance is one of the most desirable strategies to manage diseases and insects of 

wheat. Eight years ago, QTLs conferring resistance to various wheat diseases have been 

mapped using biparental populations developed from crosses between resistant and 

susceptible wheat genotypes (Friesen and Faris 2004). 

Crossa et al. (2007) carried first AM study on 170 spring wheat elite lines from CIMMYT to 

indentify MTAs between 813 DArTs and leaf rust (LR), stem rust(SR), yellow rust (YR) and 

powdery mildew (PM) rust resistance . A total of 90 DArTs were found to be associated with 

leaf rust resistance, 63 with stem rust resistance, 122 with yellow rust resistance and 61 with 

powdery mildew resistance. The significantly associated markers were distributed across all 

chromosomes except 6D. Many of the DArTs associated with leaf rust resistance were 

located in the chromosomal regions which were already reported in linkage analysis studies 

as leaf rust resistance QTls/genes (Nelson et al. 1997; William et al. 1997; Huang et al. 

2003; Hiebert et al. 2005; Xu et al. 2005). A number of novel genomic regions associated 

with leaf rust resistance were also indentified such as 1AL, 1BL, 2AL, 2BL, 2DL, 3BS, 3DL, 

5BL, 5DL, 6AL, 7AL and 7DS. The largest number of LR resistance DArTs were located on 

chromosome 1B. Out of total 63 stem rust resistance QTLs on 7DL confirmed previous 

family based linkage analysis report (Faris et al. 1999), but many were newly detected 

regions/QTLs including on 4Bs, 5BL and 6BS. Chromosome 1BS had the largest number of 

DArTs associated with SR (Sr31) resistance. Associations of DArTs with yellow rust (YR) 

resistance were present on all chromosomes mapped except on 5D. Several, significant DArT 

markers were detected on chromosomal regions (1A, 1D, 2AL, 3A, 4AL, 4BS, 5BS, 6A, 

7A), where, no YR resistance gene had been detected before. In case of powdery mildew 

(PM) resistance, most of the significant chromosomal regions were associated with already 

known pm QTLs associated with PM resistance (Keller et al. 1999; Chantret et al. 2001; 

Borner et al. 2002; Mingeot et al. 2002; Chen at al. 2005; Zhu et al. 2005). But many DArT 

markers (e.g. wPt2872-1AS, wPt4412-3BL, wPt4427-1DL, wPt6869-7BL) significantly 

associated with PM resistance were in the chromosomal regions, where, no PM resistance 

gene had been reported earlier. 

Identification of a large number of novel genetic regions or QTLs for LR, YR, SR and PM 

resistance in this study underline the promise of AM for discovering new genomic 
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regions/genes/alleles associated with traits of economic importance for wheat crop 

improvement. 

In a set of diverse 44 winter wheat varieties chromosomal region QSng.sfr-3BS was explored 

for Stagonospora nodorum blotch (SNB) resistance with 91 SSR and STS markers. Two 

candidate SSR loci (Xbarc75 and Xbarc133) and one STS (sun2) located in QSng.sfr-3BS 

were evaluated for SNB resistance. Among these three candidate loci only sun2-3B was 

associated significantly with SNB resistance confirming the outcome of linkage analysis in 

the “ARINA-FORNO” RILs (Tommasini et al. 2007).  

Another AM study on Stagonospora nodorum blotch (SNB) resistance was reported by 

Adhikari et al. (2011) in 567 spring wheat landraces of diverse geographic origin. The 

accessions were evaluated for seedling resistance to SNB in greenhouse conditions. A total of 

625 polymorphic DArT markers and phenotypic data were used for association analyses. 

Seven DArT markers on chromosomes 2D, 3B, 5B, 6A, and 7A were significantly associated 

with SNB resistance. Genetic regions on chromosomes 2D, 3B, and 5B correspond to 

previously tagged QTLs conferring resistance to SNB whereas the remaining QTLs were 

novel. The results revealed that the use of AM is a valuable approach for identifying novel 

DNA sequences associated with SNB resistance in spring wheat landraces that could be of 

great use in wheat breeding designed for controlling SNB. 

Novel genomic regions underlying resistance to Pyrenophora tritici-repentis races 1 and 5 

were detected using association mapping in 567spring wheat landraces genotyped with 832 

DArTs. Seven DArT markers detected on chromosomes 1D, 2A, 2B, 2D, 4A, 5B, and 7D 

were significantly associated with as resistance to race 1 and three located on 2D, 6A and 7D 

to race 5. In addition to the genomic regions previously recognized as responsible for 

resistance to P. tritici-repentis, (Roy et al. 2010), some novel regions were also identified on 

chromosomes 1A, 2B, 2D, 4A and 7D (Gurung et al. 2011). 

Fifteen DArT markers were associated with Ug99 resistance in 276 CIMMYT wheat 

breeding lines phenotyped for three consecutive years in Kenya (Yu et al. 2011). The 

significant DArT markers were located on 1B, 2B, 3B, 4A, 5B, 6A, 6B, 7D and about half of 
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them were corresponding  to previously linked to stem rust genes such as Sr9-2BL, Sr2-3BS, 

Sr26-6AL and Sr25-7DL. The remaining significant markers were mapped to the novel 

regions on 3BL, 4AL, 5B, 6B and 7D. 

Outcome of the studies conducted by Crossa et al. (2007); Tommasini et al. (2007); Adhikari 

et al. (2011); Gurung et al. (2011) and Yu et al. (2011 ) strongly demonstrated the potential 

of AM for validating previous linkage analysis results and  identifying novel genomic 

regions involved in resistance to different disease in wheat.  

2.9.4.4 Drought Tolerance  

Drought is a major abiotic stress restricting wheat production. Understanding to molecular 

and genetic basis of drought tolerance is key to breeding varieties with enhanced drought 

tolerance. Plant height is an apposite agronomic trait for estimating drought tolerance during 

plant dynamic development. A number of QTLs have been identified for dynamic 

development of plant height in DH hexaploid wheat population (Wu et al. 2010). Several 

QTLs for plant height were idnetified on 13 chromosomes using linkage analysis (Cadalen et 

al. 1998; Peng et al. 

2003; McCartney et al. 2005; Pestsova et al. 2006; Wang et al. 2010). Seven major QTLs 

were significantly associated with dynamic developmental plant height on 1B, 2D, 4B, 4D, 

5A and 7B chromosomes in a germplasm population of 154 accessions assayed with 60 SSR 

markers (Zhang et al. 2011). This is pioneer and successful study to dissect the genetics of 

drought tolerance using association mapping technique recommending the use of AM to 

better understand drought tolerance in hexaploid wheat.  

2.9.4.5 Adaptation 

Earliness is an important component of adaptation to constrained environment and defined as 

the time needed to reach a specified development stage. In the perspective of climate changes 

coupled with increased drought stresses, strategies to cope these constraints based on 

earliness adaptation are strongly advocated (Debaeke 2004; Gate et al. 2008). Diagnose of 

the most putative chromosomal segments would be of  great interest to better control 
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flowering time (Jung and Muller 2009) which is an important component in wheat 

adaptation. Very recently, Gouis et al. (2012) performed first association mapping study to 

discover chromosomal regions significantly associated with development on a core collection 

of 227-wheat genotyped with 760 molecular markers. Resulting in association of 62 markers 

with earliness components located on 33 chromosomal regions, the study validated four loci 

detected previously by linkage analysis (Ellis et al. 2002; McCartney et al. 2005 ) and 

identified a new marker (Xbarc 109-4B) corresponding to plant height, indicating the power 

of AM compared to linkage analysis.  
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Chapter 3 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 

3.1 Plant material 

The plant material consisted of 245 genotypes including landraces, cultivars and breeding 

lines (Appendix I) of bread wheat, Triticum aestivum L. provided by Cereal Research 

Institute, Ayyub Agriculture Research Institute, Faisalabad.  

3.2 Agronomy 

The germplasm was grown at the department of Plant Breeding and Genetics, University of 

Agriculture, Faisalabad (Latitude = 31°-26' N, Longitude = 73°-06' E, Altitude = 184.4m) 

during the year 2009-10 and 2010-11. The recommended package of agronomic practices 

was followed to raise the crop in Faisalabad.  

3.3 Field layout  

The experiment was laid out according to augmented design with, 245 entries including 10 

check varieties. All the check varieties were replicated in 6 blocks. The first five blocks 

contained 50 entries each including the check cultivars. The last block consisted of 45 entries 

including the checks. Thus making a total of 295 entries. The length of each plot consisting 

of one entry was 5m. Plant to plant and plot to plot distance was 12cm and 30cm, 

respectively. Recommended package of agronomic practices was followed to raise the crop. 

3.4 Phenotypic data recording 

The seed traits included in the study were divided into 3 catagories. 
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3.4.1 Physical characteristics 

The physical traits included: 

 Grain yield per plant 

 Seed size (seed length, seed width and seed thickness) 

 1000 kernel weight 

 Test weight 

 Grain hardness 

3.4.1.1 Grain yield per plant (GY, g) 

Ten guarded and tagged plants from each plot were harvested and grains were weighed in 

grams. Total grain weight was divided by number of plants harvested to estimate grain yield 

per plant.  

3.4.1.2 Grain size (GS) 

The length, width and thickness of 20 grains taken randomly from each wheat accession were 

measured using micrometer. 

3.4.1.3 1000 kernel weight (1000 KW) 

Thousand kernel weight was recorded in grams per 1000 kernels. 1000 grains were counted 

from the harvest of each plot and weighed to determine 1000 kernel weight of each genotype. 

3.4.1.4 Test weight (TW) 

The test weight (kg/hL) of each genotype was recorded according to the method given in 

AACC (2000) method no. 55-10. A 1 liter vessel was overfilled with wheat grains. Then it 

was levelled and weighed to get the test weight of the respective wheat accession. 
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3.4.1.5 Wheat grain hardness by NIR method 

Each wheat accession was tested for grain hardness by running it through NIR analyzer 

Inframatic 8620 (Perten Instruments, Inc. IL, USA) according to the procedure described in 

AACC (2000) method no. 39-70 A. 

3.4.2 Chemical properties 

Chemical properties were again divided into two subgroups: 

 Traits analyzed by NIR spectroscopy 

 HMW and LMW glutenin subunits analyzed by SDS-PAGE 

3.4.2.1 Traits analyzed by near infrared reflectance (NIR) spectroscopy 

 The traits analyzed by NIR spectroscopy included: 

 Total protein content (%) 

 Moisture content (%) 

 Starch content (%) 

 Gluten content (%) 

The data on all the above traits were recorded using NIR technique by running the samples 

through (Inframatic 9100, Perten instruments, Inc. IL) according to the procedure described 

in AACC (2000) method no. 39-11. 

3.4.2.2 HMW and LMW glutenin subunits analyzed by SDS-PAGE 

High molecular weight (HMW) and low macular weight (LMW) glutenin subunits were 

extracted using the method of Singh et al. (1991) and were identified with the help of SDS-

PAGE using the method of Laemmli (1970). The details are given in section 3.6. 

3.4.3 Wheat flour characteristics 

The flour characteristics included in the study included: 
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 Flour pH 

 Chapatti quality 

 Bread quality 

3.4.3.1 Wheat milling 

3.4.3.1.1 Whole Wheat Flour 

The whole meal wheat flour of each wheat variety was prepared by grinding the wheat grains 

through Udy Cyclone Sample Mill (Seedburo Equipment Co., IL) fitted with 0.5 mm sieve. 

3.4.3.1.2 Straight Grade Flour 

Two kg grains of each wheat variety was tempered to 16.0 % moisture level and allowed to 

equilibrate the moisture content in the wheat grains for 24 hrs at room temperature. The 

quantity of water required to temper the wheat grains of each wheat variety was calculated 

according to the expression given in AACC (2000) method No. 26-95. The tempered wheat 

grains were milled through a Brabender Quadrumate Senior Mill (C.W. Brabender 

Instruments, Inc.) The straight grade flour was prepared by blending the two flour fractions 

i.e. break roll flour and reduction roll flour. 

3.4.3.2 Flour pH 

The pH of each flour was determined by using pH meter according to the procedure 

mentioned in AACC (2000) method no. 2-52. 

3.4.3.3 Chapatti quality 

The chapattis were prepared from whole meal wheat flour of each wheat variety according to 

the method developed by Haridas Rao et al., (1986). The dough for chapatti was made by 

mixing 200 g of whole meal wheat flour with predetermined quantity of water for 3 minutes 

and allowed to rest for 30 minutes. A dough piece weighing 80 g was rolled on a sheet of 2 

mm thickness with a wooden roller pin on a specially designed wooden platform and cut into 

circle of 17 cm diameter. The chapattis were baked on thermostatically controlled hot plate at 
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a temperature of 210 °C for 1.5 minutes. Sensory evaluation of chapattis was carried out for 

color, flavor, taste and texture using hedonic scale by a panel of trained judges. 

3.4.3.4 Bread quality 

The breads were prepared according to the AACC (2000) straight dough method No 10-10B. 

The ingredients were mixed for 5-10 minutes in a Hobart A200 Mixer to form dough and 

allowed to ferment at 30 °C and 75% R.H. for 180 minutes. First and second punches were 

made after 120 and 150 minutes, respectively. The dough was molded and panned into 100 g 

test pans, and final proofing was done for 45 minutes at 95 °F (35 °C) and 85% R.H. The 

bread was baked at 232 °C for 13 minutes. The sensory scores for external characteristics 

(volume, crust color, symmetry, evenness of bake, break and shred) and for internal 

characteristics (grain, crumb color, aroma, taste, mastication and texture) were recorded for 

each loaf assigned by a panel of trained judges according to the bread score method 

developed by the American Institute of Baking and reported by Matz (1960).  

3.5 Statistical analysis of phenotypic traits 

The data for all these attributes were subjected to analysis of variance (ANOVA) for 

augmented design following Steel et al., (1997). Analysis of variance was calculated to test 

the significant variation for each recorded trait. For correlation and principal component 

analyses, the germplasm was divided into four groups, i.e. Pakistani genotypes, CIMMYT 

cultivars, local lanraces and miscellaneous germplasm. Correlation and principal component 

analyses were performed separately on all the groups as well as the overall population. 

Principal Component Analysis (Ogunbayo et al., 2005) was used to determine the 

contribution of various seed traits to genetic diversity and select diverse genotypes for 

association mapping. The correlation matrix was used for principal component analysis. The 

eigen value significance criterion, as established by Kaiser (1960), was used to select 

statistically significant principal components (PCs). The trait association and principal 

component analyses were performed using Statistica (v8.0) software 

(http://www.statsoft.com). 
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3.6 Characterization of wheat storage proteins by sodium dodecyl 

sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). 

143 genotypes were selected and used for SDS-PAGE analyses of the high molecular weight 

glutenin subunits (HMW-GS) and low molecular weight glutenin subunits (LMW-GS). 

HMW-GS, LMW-GS and gliadin were extracted from 143 genotypes according to method of 

Singh et al. (1991) and HMW-GS and LMW-GS were analyzed on sodium dodecyl sulfate 

polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) as per the method described by Laemmli 

(1970). HMW-GS and LMW-GS were identified according to the methods given by Payne et 

al. (1983). 

3.6.1 Extraction of HMW and LMW glutenin subunits 

1. Proteins were extracted from single seed by grinding them in a mortar with 1.5M 

dimethyl formamide (DMF). The solvent volume to seed-weight ratio was 5:1 (µl : 

mg). 

2. The solution was centrifuged for 10 min at 14000rpm and the supernatant was stored 

at -20°C for gliadin analysis. 

3. The pellet was treated with 1ml 0.08M Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.5) containing 1% SDS 

for 30 min with intermittent vortexing. 

4. Centrifuged for 8min at 14000rpm. 

5. Repeated the extraction (steps 3 and 4) and discarded the supernatant. 

6. Resuspended the pellet with 0.08M Tris-HCl buffer (pH 8.5) containing dithiotreitol 

(DTT), (1.5% w/v) and SDS (1% w/v). 

7. Extracted for 30 min at 60°C with occasional vortexing followed by centrifugation 

(10 min at 14000rpm). 

8. 200µl of each supernatant was taken for alkylation with 2.8µl of 4-vinyl-pyridine. 

9. Incubated at 60°C for 30min with two vortexings. 

10. Added acetone (1ml) at each sample to precipitate glutenins. 

11. The samples were kept overnight at -20°C. 

12. Centrifuged (10min at 14000rpm), discarding the supernatant. 
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13. Dissolved pellets with 0.25M Tris-HCl buffer (pH 6.8) containing 1.5% DTT. The 

solvent volume to seed weight ratio was 5:1 (µl : mg). 

3.6.2 SDS-PAGE of HMW-GS and LMW-GS 

High molecular weight glutenin subunits were analyzed by Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate 

Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) in 9% polyacrylamide gel (T=9%) with 

2% cross-linker concentration (C=2%). Electrophoretic separations were carried out at 

30mA/gel.  

REAGENTS: 

 Acrylamide solution (40% w/v) 

 N,N' methylene-bisacrylamide solution (2% w/v) 

 Separating buffer: 9% T  

o 13.5mL, 40% acrylamide-bis acrylamide solution 

o 22.5mL, 1.5M Tris-HCl (pH 8.5) 

o 24mL Distilled water 

o 600µl 10% SDS solution 

o 1200µl 10% APS solution 

o 60µl TEMED 

 Stacking buffer: 4.8% T 

o 2.2mL, 40% acrylamide-bis acrylamide solution 

o 2.2mL, 1.5M Tris-HCl (pH 8.5) 

o 12.24mL Distilled water 

o 100µl 10% SDS solution 

o 300µl 10% APS solution 

o 20µl TEMED 

 Electrode buffer (10x): 

o 30.3g Tris 

o 144g glycin 

o 10g SDS 

o Distilled water up to 1000ml 
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 Ammonium persulphate (APS) solution (10%) 

 SDS solution (10%) 

 N,N,N',N' tetramethyl-ethylen-diamine (TEMED) 

T values of 8% and 10% are recommended for separating HMW glutenins and gels with 

T=12% for improved separation of LMW glutenins 

STAINING AND DESTAINING  

Gels were stained with 0.2% (w/v) Coomassie Blue R-250, in 40% (v/v) methanol and 9% 

(w/v) acetic acid for 2 hours and destained in a destaining solution containing 20% methanol, 

10% acetic acid and 70% distilled water until the blue background disappeared. 

3.7 Genotyping 

For genotyping 92 accessions were selected on the basis of diversity in phenotypic data 

recorded for various seed and flour traits. The list of selected genotypes is given in Table 3.1. 

Summary statistics and correlation analysis for all yield traits were estimated using the 

software Statistica v7. 

3.7.1 DNA extraction 

DNA from a fresh leaf tissue of each genotype was extracted following the method described 

by Weining and Langridge (1991) with few modifications. The solutions for DNA extraction 

from young leaf tissues were prepared as below. 

DNA extraction buffer (for 1 liter) 

 33ml 30% Sarkosyl = 10g Sarcosin 

 12.1g Trizma base = 100ml of 1M solution 

 5.8g NaCl (0.1M) 

 3.2g Na2EDTA (8.6mM) 

 pH = 8.5 by HCl 
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Table 3.1. The list of genotypes selected for association mapping  

S. 
NO 

NAMES OF GENOTYPES S. 
NO 

NAMES OF GENOTYPES 

1 T11  48 CHENAB-2000 
2 T14  49 FAISALABAD 85 
3 T16  50 IQBAL2000 
4 T17  51 KOHISTAN 97 
5 T18  52 KOHSAR 95 
6 T19  53 LYP 73 
7 T20  54 MANTHAR 
8 T21  55 NAEEM 82 
9 T22  56 PARI 73        
10 T23  57 PASINA 90 
11 T24  58 PUNJAB 76 
12 T25  59 SH-2002 
13 8A   60 V-87094(WATAN) 
14 C-245 61 NACOZARI 76 
15 C-247 62 OASIS 
16 C-248 63 PBW 450 
17 C-250 64 FRET-1 
18 C-258 65 FRET-2 
19 C-269 66 WH542 
20 C-271 67 SAAR 
21 C-273 68 KARIEGA 
22 GA-2002 69 BOBWHITE'S' 
23 LASANI-08 70 BYRSA-87       
24 SEHER-06 71 CHAM-4 
25 YECORA 72 HARTOG 
26 FAISALABAD-08 73 TRAP#1 
27 CHAKWAL-86 74 PBW 343*2/KONK 
28 INQLAB-91 75 PVN//CAR422/ANA/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ 
29 PARWAZ-94 76 CAR 

422/ANA//TRAP#1/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ 
30 SHAFAQ-06 77 KAKATSI 
31 AARI-10 78 PVN/PBW65/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ 
32 BHAKKAR-2000     79 PRL'S'/PVN 
33 CHAKWAL-50 80 V-03007 
34 FAREED-6 81 PFAU/WEAVER  
35 MIRAJ-08 82 SA 75 
36 BHITTAI 83 ZAMINDAR 80 
37 JAUHAR-78 84 V-03BT007 
38 KIRAN-95 85 NL 750 
39 KHIRMAN 86 NEELKANT'S' 
40 MARVI-2000 87 KINGBIRD 
41 ANMOLE-91 88 QUIU 
42 SASSI 89 HD2169/BOW S 
43 SIND-81 90 V-04179 PB96/V87094//MH97 PBP28624-31A-

19K-6A-5A-4A-7A-0A 
44 AARI-10 91 V-05066 AMSEL/ATTILA//INQ.91/PEW’S’ 
45 ZARGOON 79 92 V-07102  LUAN/KOH-97//PAK-81 
46 ZARDANA 89 93 V-8210  KRITATI/2*WBLLI  
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CGSS02B00131T-099B-099Y-099M-099Y-
099M-19WGY-0B 

Phenol: Chloroform: Isoamyl Alcohol 

 250ml redistilled phenol 

 240ml chloroform 

 10ml Isoamyl alcohol 

Tris EDTA  

 10mM Tris 

 1mM EDTA 

 pH = 8.0 

The following steps were carried out. 

 About 5-10 cm fresh leaves (7 days old seedling) were taken in liquid N2 in 1.5ml 

eppendorf tubes. 

 The leaves were crushed with mortar and pestler using about 10ml liquid N2 per 

sample.  

 500µl DNA extraction buffer was added to crush leaves and mixed. 

 500µl phenol was added to the above mixture in fume hood. 

 The mixture was vortexed and centrifuged for 5 min at 10,000 rpm 

 The supernatant was taken carefully in a new labeled eppendorf tube 

 500µl Isopropanol and 50µl (3M, pH 4.8) sodium acetate was added to each tube 

and mixed gently with hands until the appearance of white thread like material. 

 The tubes were centrifuged for 10 minutes at 10,000 rpm. 

 All the solution was carefully removed leaving DNA pellet at the bottom. 

 500µl 70% ethanol was added to the tubes. 

 The tubes were centrifuged again for 10 minutes at 10,000 rpm. 

 Ethanol from the tubes was removed leaving the pellet at the bottom. 

 The tubes were inverted on the tissue paper for drying for 2 hours and then placed 

opened in hood for overnight. 
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 40µl TE buffer was added to each tube for preparing DNA stock 

 DNA was treated with RNAase-A (2µl/ 40µl of stock DNA) at 37°C for an hour 

and detected on 0.8% agarose. 

 Concentration of each sample was calculated with spectrophotometer at 260nm 

using the following formula 

DNA concentration (µg/ml) = (OD260) x (dilution factor) x (50µg DNA/ml)/ (1 

OD260 unit) 

 The stock solution was kept at -20°C for future use. 

3.7.2 Primers selection 

A total of 30 unlinked SSR markers were selected from GrainGenes data base 

(http://wheat.pw.usda.gov) and used for detecting population structure (Table 3.2). Based on 

the consensus map Ta-SSR-2004 (Somers et al., 2004) 41 SSR markers located on 

chromosome 1B were used to determine linkage disequilibrium (LD) and marker-trait 

association (Table 3.3).  

3.7.3 PCR amplification 

All PCR reactions were performed with a negative control missing template DNA and a 

positive control with Chinese spring DNA. The PCR profile for each SSR was same as 

reported in GrainGene (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov). Working DNA (for PCR reactions) of 

each genotype was made by diluting stock DNA to a concentration of 1-10ng/µl with DEPC 

water. 

Preparation of DNA plates 

 DNA stock was diluted to 1-10ng/µl concentration and 2µl of each diluted DNA 

was poured to 96-well PCR plates with micropipette.  

 PCR plates with template DNA were stored at -20°C.  
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Table 3.2. The SSR probes used to detect population structure 

SN
o 

Probe 
Name 

Nucleotide Sequence Chromosomal 
location (cM) 

PCR Profile References 

1 GWM99 5'AAGATGGACGTATGCATCACA 
3' 
5' GCCATATTTGATGACGCATA 3' 

1A 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

2 GWM135 5'TGTCAACATCGTTTTGAAAAGG 
3' 
5' ACACTGTCAACCTGGCAATG 3' 

1A 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Korzun V et al. (1997); Roder 
MS et al. (1998) 

3 GWM136 5'GACAGCACCTTGCCCTTTG 3' 
5'CATCGGCAACATGCTCATC 3 

1A 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

4 GWM164 5'ACATTTCTCCCCCATCGTC 3' 
5'TTGTAAACAAATCGCATGCG 3' 

1A 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Korzun V et al. (1997); Roder 
MS et al. (1998) 

5 GWM124 5’GCCATGGCTATCACCCAG3’ 
5’ACTGTTCGGTGCAATTTGAG3’ 

1B 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

6 GWM140 5'ATGGAGATATTTGGCCTACAAC 
3' 
5' CTTGACTTCAAGGCGTGACA 3' 

1B 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

7 GWM153 5’GATCTCGTCACCCGGAATTC 3’ 

5’TGGTAGAGAAGGACGGAGAG3
’ 

1B 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

8 GWM106 5’ CTGTTCTTGCGTGGCATTAA3’ 
5’ 
AATAAGGACACAATTGGGATGG
3’ 

1A/1B/1D 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Korzun V et al. (1997); Roder 
MS et al. (1998) 

9 GWM47.2 5' TTGCTACCATGCATGACCAT 3' 

5' TTCACCTCGATTGAGGTCCT 3' 

2A 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

10 GWM55 5' 
GCATCTGGTACACTAGCTGCC3' 
5' TCATGGATGCATCACATCCT3' 

2B 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

11 GWM102 5'TCTCCCATCCAACGCCTC 3' 
5'TGT TGG TGG CTT GAC TAT TG 
3' 

2D 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

12 GWM55.2 5' GGTTGCAGTTTCCACCTTGT 3' 
5' CATCTATTGCCAAAATCGCA 3' 

2B/2D 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 
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13 GWM67 5' ACCACACAAACAAGGTAAGCG 

5' CAACCCTCTTAATTTTGTTGGG 
3' 

3A/5B 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998); Somers et 
al. (2004) 

14 GWM133 5’ATCTAAACAAGACGGCGGTG’ 
5’ATCTGTGACAACCGGTGAGA3’
  

3A 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

15 GWM77 5' ACAAAGGTAAGCAGCACCTG 
3' 
5' ACCCTCTTGCCCGTGTTG 3' 

3B 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

16 GWM107 5’ATTAATACCTGAGGGAGGTGC
3’ 

5’GGTCTCAGGAGCAAGAACAC3’ 

3B/4B/6B 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

17 GWM156 5'CCAACCGTGCTATTAGTCATTC
3' 
CAATGCAGGCCCTCCTAAC 3' 

3B/5A 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

18 GWM161 5' GATCGAGTGATGGCAGATGG 
3' 
5' TGTGAATTACTTGGACGTGG 3' 

3D 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Korzun V et al. (1997); Roder 
MS et al. (1998) 

19 GWM162 5'AGTGGATCGACAAGGCTCTG 3'
5'AGAAGAAGCAAAGCCTTCCC 3' 

3A/4A 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998) 

20 GWM44 5' GTTGAGCTTTTCAGTTCGGC 3' 

5' ACTGGCATCCACTGAGCTG 3' 

4A/7D-78 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998)

21 GWM149 5’CATTGTTTTCTGCCTCTAGCC3’ 

5’CTAGCATCGAACCTGAACAAG
3’ 

4B/4D 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Korzun V et al. (1997); Roder MS et al. 
(1998) 

22 GWM165 5'TGCAGTGGTCAGATGTTTCC 3' 
5'CTTTTCTTTCAGATTGCGCC 3' 

4A/4B/4D 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Korzun V et al. (1997); Roder MS et al. 
(1998); Somers DJ et al. (2004) 

23 GWM68 5' AGGCCAGAATCTGGGAATG 3' 
5' CTCCCTAGATGGGAGAAGGG 
3' 

5B/7B 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Korzun V et al. (1997); Roder MS et al. 
(1998); Somers DJ et al. (2004) 

24 GWM70 5' AGTGGCTGGGAGAGTGTCAT 3'
5' GCCCATTACCGAGGACAC 3' 

6B 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998)

25 GWM121 5’CGAAGGATTTGTGATGTGAGT
A3’  
5’GGACAACATCATAGAGAAGGA

5D/7D 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998)
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A3’ 
26 GWM130 5’AGCTCTGCTTCACGAGGAAG3’ 

5’CTCCTCTTTATATCGCGTCCC3’ 
2B/7A/7B 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 

72Ċ /10min 
Korzun V et al. (1997); Roder MS et al. 
(1998) 

27 

GWM200 

5' TCAACGGAACAGATGAGCG 3' 
5' GACCTGATGAGAGCAAGCAC 
3' 

6A 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Korzun V et al. (1997)

28 
GWM205 

5' CGACCCGGTTCACTTCAG 3' 
5' AGTCGCCGTTGTATAGTGCC 3' 

5A 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998)

 

Table 3.3. The SSR probes on 1B used for LD and Marker trait associations  

S.N
o 

Probe 
Name 

Nucleotide Sequence Chromosomal 
location (cM) 

PCR Profile References 

1 Xpsp3000 5’GCAGACCTGTGTCATTGGT
C3’ 
5’GATATAGTGGCAGCAGGAT
ACG3’ 

0 94Ċ/3min;35(94Ċ/30s; 55Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Bryan GJ et al. (1997); Stephenson P et al. 
(1998) 

2 GWM608 5’ACATTGTGTGTGCGGCC3’ 

5’ GATCCCTCTCCGCTAGAAG
C3’ 

12 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998)

3 GWM550 5'CCACAAGAACCTTTGAAGA
3' 
5'CATTGTGTGTGCAAGGCAC 
3' 

14 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998)

4 WMC818 5' TGAAGGGTGCGTGTGGTC 3'
5' 
GCGTCGATTTTAATTTGATGA
TGG 3' 

17 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers DJ and Isaac P (2004)

5 GWM374.
1 

5'ATAGTGTGTTGCATGCTGTG
TG 3' 
5'TCTAATTAGCGTTGGCTGCC 
3' 

18 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998)

6 WMC798 5'GTGTGGTAGTGTAGCTGCC
AAAAG3' 
GTTAGCATGGCACATAGAAG
CAG 3' 

19 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers DJ and Isaac P (2004)
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7 WMC51 5'TTATCTTGGTGTCTCATGTC
AG3' 
5'TCGCAAGATCATCAGAACA
GTA 3' 

20 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers DJ and Isaac P (2004)

8 WMC619 5'TTCCCTTTCCCCTCTTTCCG 
3' 
5'TACAATCGCCACGAGCACC
T 3' 

21 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers DJ and Isaac P (2004)

9 BARC60 5' 
CATGCTCACAAAACCCACAA
GACT 3' 
5' 
CTCGAAAGGCGGCACCACTA 
3' 

23 95Ċ/3min;35(94Ċ/40s; 55Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers et al. (2004) 

10 WMC406 5' 
TATGAGGGTCGGATCAATAC
AA 3' 
5' 
CGAGTTTACTGCAAACAAAT
GG 3' 

24 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers DJ and Isaac P (2004)

11 BARC8 5'GCGGGAATCATGCATAGGA
AAACAGAA3' 
5'GCGGGGGCGAAACATACAC
ATAAAAACA 3' 

25 95Ċ/3min;35(94Ċ/40s; 55Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers et al. (2004) 

12 GWM413 5' 
TGCTTGTCTAGATTGCTTGGG 
3' 
5' GATCGTCTCGTCCTTGGCA 
3' 

26 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998)

13 GDM36 5’ATGCAAAGGAATGGATTCA
A3’  
5’CAAATCCGCATCCAGAAAA
T3’ 

27 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers et al. (2004) 

14 GWM33 5' 
GGAGTCACACTTGTTTGTGCA 
3' 
5'CACTGCACACCTAACTACCT
GC 3' 

28 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder et al. (1998); Somers et al. 
(2004) 

15 WMC128 5'CGGACAGCTACTGCTCTCCT
TA 3' 

30 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers DJ and Isaac P (2004)
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5'CTGTTGCTTGCTCTGCACCC
TT 3' 

16 GDM28 5’ATCTGACTTCATGGTTTATA
T3’ 
5’TCAAGAATGAAGACATAGT
T3’ 

30 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 

17 GWM 131 5’AATCCCCACCGATTCTTCTC
3’ 

5’AGTTCGTGGGTCTCTGATG
G3’ 

31 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998); Paillard S et al. 
(2003); Somers et al. (2004) 

18 WMC419 5’ 
GTTTCGGATAAAACCGGAGT
GC3’ 5’ 
ACTACTTGTGGGTTATCACCA
GCC3’  

32 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 

19 WMC269 5’ 
GCACCTTCTAACCTTCCCCAG
C3’ 

5’ 
CCCTAATCCAGGACTCCCTCA
G3’ 

33 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 

20 BARC137 5' GGCCCATTTCCCACTTTCCA 
3' 
5' CCAGCCCCTCTACACATTTT 
3' 

34 95Ċ/3min;35(94Ċ/40s; 55Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers et al. (2004) 

21 WMC626 5’AGCCCATAAACATCCAACA
CGG3’ 

5’ 
AGGTGGGCTTGGTTACGCTCT
C 3’ 

35 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 

22 WMC213 5' 
ATTTTCTCAAACACACCCCG 
3' 
5' 
TAGCAGATGTTGACAATGGA 
3' 

36 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 
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23 WMC694 5' ATTTGCCCTTGTGAGCCGTT 
3' 
5' 
GACCTGGGTGGGACCCATTA 
3' 

37 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 

24 BARC181 5' 
CGCTGGAGGGGGTAAGTCAT
CAC 3' 
5'CGCAAATCAAGAACACGGG
AGAAAGAA 3' 

38 95Ċ/3min;35(94Ċ/40s; 55Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers et al. (2004) 

25 CFA2129 5’GTTGCACGACCTACAAAGC
A3’ 

5’ATCGCTCACTCACTATCGG
G3’ 

39 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Sourdille P et al. (2001)

26 CFD48 5’ATGGTTGATGGTGGGTGTT
T3’ 

5’ATGTATCGATGAAGGGCCA
A 3’ 

40 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Guyomarc'h H et al. (2002)

27 GDM101 5' 
GTCTCCATGACAAGGAGGGA 
3' 
5' 
TGAAACCTCAAAGGGAAAGA 
3' 

42 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers et al. (2004) 

28 WMC416 5’AGCCCTTTCTACCGTGTTTC
TT3’ 

5’TATGGTCGATGGACTGTCC
CTA3’ 

44 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 

29 WMC134 5’CCAAGCTGTCTGACTGCCA
TAG3’ 

5’AGTATAGACCTCTGGCTCA
CGG3’ 

47 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 

30 GWM403 5’CGACATTGGCTTCGGTG’ 

5’ATAAAACAGTGCGGTCCAG

50 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder et al. (1998); Somers et al. 
(2004) 
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G3’ 
31 WMC206 5’TTGTGCTCGTGAATTGCAT

ACC 3’ 

5’GCCAAAATGGCAGCTTCTC
TTA3’ 

60 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 

32 GWM153 5’GATCTCGTCACCCGGAATT
C3’ 

5’TGGTAGAGAAGGACGGAG
AG3’ 

61 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder et al. (1998 

33 BARC81 5’GCGCTAGTGACCAAGTTGT
TATATGA’ 

5’GCGGTTCGGAAAGTGCTAT
TCTACAGTAA3’ 

62 95Ċ/3min;35(94Ċ/40s; 55Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers et al. (2004) 

34 WMC631 5’TTGCTCGCCCACCTTCTACC
3’ 

5’GGAAACCATGCGCTTCACA
C3’ 

63 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 

35 gwm124 5’GCCATGGCTATCACCCAG3’ 
5’ACTGTTCGGTGCAATTTGA
G3’ 

64 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998)

36 CFA2147.1 5’TCATCCCCTACATAACCCG
A3’ 

5’ATCGTGCACCAAGCAATAC
A3’ 

75 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers et al. (2004) 

37 WMC44 5’GGTCTTCTGGGCTTTGATCC
TG 3’ 

5’TGTTGCTAGGGACCCGTAG
TGG3’ 

92 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 

38 WMC367 5’CTGACGTTGATGGGCCACT
ATT 3’ 

5’GTGGTGGAAGAGGAAGGA

103 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 
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GAGG 3’ 
39 BARC80 5’GCGAATTAGCATCTGCATC

TGTTTGAG 3’ 

5’ CGGTCAACCAACTACTGCA
CAAC 3’ 

106 95Ċ/3min;35(94Ċ/40s; 55Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers et al. (2004) 

40 GWM259 5’AGGGAAAAGACATCTTTTT
TTTC 3’ 

5’CGACCGACTTCGGGTTC 3’ 

107 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998); Paillard S et al. 
(2003); Somers et al. (2004) 

41 WMC728 5’GCAGGCTCTGCATCTTCTTG 
3’ 

5’CGCAGAGCTGAGCTGAAAT
C 3’ 

110 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/40s; 61Ċ/40; 72Ċ/1min); 
72Ċ /10min 

Somers and Isaac (2004) 

42 gwm140 5'ATGGAGATATTTGGCCTAC
AAC 3' 
5' 
CTTGACTTCAAGGCGTGACA 
3' 

111 94Ċ/5min;35(94Ċ/30s; 60Ċ/30; 72Ċ/45s); 
72Ċ /10min 

Roder MS et al. (1998)
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SSR primers 

Stock solution (first dilution) 

 The exact amount of each oligo was supplied by the manufacturer.  

 The “nmol” amount was multiplied by 2 and SSR pellet was dissolved in that 

much volume of TE buffer.  

 Example: 45.10nmols x 2 = 90.2µl 

 The oligo pellet was dissolved in 90.2µl to get 500pmols/µl stock solution 

Second dilution 

 10µl of first solution + 90ul DEPC Water to yield 50µM (50pmol/µl) solution. 

Working dilution 

 10µl of second dilution + 40ul DEPC Water to yield 5µM (5pmol /µl) solution 

dNTP mix dilution for PCR reaction 

 dNTP mix stock supplied is 10mM each 

 20µl dNTP stock + 980µl DEPC Water to obtain working dilution (0.2mM) 

PCR buffer 

 10X Ammonium phosphate ((NH4)2PO4) buffer was used for PCR reaction. The 

final concentration in each PCR reaction was 1X buffer. 

Magnesium chloride (MgCl2) 

 MgCl2  stock supplied was 25mM 

 0.8mM of the stock was used for PCR reaction. The final concentration in each 

reaction was 2.5mM. 

PCR master mixture 

Each PCR set was of 92 reactions but PCR master mixture was made for 98 reactions.  
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The volume of each PCR reaction was 20µl, therefore 18µl of master mix was pipette to 

each well of PCR plate containing 2µl of template DNA. The composition of master 

mixture was as follow 

 10X PCR buffer   = 196µl @ 2µl /reaction 

 25mM MgCl2    = 156.8µl @ 1.6µl /reaction 

 0.2mM dNTPs mix   = 627.2µl  @ 6.4µl /reaction 

 5µM Forward primer   = 98µl  @ 1µl /reaction 

 5µM Reverse primer   = 98µl @ 1µl /reaction 

 DEPC water    = 568.4µl  @ 5.8µl /reaction 

 Taq DNA polymerase   = 19.6µl @ 0.2µl /reaction 

Total volume    = 1764µl @ 18µl /reaction 

3.7.4 Gel preparation for PCR analysis 

 5g high resolution agarose was added to 200ml 1.0X TBE buffer and was heated 

for 2 minutes in Microwave oven. 

 5µl Ethidium bromide was added after a little cooling and swirling the solution 

 Gel was poured in gel castings with inserted combs for well formation 

5X TBE recipe 

 800ml dH2O 

 54g Tris Base (0.44M) 

 27.5g Boric Acid (0.44M) 

 4.65g EDTA (16mM) 

 Adjusted volume to 1 liter with additional dH2O 

 pH = 8.3 

Loading dye (40ml) 

 Bromophenol blue – 0.25% = 0.025g 

 Xylene Cyanol FF – 0.25% = 0.025g 

 Sucrose  -40% = 4g 

 DEPC Water = 10ml 
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 Stirring for One hour 

 Add 1x TBE buffer to make final volume of 40ml 

Ethidium bromide stock solution (10 mg/ml) 

 100mg of ethidium bromide powder was dissolved in 80 ml of ddH2O and ddH2O 

was added to make final volume of 100ml. 

 5µl of ethidium bromide stock solution was added in 100ml of freshly prepared to 

achieve final concentration of 0.5ug/ml of ethidium bromide. 

Gel electrophoresis 

 After PCR, 2µl of loading dye was added to each tube of PCR plate and mixed 

with PCR product.  

 DNA ladder (2µl) was always loaded in first well of gel.  

 The mixture of loading dye and PCR product (2µl) from each tube was loaded in 

gel wells in an arranged manner for accurate SSR alleles scoring.  

 The loaded gel was run in 1XTBE buffer for 2.5 hours at 80 volt for first 10 

minutes and at 90 volts for rest of the time. 

3.7.5 Gel visualization and allele scoring 

 The electrophoresed gel was visualized in UV light in Gel Doc system. 

 Gel was placed carefully with 0 degree along X-axis for precise band scoring 

using Gel doc quick analysis system. 

 The exposure time was adjusted for clear gel picture. 

 Gel picture was captured and saved in specific folder. 

 Each band was scored for its size in base pairs using quick analysis option of Gel 

doc system.  

3.7.6 Statistical analysis 

Markers polymorphic on 2.5% high resolution agarose were used for statistical analysis 

of population structure, LD and Marker trait associations. 
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3.7.6.1 Polymorphism and Population Structure 

The summary statistic of polymorphism and allelic information was determined using 

Power-Marker V3.25 (http://www.powermarker.net). Population structure was estimated 

with unlinked markers using STRUCTURE 2.3.3-a model based (Bayesian) cluster 

software (Pritchard et al., 2000). The number of subpopulations (K) was set from 2-20 

based on admixture and correlated allele frequencies models. For each K, 10 runs were 

performed separately. Each run was carried out with 30,000 iteration and 30,000 burn-in 

period.  A value of K was selected where the graph of InPr (X/K) peaked in the range of 

2-20 subpopulations. For selected K again 10 runs were performed each with 100,000 

iteration and 100,000 burn-in period.  

3.7.6.2 Linkage Disequilibrium 

Linkage disequilibrium between all pairs of loci was estimated using LD parameter r2 

(the squared correlation coefficient between all bi-allelic combinations at two loci and 

summarizes both recombination and mutational history. Both unlinked and syntenic r2 

were evaluated using the software TASSEL 3 (http://www.maizegenetics.net) by setting 

1000 permutation. The LD decay with genetic distance (cM) between markers on 

chromosome 3A was plotted by software PowerMarker V3.25. The 95% %ile of unlinked 

r2 was used to derive a critical value for r2, as evidence of linkage (Breseghello and 

Sorrells 2006).  The loci having P<0.001 were considered to be in significant LD. If all 

pairs of flanking loci within a chromosomal region were in significant LD, the region was 

designated as LD block (Stich et al., 2005) 

3.7.6.3 Marker-trait associations 

The marker-trait association analysis was performed using the software TASSEL 3 and 

mixed linear model (MLM) as this model can reduce both type I and type II errors. The 

MLM simultaneously co-variated kinship and population structure with marker-trait 

association tests. Kinship matrix was calculated using unlinked markers by TASSEL 3 

and population structure by program STRUCTURE 2.2. The significance of marker-trait 

associations was declared by P < 0.01 and the magnitude of QTL effects was calculated 

by R2-marker.  
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Chapter 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 Analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

The analysis of variance for augmented design was performed on the data collected for 

fourteen seed traits for two consecutive years i.e., 2009-2010 and 2010-2011. The 

genotypes included in the study showed significant variation for most of the traits. All the 

traits except moisture content and flour pH showed a statistically significant variation in 

the germplasm (Table 4.1). All the chapatti and bread quality traits showed significant 

diversity in the germplasm. The block effect was also significant for most of the quality 

traits while it was non-significant for moisture, seed length, seed width, seed thickness, 

grain hardness, flour pH and grain yield. 

The range for NIR protein percentage was 11.1 to 15.3 % during 2009-2010 and 11.0-

16.0% during the year 2010-2011 (Table 4.3). NIR moisture had a range from 10.4 to 

13.2% for the year 2009-2010 and 10.5 to 12.9% for the year 2010-2011. The range for 

NIR starch was 49.3 to 56.6% for the year 2009-2010 and 50.9 to 58.2 % for the year 

2010-2011. The minimum and maximum values of NIR gluten for the years 2008-2009 

and 2009-2010 were 18 to 30 % and 15 to 33 % respectively (Table 4.3). The range of 

thousand grain weight for the years 2009-2010 and 2010-2011 was 22.0-44.5g and 22.5-

46.1g respectively. The test weight ranged from 68.50 to 78.90 kg/hl during 2009-2010 

and 66.75 to 79.89 kg/hl during 2010-2011.The range of bread quality, chapatti quality, 

seed length, seed width, seed thickness, grain hardness, flour pH and grain yield per plant 

was 62.0-80.0, 1.0-6.0, 5.47-6.91 cm, 2.73-3.50 cm, 2.15-3.12 cm, 62.25-72.33, 6.00-6.39 

and 13.30-63.37 g during 2009-2010 and 62.0-80.37, 1.0-6.0, 5.09-7.32 cm, 2.59-3.79 

cm, 1.99-3.34 cm, 60.74-74.22, 5.97-6.41 and 12.32-60.98 g respectively during 2010-

2011 (Table 4.3). 
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Table 4.1. Mean squares of the 14 traits of bread wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) for the year 2009-2010. 

 

 

 

  

 

SOV DF Protein Moisture Starch Gluten TGW (g) 
Test wt. 
(kg/hl) 

Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickne

ss 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour 
pH 

YPP 

Corrected 

model 
249 0.804** 0.164 1.077** 7.875** 20.260** 3.532** 10.022** 1.089* 0.087** 0.02** 0.034** 5.710** 0.015 94.253** 

Intercept 1 43618.69** 32454.74** 733259.71** 142928.15** 281216.36** 1401089.59** 1300871.42** 3257.70** 9934.87** 2382.66** 1848.46** 1130301.22** 9690.48** 332641.88** 

Treatment 244 0.712** 0.166 0.995** 7.515** 19.291** 3.556** 9.218** 1.067* 0.085** 0.020** 0.034** 5.649** 0.015 82.444** 

Block 5 0.602* 0.045 2.89** 23.897** 1.599* 2.189* 35.239** 2.537** 0.004 0.003 0.004 1.168 0.022 0.957 

Error 45 0.386 0.111 0.569 6.186 6.773 1.841 5.041 0.714 0.10 0.004 0.004 2.47 0.012 2.269 

Total 295               

Corrected 

total 
294               
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SOV DF Protein Moisture Starch Gluten TGW (g) 
Test wt. 
(kg/hl) 

Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour 
pH 

YPP 

Corrected 

model 
249 1.20** 0.339 2.046** 11.162** 20.643** 5.406** 10.359** 1.110* 0.233** 0.061** 0.075** 7.045** 0.015 97.223** 

Intercept 1 43243.73** 31998.73** 740408.53** 142260.16** 285170.69** 1410483.39** 1300170.28** 3234.35** 9937.47** 2465.0** 1896.79** 1129671.63** 9664.43 328076.69** 

Treatment 244 1.10** 0.345 2.015** 10.890** 20.492** 5.435* 9.770** 1.088* 0.229** 0.060** 0.075** 6.927** 0.015 84.64** 
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Table 4.2. Mean squares of the 14 traits of bread wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) for the year 2010-2011. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Block 5 0.747* 0.2 2.097** 13.257** 8.227 4.630 31.017** 1.510* 0.195 0.048 0.072** 2.464 0.019 3.14* 

Error 45 0.287 0.252 1.734 5.605 12.012 3.403 5.306 0.636 0.130 0.047 0.034 3.782 0.012 4.366 

Total 295               

Corrected 

total 
294               
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Table 4.3 Mean, minimum and maximum values of the 14 traits for the years 2009-2010 and 2010-2011 

 

 

  

Variables Protein Moisture Starch Gluten 
TGW 

(g) 
Test wt. 

Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour 
pH 

YPP 

2009-

2010 

Mean 

S.E 

13.19 

0.5 

11.39 

0.023 

54.03 

0.058 

23.89 

0.161 

33.82 

0.248 

74.7 

0.091 

71.85 

0.183 

3.62 

0.059 

6.26 

0.016 

3.09 

0.008 

2.72 

0.01 

67.02 

0.133 

6.21 

0.007 

36.83 

0.521 

Min 11.10 10.4 49.3 18 22.00 68.50 62.00 1 5.47 2.73 2.15 62.25 6.00 13.30 

Max 15.30 13.2 56.6 30 44.50 78.90 80.00 6 6.91 3.50 3.12 72.33 6.39 63.37 

St.D .860 .394 .999 2.76 4.265 1.557 3.141 1.016 0.273 0.134 .171 2.283 .120 8.954 

2010-

2011 

Mean 13.17 11.28 54.26 23.96 33.81 74.92 71.85 3.63 6.33 3.14 2.75 66.97 6.20 36.60 

S.E. 0.06 0.033 0.082 0.187 0.256 0.12 0.186 0.059 0.027 0.014 0.015 0.149 0.007 0.53 

Min 11 10.5 50.9 16 22.5 66.75 62.0 1 5.09 2.59 1.99 60.74 5.97 12.32 

Max 16 12.9 58.2 33 46.1 79.89 80.7 6 7.32 3.79 3.34 74.22 6.41 60.98 

St.D 1.03 0.57 1.41 3.21 4.39 2.06 3.19 1.02 0.46 0.24 .26 2.55 0.120 9.11 
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4.2 Correlation analysis 

In wheat breeding, knowledge of correlation among traits contributing to yield and 

quality is one of the prerequisites for varietal development. Correlation between two traits 

varies with breeding populations and growth environments. Tables 4.4-4.13 show the 

correlation patterns for the years 2009-10 and 2010-11 among 14 seed traits in the 

population of 245 genotypes, Pakistani cultivars, CIMMYT accessions, local landraces 

and miscellaneous germplasm are shown in Tables 4.4-4.13 respectively. Correlation 

patterns for the two years were comparable for most of the genotypes except local 

landraces. In 2009-10 NIR moisture and flour pH did not show any correlation with any 

of the traits. During 2010-11, NIR moisture was positively and significantly correlated to 

seed length, grain hardness and flour pH. In 2010-11, flour pH showed a positive and 

significant correlation with NIR moisture only. NIR protein showed a positive correlation 

(significant at α = 0.01) with NIR gluten (0.553) and chapatti quality (0.533) for the year 

2009-10 (Table 4.4). While it showed a positive correlation (significant at α = 0.05) with 

seed length (0.137) and bread quality (0.134) and a negative correlation (significant at α = 

0.01) with NIR starch (-0.443) for the same year (Table 4.4). On the other hand, it did not 

show any significant correlation with seed length and bread quality during 2010-11 

(Table 4.5). NIR starch showed a negative and significant correlation with NIR protein, 

NIR gluten and chapatti quality for both years. And it exhibited a significantly positive 

correlation with test weight and bread quality for both years. All the seed size traits i.e. 

seed length, seed width and seed thickness showed significant positive correlations with 

1000 grain weight and grain yield per plant for both years and in all the subgroups. Test 

weight showed a positive correlation with NIR starch and bread quality. This correlation 

pattern was also evident in the principal component analysis.  

The most interesting correlation was was observed among grain yield per plant and 

various quality traits especially protein, chapatti and bread quality. In Pakistani and 

CIMMYT germplasm the correlation pattern was generally similar. These cultivars 

exhibited a generally negative correlation of yield and yield components with grain 

protein and chapatti quality and non-significant positive correlation with bread quality. 

This negative correlation was significant between protein and grain yield in Pakistani 

germplasm in 2009-10 (Table 4.6) but non-significant in Pakistani germplasm in 2010-11 

and in CIMMYT germplasm in 2009-10 and 2010-11 (Table 4.7-4.9).  
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The group consisting of pre-green revolution germplasm (landraces) exhibited an 

interesting pattern of correlation which displayed a significant positive correlation of gain 

yield with bread quality in 2009-10 and with chapatti quality in 2010-11.  An overall 

positive association of grain yield per plant and grain quality traits was observed in this 

group for both years. 
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Table 4.4 Correlation coefficient among various quality traits for the year 2009-10 

 
Protein Moisture Starch Gluten 

1000 
grain wt. 

Test wt.  
Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality  

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour pH YPP 

Protein 1 -0.011 -.443** .553** 0.083 0.003 .134* .533** .137* -0.008 -0.063 0.083 0.063 0.03 

Moisture -0.011 1 -0.015 -0.047 -0.023 0.001 0.037 -0.037 0.084 -0.065 -0.111 -0.107 0.004 0.114 

Starch -.443** -0.015 1 -.334** 0.069 .174** 0.005 -.310** -0.034 -0.071 -0.036 0.07 0.007 0.005 

Gluten .553** -0.047 -.334** 1 .149* -0.019 0.035 .937** .195** 0.108 0.09 -0.046 0.014 -0.068 

1000 grain wt. 0.083 -0.023 0.069 .149* 1 .177** .214** .200** .589** .441** .485** -.176** 0.01 .277** 

Test wt.  0.003 0.001 .174** -0.019 .177** 1 0.05 0.002 0.039 -0.034 -0.024 -0.01 -0.096 0.023 

Bread quality .134* 0.037 0.005 0.035 .214** 0.05 1 0.035 .148* 0.084 .129* .130* -0.07 .222** 

Chapati 
quality 

.533** -0.037 -.310** .937** .200** 0.002 0.035 1 .233** 0.112 0.101 -0.055 0.029 -0.024 

Seed length .137* 0.084 -0.034 .195** .589** 0.039 .148* .233** 1 .319** .372** -.217** 0.023 .225** 

Seed width -0.008 -0.065 -0.071 0.108 .441** -0.034 0.084 0.112 .319** 1 .560** -.129* -0.076 0.12 

Seed thickness -0.063 -0.111 -0.036 0.09 .485** -0.024 .129* 0.101 .372** .560** 1 -0.062 0.021 .210** 

Grain 
hardness 

0.083 -0.107 0.07 -0.046 -.176** -0.01 .130* -0.055 -.217** -.129* -0.062 1 0.056 .137* 

Flour pH 0.063 0.004 0.007 0.014 0.01 -0.096 -0.07 0.029 0.023 -0.076 0.021 0.056 1 -0.036 

YPP 0.03 0.114 0.005 -0.068 .277** 0.023 .222** -0.024 .225** 0.12 .210** .137* -0.036 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
         

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.5 Correlation coefficient among various quality traits for the year 2010-11 

 
Protein Moisture Starch Gluten 

1000 grain 
wt. 

Test wt.  
Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour pH YPP 

Protein 1 -0.035 -.282** .521** -0.084 -0.083 0.096 .528** 0.014 -0.053 -0.07 0.036 0.028 0.041 

Moisture -0.035 1 -0.055 -0.026 -0.013 0.006 0.006 -0.024 .159* -0.053 -0.06 -.150* .149* 0.017 

Starch -.282** -0.055 1 -.227** 0.047 0.027 .148* -.229** -0.055 0.04 0.043 0.004 0.005 0.012 

Gluten .521** -0.026 -.227** 1 0.111 -0.076 -0.004 .954** 0.095 -0.028 0.041 -0.056 0.049 0 

1000 grain wt. -0.084 -0.013 0.047 0.111 1 0.074 0.091 0.1 .245** .224** .281** -0.114 -0.001 0.04 

Test wt.  -0.083 0.006 0.027 -0.076 0.074 1 0.018 -0.083 -0.062 -0.094 -0.04 0.005 -0.105 -0.058 

Bread quality 0.096 0.006 .148* -0.004 0.091 0.018 1 0.002 0.087 -0.097 0.118 .180** 0 0.116 

Chapati quality .528** -0.024 -.229** .954** 0.1 -0.083 0.002 1 0.091 -0.039 0.035 -0.055 0.034 -0.001 

Seed length 0.014 .159* -0.055 0.095 .245** -0.062 0.087 0.091 1 0.083 .218** -0.103 0.063 .156* 

Seed width -0.053 -0.053 0.04 -0.028 .224** -0.094 -0.097 -0.039 0.083 1 .225** -0.063 0.017 0.1 

Seed thickness -0.07 -0.06 0.043 0.041 .281** -0.04 0.118 0.035 .218** .225** 1 0.064 -0.052 0.124 

Grain hardness 0.036 -.150* 0.004 -0.056 -0.114 0.005 .180** -0.055 -0.103 -0.063 0.064 1 0.037 .126* 

Flour pH 0.028 .149* 0.005 0.049 -0.001 -0.105 0 0.034 0.063 0.017 -0.052 0.037 1 -0.025 

YPP 0.041 0.017 0.012 0 0.04 -0.058 0.116 -0.001 .156* 0.1 0.124 .126* -0.025 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
         

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.6 Correlation coefficient among various quality traits in Pakistani germplasm for the year 2009-10 

 
Protein Moisture Starch Gluten 

1000 grain 
wt. 

Test wt.  
Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour pH YPP 

Protein 1 0.005 -.557** .603** -0.003 0.017 -0.04 .572** 0.08 -0.041 -0.161 -0.038 0.046 -.224* 

Moisture 0.005 1 -0.026 -0.03 -0.065 -0.008 0.074 -0.024 0.08 -0.091 -.179* -0.12 -0.006 0.142 

Starch -.557** -0.026 1 -.481** 0.04 0.09 .203* -.491** -0.096 0.017 0.016 0.168 -0.07 0.119 

Gluten .603** -0.03 -.481** 1 .176* -0.083 -0.074 .956** .183* 0.099 0.044 -0.028 0.053 -0.142 

1000 grain wt. -0.003 -0.065 0.04 .176* 1 0.107 .194* 0.17 .527** .415** .488** -0.133 -0.004 0.168 

Test wt.  0.017 -0.008 0.09 -0.083 0.107 1 0.13 -0.079 -0.064 -0.045 -0.039 0.098 -0.058 0.053 

Bread quality -0.04 0.074 .203* -0.074 .194* 0.13 1 -0.097 0.092 .211* 0.17 0.084 -.230** 0.17 

Chapati quality .572** -0.024 -.491** .956** 0.17 -0.079 -0.097 1 .205* 0.088 0.067 -0.011 0.058 -0.12 

Seed length 0.08 0.08 -0.096 .183* .527** -0.064 0.092 .205* 1 .239** .304** -.206* 0.032 0.13 

Seed width -0.041 -0.091 0.017 0.099 .415** -0.045 .211* 0.088 .239** 1 .460** -0.16 -0.002 0.057 

Seed thickness -0.161 -.179* 0.016 0.044 .488** -0.039 0.17 0.067 .304** .460** 1 -0.019 0.03 0.112 

Grain hardness -0.038 -0.12 0.168 -0.028 -0.133 0.098 0.084 -0.011 -.206* -0.16 -0.019 1 -0.053 0.083 

Flour pH 0.046 -0.006 -0.07 0.053 -0.004 -0.058 -.230** 0.058 0.032 -0.002 0.03 -0.053 1 -0.055 

YPP -.224* 0.142 0.119 -0.142 0.168 0.053 0.17 -0.12 0.13 0.057 0.112 0.083 -0.055 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
         

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.7 Correlation coefficient among various quality traits in Pakistani germplasm for the year 2010-11 

 
Protein Moisture Starch Gluten 

1000 grain 
wt. 

Test wt.  
Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour pH YPP 

Protein 1 -0.034 -.344** .560** -0.02 -0.035 -0.041 .558** -0.09 -0.08 -0.111 -0.059 0.042 -0.161 

Moisture -0.034 1 -0.074 0.011 -0.029 0.022 -0.053 0.017 .183* 0.046 0.02 -.182* .196* 0.019 

Starch -.344** -0.074 1 -.334** 0.123 0.079 .211* -.321** 0.055 0.09 0.124 0.01 -0.054 0.007 

Gluten .560** 0.011 -.334** 1 0.123 -0.153 -0.094 .958** 0.008 -0.048 -0.037 0.002 0.075 -0.087 

1000 grain wt. -0.02 -0.029 0.123 0.123 1 0.026 .268** 0.093 .298** .268** .283** -0.073 -0.025 0.168 

Test wt.  -0.035 0.022 0.079 -0.153 0.026 1 0.024 -0.147 -0.027 -0.142 -0.032 0.097 -0.003 0.003 

Bread quality -0.041 -0.053 .211* -0.094 .268** 0.024 1 -0.072 0.156 0.093 0.17 0.142 -0.139 0.078 

Chapati quality .558** 0.017 -.321** .958** 0.093 -0.147 -0.072 1 0.012 -0.083 -0.016 0.017 0.064 -0.117 

Seed length -0.09 .183* 0.055 0.008 .298** -0.027 0.156 0.012 1 0.062 .191* -0.098 0.105 0.155 

Seed width -0.08 0.046 0.09 -0.048 .268** -0.142 0.093 -0.083 0.062 1 .188* -0.038 0.096 0.148 

Seed thickness -0.111 0.02 0.124 -0.037 .283** -0.032 0.17 -0.016 .191* .188* 1 0.044 -0.048 0.101 

Grain hardness -0.059 -.182* 0.01 0.002 -0.073 0.097 0.142 0.017 -0.098 -0.038 0.044 1 -0.101 0.083 

Flour pH 0.042 .196* -0.054 0.075 -0.025 -0.003 -0.139 0.064 0.105 0.096 -0.048 -0.101 1 -0.021 

YPP -0.161 0.019 0.007 -0.087 0.168 0.003 0.078 -0.117 0.155 0.148 0.101 0.083 -0.021 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
         

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.8 Correlation coefficient among various quality traits in CIMMYT germplasm for the year 2009-10 

 
Protein Moisture Starch Gluten 

1000 grain 
wt. 

Test wt.  
Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour pH YPP 

Protein 1 -.393** -.382** .501** -0.108 0.116 0.105 .505** 0.092 -0.079 -0.143 0.028 -0.047 -0.159 

Moisture -.393** 1 -0.1 -.354** -0.017 -0.086 -0.12 -.369** 0.085 -0.059 0.08 -0.194 0.114 0.098 

Starch -.382** -0.1 1 -0.118 0.164 0.195 0.02 -0.13 0.127 -0.155 -0.065 0.024 0.14 0.039 

Gluten .501** -.354** -0.118 1 0.101 0.038 0.107 .965** .266* 0.127 0.055 -0.148 0.079 -0.076 

1000 grain wt. -0.108 -0.017 0.164 0.101 1 0.218 0.108 0.132 .613** .451** .477** -0.245 0.135 0.114 

Test wt.  0.116 -0.086 0.195 0.038 0.218 1 0.099 0.065 0.121 -0.001 -0.009 -0.117 0.075 -0.1 

Bread quality 0.105 -0.12 0.02 0.107 0.108 0.099 1 0.134 0.163 -0.051 0.036 0.087 -0.014 0.211 

Chapati quality .505** -.369** -0.13 .965** 0.132 0.065 0.134 1 .278* 0.137 0.08 -0.155 0.015 -0.078 

Seed length 0.092 0.085 0.127 .266* .613** 0.121 0.163 .278* 1 .358** .407** -0.14 0.177 0.046 

Seed width -0.079 -0.059 -0.155 0.127 .451** -0.001 -0.051 0.137 .358** 1 .692** -0.05 -0.114 0.012 

Seed thickness -0.143 0.08 -0.065 0.055 .477** -0.009 0.036 0.08 .407** .692** 1 -0.108 0.097 .255* 

Grain hardness 0.028 -0.194 0.024 -0.148 -0.245 -0.117 0.087 -0.155 -0.14 -0.05 -0.108 1 0.001 .283* 

Flour pH -0.047 0.114 0.14 0.079 0.135 0.075 -0.014 0.015 0.177 -0.114 0.097 0.001 1 -0.009 

YPP -0.159 0.098 0.039 -0.076 0.114 -0.1 0.211 -0.078 0.046 0.012 .255* .283* -0.009 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
         

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.9 Correlation coefficient among various quality traits in CIMMYT germplasm for the year 2010-11 

 
Protein Moisture Starch Gluten 

1000 grain 
wt. 

Test wt.  
Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour pH YPP 

Protein 1 -0.205 -.254* .409** -0.195 -0.065 0.096 .408** 0.03 -0.215 -0.059 0.071 -0.156 -0.199 

Moisture -0.205 1 -0.116 -0.184 0.043 -0.096 -0.107 -0.144 0.13 -0.068 -0.185 -0.211 0.084 -0.102 

Starch -.254* -0.116 1 -0.013 -0.009 -0.099 0.111 0.003 -0.167 0.002 0.002 0.037 0.102 0.214 

Gluten .409** -0.184 -0.013 1 0.102 -0.029 0.09 .959** .263* 0.008 0.164 -0.134 0.061 -0.047 

1000 grain wt. -0.195 0.043 -0.009 0.102 1 .270* 0.134 0.093 .321** 0.214 .428** -0.106 0.15 0.073 

Test wt.  -0.065 -0.096 -0.099 -0.029 .270* 1 -0.049 -0.078 -0.039 0.075 0.007 -0.091 -0.032 -0.193 

Bread quality 0.096 -0.107 0.111 0.09 0.134 -0.049 1 0.078 -0.001 -0.219 0.101 0.079 0.083 0.149 

Chapati quality .408** -0.144 0.003 .959** 0.093 -0.078 0.078 1 0.211 0.004 0.127 -0.167 0.008 -0.074 

Seed length 0.03 0.13 -0.167 .263* .321** -0.039 -0.001 0.211 1 0.036 .323** 0.037 0.075 -0.057 

Seed width -0.215 -0.068 0.002 0.008 0.214 0.075 -0.219 0.004 0.036 1 .301* -0.119 0.078 -0.075 

Seed thickness -0.059 -0.185 0.002 0.164 .428** 0.007 0.101 0.127 .323** .301* 1 0.1 -0.055 0.132 

Grain hardness 0.071 -0.211 0.037 -0.134 -0.106 -0.091 0.079 -0.167 0.037 -0.119 0.1 1 0.097 .287* 

Flour pH -0.156 0.084 0.102 0.061 0.15 -0.032 0.083 0.008 0.075 0.078 -0.055 0.097 1 -0.009 

YPP -0.199 -0.102 0.214 -0.047 0.073 -0.193 0.149 -0.074 -0.057 -0.075 0.132 .287* -0.009 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
         

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.10 Correlation coefficient among various quality traits in local landraces for the year 2009-10 

 
Protein Moisture Starch Gluten 

1000 grain 
wt. 

Test wt.  
Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour pH YPP 

Protein 1 0.222 .364* .592** 0.299 0.022 0.328* .591** 0.269 -0.008 0.251 .414* 0.288 0.086 

Moisture 0.222 1 0.188 0.234 -0.045 0.106 0.014 0.183 -0.011 -0.266 -0.12 0.191 0.061 -0.085 

Starch .364* 0.188 1 0.113 0.126 0.285 0.023 0.278 -0.031 -.340* -0.041 0.312 0.121 0.212 

Gluten .592** 0.234 0.113 1 0.257* 0.266 0.1 .800** 0.073 0.111 0.32 0.107 -0.228 0.201 

1000 grain wt. 0.299 -0.045 0.126 0.257* 1 .379* .418* .355* .524** .506** .641** -0.124 -0.104 .556** 

Test wt.  0.022 0.106 0.285 0.266 .379* 1 0.163 0.275 0.185 -0.087 0.208 0.074 -.383* .439** 

Bread quality 0.328* 0.014 0.023 0.1 .418* 0.163 1 0.22 .368* 0.237 0.205 0.132 0.139 0.229* 

Chapati quality .591** 0.183 0.278 .800** .355* 0.275 0.22 1 0.034 0.016 0.249 0.126 0.021 .380* 

Seed length 0.269 -0.011 -0.031 0.073 .524** 0.185 .368* 0.034 1 0.136 0.268 -0.204 -0.133 0.334 

Seed width -0.008 -0.266 -.340* 0.111 .506** -0.087 0.237 0.016 0.136 1 .687** -0.262 -0.218 0.016 

Seed thickness 0.251 -0.12 -0.041 0.32 .641** 0.208 0.205 0.249 0.268 .687** 1 -0.031 -0.131 0.131 

Grain hardness .414* 0.191 0.312 0.107 -0.124 0.074 0.132 0.126 -0.204 -0.262 -0.031 1 .392* -0.226 

Flour pH 0.288 0.061 0.121 -0.228 -0.104 -.383* 0.139 0.021 -0.133 -0.218 -0.131 .392* 1 0.007 

YPP 0.086 -0.085 0.212 0.201 .556** .439** 0.229* .380* 0.334 0.016 0.131 -0.226 0.007 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
         

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.11 Correlation coefficient among various quality traits in local landraces for the year 2010-11 

 
Protein Moisture Starch Gluten 

1000 grain 
wt. 

Test wt.  
Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour pH YPP 

Protein 1 0.275 0.193 .692** -0.035 -0.001 0.241 .694** 0.026 -0.082 -0.089 0.256 0.235 0.29* 

Moisture 0.275 1 0.201 0.148 -0.044 0.098 0.219 0.033 0.123 -.407* -0.204 0.137 0.177 0.031 

Starch 0.193 0.201 1 0.036 -0.16 0.025 .367* -0.026 0.041 -0.049 -0.304 -0.093 0.098 0.097 

Gluten .692** 0.148 0.036 1 0.062 0.168 0.009 .914** -0.078 -0.045 -0.003 0.07 0.045 .367* 

1000 grain wt. -0.035 -0.044 -0.16 0.062 1 -0.01 -0.137 0.091 -0.191 0.278 0.043 0.17 -0.134 -0.231 

Test wt.  -0.001 0.098 0.025 0.168 -0.01 1 .395* 0.194 -0.077 -0.219 -0.14 0.129 -.460** .456** 

Bread quality 0.241 0.219 .367* 0.009 -0.137 .395* 1 0.028 0.27 -.391* -0.05 0.307 0.142 0.141 

Chapati quality .694** 0.033 -0.026 .914** 0.091 0.194 0.028 1 -0.121 -0.025 -0.037 0.131 0.081 .405* 

Seed length 0.026 0.123 0.041 -0.078 -0.191 -0.077 0.27 -0.121 1 -0.019 0.152 -0.161 -0.057 0.077 

Seed width -0.082 -.407* -0.049 -0.045 0.278 -0.219 -.391* -0.025 -0.019 1 0.164 -0.126 -0.207 -0.189 

Seed thickness -0.089 -0.204 -0.304 -0.003 0.043 -0.14 -0.05 -0.037 0.152 0.164 1 0.217 0.023 -0.092 

Grain hardness 0.256 0.137 -0.093 0.07 0.17 0.129 0.307 0.131 -0.161 -0.126 0.217 1 0.262 0.027 

Flour pH 0.235 0.177 0.098 0.045 -0.134 -.460** 0.142 0.081 -0.057 -0.207 0.023 0.262 1 -0.129 

YPP 0.29* 0.031 0.097 .367* -0.231 .456** 0.141 .405* 0.077 -0.189 -0.092 0.027 -0.129 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
         

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.12 Correlation coefficient among various quality traits in miscellaneous germplasm for the year 2009-10 

 
Protein Moisture Starch Gluten 

1000 grain 
wt. 

Test wt.  
Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour pH YPP 

Protein 1 0.007 -0.501 .635* -0.042 -0.315 -0.157 .542* 0.065 0.019 0.159 -0.005 -0.089 0.112 

Moisture 0.007 1 -0.324 -0.137 0.204 0.231 0.032 -0.021 0.344 -0.096 -0.121 0.032 0.163 0.153 

Starch -0.501 -0.324 1 -.703** -0.095 0.265 0.006 -.652** -0.378 -0.214 -0.203 0.178 0.129 -0.41 

Gluten .635* -0.137 -.703** 1 0.159 -0.36 -0.082 .937** 0.325 0.411 0.217 -0.128 -0.287 0.109 

1000 grain wt. -0.042 0.204 -0.095 0.159 1 -0.196 0.08 0.317* .721** 0.148 0.245 -.644** 0.121 -0.233 

Test wt.  -0.315 0.231 0.265 -0.36 -0.196 1 -0.447 -0.32 -0.188 -0.121 -0.469 -0.172 -0.355 -0.15 

Bread quality -0.157 0.032 0.006 -0.082 0.08 -0.447 1 -0.11 -0.122 -0.275 0.092 0.078 0.025 -0.036 

Chapati quality .542* -0.021 -.652** .937** 0.317* -0.32 -0.11 1 0.412 0.423 0.103 -0.227 -0.197 0.004 

Seed length 0.065 0.344 -0.378 0.325 .721** -0.188 -0.122 0.412 1 .563* .635* -0.506 -0.133 0.176 

Seed width 0.019 -0.096 -0.214 0.411 0.148 -0.121 -0.275 0.423 .563* 1 .545* -0.039 -0.134 -0.123 

Seed thickness 0.159 -0.121 -0.203 0.217 0.245 -0.469 0.092 0.103 .635* .545* 1 -0.091 -0.087 0.417** 

Grain hardness -0.005 0.032 0.178 -0.128 -.644** -0.172 0.078 -0.227 -0.506 -0.039 -0.091 1 0.434 0.182 

Flour pH -0.089 0.163 0.129 -0.287 0.121 -0.355 0.025 -0.197 -0.133 -0.134 -0.087 0.434 1 -0.11 

YPP 0.112 0.153 -0.41 0.109 -0.233 -0.15 -0.036 0.004 0.176 -0.123 0.417** 0.182 -0.11 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
         

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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Table 4.13 Correlation coefficient among various quality traits in miscellaneous germplasm for the year 2010-11 

 
Protein Moisture Starch Gluten 

1000 grain 
wt. 

Test wt.  
Bread 
quality 

Chapati 
quality 

Seed 
length 

Seed 
width 

Seed 
thickness 

Grain 
hardness 

Flour pH YPP 

Protein 1 -0.338* -0.342* .571* 0.001 -0.318 -0.074 .643** 0 0.184 -0.107 -0.097 -0.048 0.194 

Moisture -0.338* 1 -0.026 -0.397 -0.044 0.133 0.439 -0.274 0.077 -0.16 -0.094 0.065 -0.179 0.306* 

Starch -0.342* -0.026 1 -0.371 -0.022 0.205 0.256 -0.504 -0.323* -0.138 0.231 0.004 0.009 -0.384* 

Gluten .571* -0.397 -0.371 1 0.239 -0.38 -0.204 .970** 0.204 0.288 0.101 -0.208 -0.265 0.033 

1000 grain wt. 0.001 -0.044 -0.022 0.239 1 -0.302 -0.133 0.271 .573* -0.146 0.169 -.804** 0.051 -0.206 

Test wt.  -0.318 0.133 0.205 -0.38 -0.302 1 -0.321 -0.357 -0.243 -0.071 -0.163 -0.025 -0.303 -0.184 

Bread quality -0.074 0.439 0.256 -0.204 -0.133 -0.321 1 -0.249 -0.338 -0.233 0.146 0.294 -0.019 0.096 

Chapati quality .643** -0.274 -0.504 .970** 0.271 -0.357 -0.249 1 0.318 0.288 0.018 -0.265 -0.26 0.129 

Seed length 0 0.077 -0.323* 0.204 .573* -0.243 -0.338 0.318 1 0.344 -0.057 -.521* -0.027 0.094 

Seed width 0.184 -0.16 -0.138 0.288 -0.146 -0.071 -0.233 0.288 0.344 1 0.315 -0.152 -.540* 0.033 

Seed thickness -0.107 -0.094 0.231 0.101 0.169 -0.163 0.146 0.018 -0.057 0.315 1 -0.053 -0.261 0.216 

Grain hardness -0.097 0.065 0.004 -0.208 -.804** -0.025 0.294 -0.265 -.521* -0.152 -0.053 1 0.277 0.276 

Flour pH -0.048 -0.179 0.009 -0.265 0.051 -0.303 -0.019 -0.26 -0.027 -.540* -0.261 0.277 1 -0.045 

YPP 0.194 0.306* -0.384* 0.033 -0.206 -0.184 0.096 0.129 0.094 0.033 0.216 0.276 -0.045 1 

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 
         

* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 
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 4.3 Principal component analysis 

The principal component analysis based on the correlation matrix was performed to 

evaluate diversity and grouping pattern of the germplasm and that of the traits evaluated 

in the study. The criterion of the significance of the eigenvalues, established by Kaiser 

(1960), was used to select the statistically significant principal components (PCs). Only 

those principal components that exhibited the eigenvalues greater than one were 

considered as significant. Out of fourteen principal components, the first six showed 

eigenvalues greater than one (significant) during both seasons (Fig 4.1 and 4.2). The other 

eight PCs exhibited non-significant variation and were not worth interpreting. For the 

years 2009-2010 and 2010-2011 the first six PCs showed 71.28% and 64.65% variation, 

respectively, in the germplasm (Fig 4.1and 4.2). The first PC accounted for 21.43% of the 

variance, second 16.24%, third 9.57%, fourth 8.51%, fifth 8.14% and sixth 7.39% in the 

year 2009-2010 (Fig 4.1). In the second year, the first PC contributed 17.99% of the total 

variance, second 12.54%, third 9.84%, fourth 8.88%, fifth 8.14% and sixth 7.23% (Fig 

4.2).  

The method established by Johnson and Wichern (1988) was used to estimate the 

importance of a trait coefficient for each significant principal component. The first PC 

was highly related to chapatti quality, gluten, thousand grain weight, seed length, protein 

and seed width for 2009-10 and to chapatti quality, gluten and protein for 2010-11 (Table 

4.14 and 4.15). The PC2 was related to protein, seed thickness, gluten, thousand grain 

weight, starch and grain yield per plant for the year 2009-10 (Table 4.14) and in 2010-11 

it was related to thousand grain weight, seed thickness, seed length and grain yield per 

plant (Table 4.15). The third PC was related to bread quality, grain hardness, test weight 

and moisture for the year 2009-10 (Table 41.4) and to grain hardness, bread quality and 

moisture for the year 2010-11 (Table 4.15). The PC4 was related to moisture, flour pH, 

grain hardness and grain yield per in 2009-10 and it was related to moisture, flour pH, 

bread quality and seed width in 2010-11.  

The projection of traits on PC1 and PC2 revealed that protein percentage, and gluten 

percentage were highly and positively related to chapatti quality in both years. Similarly, 

test weight and seed size were related to bread quality. Seed length, seed width, seed 

thickness and 1000 grain weight were significantly related to grain yield per plant (Fig 

4.3 and 4.4).  For both years, starch percentage showed opposite trend to chapatti quality 
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and other contributing traits on PC1 showing negative correlation with those traits (Fig 

4.3 and 4.4). The projection pattern of the traits on first two PCs for both years depicted 

that protein and gluten percentage were the most important traits contributing toward the 

chapatti quality and test weight and seed size along with other quality traits contributing 

to bread quality, while seed size and 1000 grain weight were the main contributing traits 

of grain yield per plant (Fig 4.3 and 4.4). 

The projection of traits on PC1 and PC2 for all the subgroups in both years showed some 

interesting differences among the subgroups. Pakistani and CIMMYT cultivars showed 

similar patterns of traits. For both these groups, starch content, grain yield and moisture 

content were placed opposite to grain protein, gluten and chapatti quality, illustrating a 

negative correlation among these traits (Fig. 4.7 - 4.10). 

Like correlation analysis, PCA also displayed some interesting associations among 

different traits in local landraces and miscellaneous germplasm. Grain yield per plant and 

bread quality were positively associated with each other in LLR group in both years. 

Similarly, chapatti quality and grain yield were drawn on the same side of the PC1, which 

shows a positive correlation among these traits (Fig. 4.11, 4.12). Another interesting 

association which was different from the overall pattern of the traits was a negative 

correlation between yield per plant and thousand grain weight in 2010-11 for LLR group 

(Fig. 4.12). A negative association between test weight and grain yield per plant was 

observed for miscellaneous group in both years (Fig. 4.13 and 4.14) 

Principal component analysis is also helpful in selecting diverse parents for hybridization 

and other plant breeding techniques. The projection of genotypes on PC1 and PC2 was 

useful in the selection of the diverse groups of parents. The projection pattern of 

genotypes on the two PCs showed population structure for both years (Fig 4.5 and 4.6). 

For the year 2009-2010 the genotypes 59, 56, 141, 155, 165 and 38 (SA 75, PUNJAB 85, 

TUC'S'/MON'S'//VEE'S'/3/LIRA'S, NL 750, HD2169/BOW S and FAISALABAD 85) 

were opposite to 170, 161, 176 and 201 (V-04009, HD 2009, V-05121 and T8). The 

genotype 95 (HARTOG) was opposite to 162 (BLS/KLT'S'PB. 18242-3A-0A) while, 46 

(MANTHAR) showed clear diversity from 43 (KOHSAR 95) and 108 (INQ-

91*2/KONK) (Fig 4.5). For the year 2010-2011 the genotypes 59, 56, 141, 165, 62 and 

221 (SA 75, PUNJAB 85, TUC'S'/MON'S'//VEE'S'/3/LIRA'S, HD2169/BOW`S, V-

90A332, C-217) were opposite to 201, 161, 143, 171 and 122 (T8, HD 2009, V-60116, V-
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4048 and V-03007). The genotypes 211, 203, 213and 46 (T18, T10, T20 and Manthar) 

were opposite to 38, 77, 162, 166 and 108 (FAISALABAD 85, FRET-2, BLS/KLT'S'PB. 

18242-3A-0A, V-03094 and INQ-91*2/KONK) (Fig 4.6).   
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Table 4.14 Principal components of 14 traits for the year 2009-2010 

Variables 
Eigen values 

PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 

Protein 0.545 -0.557 0.256 0.020 0.034 0.011 

Moisture -0.030 0.030 0.130 0.550 0.654 0.013 

Starch -0.375 0.461 0.057 0.183 -0.349 0.326 

Gluten 0.722 -0.560 -0.044 0.062 -0.153 0.040 

Thousand grain weight 0.640 0.537 0.006 0.129 -0.095 0.158 

Test wt. 0.025 0.156 0.191 0.566 -0.579 0.130 

Bread quality 0.246 0.198 0.623 -0.001 0.013 -0.153 

Chapati quality 0.741 -0.518 -0.033 0.087 -0.150 0.075 

Seed length 0.631 0.384 -0.056 0.203 0.150 0.163 

Seed width 0.515 0.464 -0.252 -0.274 -0.025 -0.208 

Seed thickness 0.523 0.536 -0.142 -0.351 -0.032 -0.026 

Grain hardness -0.168 -0.128 0.652 -0.446 -0.199 0.098 

Flour pH 0.010 -0.094 -0.044 -0.258 0.243 0.880 

Yield per plant 0.233 0.374 0.558 -0.031 0.278 -0.038 
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Table 4.15 Principal components of 14 traits for the year 2010-2011 

Variables 
Eigen values 

PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5 PC6 

Protein 0.727 0.185 0.182 -0.071 -0.039 0.066 

Moisture -0.002 -0.038 -0.468 -0.603 0.241 0.148 

Starch -0.417 -0.186 0.172 0.018 0.142 -0.562 

Gluten 0.931 0.002 0.005 0.099 0.070 -0.141 

TGW 0.108 -0.666 -0.143 0.227 0.259 -0.162 

Test wt. -0.153 0.076 0.032 0.255 0.684 0.175 

Bread quality 0.022 -0.241 0.560 -0.340 0.385 -0.196 

Chapati quality 0.932 0.013 0.012 0.098 0.073 -0.132 

Seed length 0.177 -0.572 -0.209 -0.323 0.145 0.221 

Seed width -0.030 -0.511 -0.167 0.275 -0.473 -0.043 

Seed thickness 0.047 -0.680 0.168 0.149 -0.050 0.014 

Grain hardness -0.061 0.061 0.716 -0.164 -0.173 0.022 

Flour pH 0.077 -0.011 -0.195 -0.556 -0.220 -0.506 

Yield per plant 0.041 -0.356 0.332 -0.291 -0.199 0.480 
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Fig. 4.1 Scree plot between eigen values and number of principal components for the year 
2009-2010.	
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Fig. 4.2 Scree plot between eigen values and number of principal components for the year 
2010-2011. 
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Fig. 4.3 Principal component biplot of seed traits for the year 2009-2010.  

P: Protein; M: Moisture; St: Starch; Gl: Gluten; T.Wt: Test weight; TGW: Thousand 
grain weight; Ch.Q: Chapatti quality; B.Q: Bread quality; S.L: Seed length; S.Wt: Seed 
width; S.Th: Seed thickness; F.pH: Flour pH; YPP: Yield per plant  
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Fig. 4.4 Principal component biplot of seed traits for the year 2010-2011 

P: Protein; M: Moisture; St: Starch; Gl: Gluten; T.Wt: Test weight; TGW: Thousand 
grain weight; Ch.Q: Chapatti quality; B.Q: Bread quality; S.L: Seed length; S.Wt: Seed 
width; S.Th: Seed thickness; F.pH: Flour pH; YPP: Yield per plant  
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Projection of the cases on the factor-plane (  1 x   2)
Cases with sum of cosine square >=  0.00
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Fig. 4.5 Two dimensional ordination of 245 wheat genotypes on PC1 and PC2 for the 
year 2009-2010. (Appendix I) 
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Fig. 4.6 Two dimensional ordination of 245 wheat genotypes on PC1 and PC2 for the 
year 2010-2011. (Appendix I) 
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Fig. 4.7 PC1 and PC2 of variables in Pak germplasm-2009-10. 

P: Protein; M: Moisture; St: Starch; Gl: Gluten; T.Wt: Test weight; TGW: Thousand 
grain weight; Ch.Q: Chapatti quality; B.Q: Bread quality; S.L: Seed length; S.Wt: Seed 
width; S.Th: Seed thickness; F.pH: Flour pH; YPP: Yield per plant  
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Fig. 4.8 PC1 and PC2 of variables in Pak germplasm-2010-11. 

P: Protein; M: Moisture; St: Starch; Gl: Gluten; T.Wt: Test weight; TGW: Thousand 
grain weight; Ch.Q: Chapatti quality; B.Q: Bread quality; S.L: Seed length; S.Wt: Seed 
width; S.Th: Seed thickness; F.pH: Flour pH; YPP: Yield per plant  
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Fig. 4.9 PC1 and PC2 of variables in CIMMYT germplasm 2009-10. 

P: Protein; M: Moisture; St: Starch; Gl: Gluten; T.Wt: Test weight; TGW: Thousand 
grain weight; Ch.Q: Chapatti quality; B.Q: Bread quality; S.L: Seed length; S.Wt: Seed 
width; S.Th: Seed thickness; F.pH: Flour pH; YPP: Yield per plant  
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Fig. 4.10 PC1 and PC2 of variables in CIMMYT germplasm 2010-11. 

P: Protein; M: Moisture; St: Starch; Gl: Gluten; T.Wt: Test weight; TGW: Thousand 
grain weight; Ch.Q: Chapatti quality; B.Q: Bread quality; S.L: Seed length; S.Wt: Seed 
width; S.Th: Seed thickness; F.pH: Flour pH; YPP: Yield per plant  
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Fig. 4.11 PC1 and PC2 of variables in local landraces 2009-10. 

P: Protein; M: Moisture; St: Starch; Gl: Gluten; T.Wt: Test weight; TGW: Thousand 
grain weight; Ch.Q: Chapatti quality; B.Q: Bread quality; S.L: Seed length; S.Wt: Seed 
width; S.Th: Seed thickness; F.pH: Flour pH; YPP: Yield per plant  
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Fig. 4.12 PC1 and PC2 of variables in local landraces 2010-11. 

P: Protein; M: Moisture; St: Starch; Gl: Gluten; T.Wt: Test weight; TGW: Thousand 
grain weight; Ch.Q: Chapatti quality; B.Q: Bread quality; S.L: Seed length; S.Wt: Seed 
width; S.Th: Seed thickness; F.pH: Flour pH; YPP: Yield per plant  
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Fig. 4.13 PC1 and PC2 of variables in miscellaneous germplasm 2009-10. 

P: Protein; M: Moisture; St: Starch; Gl: Gluten; T.Wt: Test weight; TGW: Thousand 
grain weight; Ch.Q: Chapatti quality; B.Q: Bread quality; S.L: Seed length; S.Wt: Seed 
width; S.Th: Seed thickness; F.pH: Flour pH; YPP: Yield per plant  
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Fig. 4.14 PC1 and PC2 of variables in miscellaneous germplasm 2010-11. 

P: Protein; M: Moisture; St: Starch; Gl: Gluten; T.Wt: Test weight; TGW: Thousand 
grain weight; Ch.Q: Chapatti quality; B.Q: Bread quality; S.L: Seed length; S.Wt: Seed 
width; S.Th: Seed thickness; F.pH: Flour pH; YPP: Yield per plant  
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4.4 High molecular weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS) 

High molecular weight glutenin subunits were extracted and analyzed with sodium 

dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). A considerable 

diversity of HMW-GS was found in the germplasm (Fig. 4.15-4.16). A total of 16 

different subunits were identified. 27 different allelic combinations were identified for. 

All the common HMW glutenin subunits were found in the germplasm. Every line had 3-

5 subunits. Fig. 4.17 explains the partial frequencies of various HMW glutenin subunits in 

143 genotypes. Three subunits i.e. 1, 2* and Null were identified for Glu-A1 locus. The 

2* was the most frequent subunit for Glu-A1 locus and was found in 52.45% of the lines. 

The 1 was found in 41.26% genotypes while null was present in 6.99% of the germplasm. 

Eight subunits were identified for Glu-B1 locus. Five subunit pairs i.e. 6+8, 7+8, 7+9, 

13+16 and 17+18 were present in the germplasm. Some single subunits i.e. 6, 7, 8 and 20 

were also found. Subunit pair 17+18 was the most frequent with a partial frequency of 

32.17. It was followed by subunit pair 7+9 with a partial frequency of 28.67. Subunit pair 

7+8 also had relatively high proportion with a partial frequency of 15.38%. Other 

subunits were not as frequent as the ones explained above (Fig. 4.17). For Glu-D1, four 

subunit pairs i.e. 2+12, 5+10, 2+11 and 5+11 were observed.  The 5+10 was the most 

frequent subunit for Glu-D1 and was present in 65.03% lines. 2+12 was identified in 

34.97% lines. The other two subunit pairs had very low frequencies (Fig. 4.17). A marked 

difference was observed for the frequencies of different subunits between the modern 

cultivars (Pakistani and CIMMYT) and pre-green revolution grmplasm (LLR). The 

subunits Null and 1 for Glu-A1, 13+16 and 20 for Glu-B1 and 2+12 for Glu-D1 were 

more frequent among the LLR group genotypes but these subunits were less frequent in 

modern cultivars.  

4.5 Low molecular weight glutenin subunits (LMW-GS) 

Fig. 4.18 depicts partial frequencies of the low molecular weight (LMW) glutenin 

subunits in a population of 143 accessions. 18 LMW subunits were identified for Glu3 

loci. 33 subunit combinations were present in the germplasm tested. All the common 

LMW glutenin subunits were found in the germplasm. Every line had 3-5 subunits. For 

Glu-A3, five subunits i.e. b, c, d, e and g were identified. Glu-A3c had the highest 

frequency of 52.45%, followed by Glu-A3b (20.98%) and Glu-A3d (14.75%). Other 

subunits had very low frequencies. Eight subunits i.e. b, c, d, f, g, h, i and j were 
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identified for Glu-B3 locus. Glu-B3j (26.57%), Glu-B3h (22.38%), Glu-B3b (15.38%), 

Glu-B3i (13.29%) and Glu-B3g (11.89%) had the higher frequencies for the locus, while 

others had very low frequencies (fig. 4.18). Four subunits i.e. a, b, c and l were identified 

for Glu-D3 locus. b was the most frequent subunit for Glu-D3 locus and was found in 

51.75% of the lines, followed by Glu-D3a which was present in 36.36% lines. The other 

two subunits had very low frequencies (Fig. 4.18).  

Discussion 

Analysis of variance 

The NIR technique is fast (analysis time varies from seconds to minutes per test), reliable, 

non-destructive, and inexpensive in terms of cost-per-test for various uses (Osborne, 

2000). Analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that a considerable diversity was present 

within the population for almost all the traits. The blocks were also significantly different 

from each other for most of the grain quality traits especially protein, starch and gluten 

contents and ultimately for chapatti and bread quality. On the other hand block effect was 

non-significant for yield and seed size. It also reflects the influence of environment on the 

grain quality traits. Environmental conditions are known to have a significant influence 

on end-use quality characteristics of wheat, but the relative magnitude of environmental, 

genetic and G x E effects on quality is unclear (McGuire & McNeal, 1974; Peterson et 

al., 1992; Gaines et al., 1996; Sleper & Poehlman, 2006). Protein content, which is the 

most important trait in quality evaluation and breeding of durum wheat, is known to be 

influenced mainly by environment, cultivar, nitrogen fertilizer rate and time of nitrogen 

application (Rao et al., 1993). 

The range of each trait expressed its diversity. The range for NIR protein was 11.1 to 15.3 

% for 2009-2010 and 11.0 to 16.0 for 2010-11. It is comparable with the findings of 

Guttieri et al. (2004) who found a range of 12.00 to 17.7 % in three populations grown in 

Aberdeen. The diversity found in present study is more than the one found by Giroux et 

al. (2000), who discovered a range of 14.2 to 15.8% in five spring wheat populations. But 

it is less than the one reported by Ram and Singh (2004), who found it to be 8.00 to 14.2 

% in 50 Indian wheat varieties. The range found for NIR moisture content is comparable 

with the findings of Hruskova and Famera (2003), who reported a range of 11.7 to 14.1 % 

for NIR moisture content. Miralbes (2003) reported NIR moisture content ranging from 
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9.32 to 17.58 %. The extent of protein and gluten contents is supported by the findings of 

Dencic et al. (2010). Who reported a range of 11.8-15.9% for protein content and 21.3-

40.6% for gluten content in 140 genotypes of 28 different countries. The range of 

thousand grain weight is in line with the findings of Williams et al. (1986); Helverson and 

Zeleny (1988) and Ahmad (2001). This extent (22.0 to 44.5 and 22.5 to 46.1) is also 

comparable with that reported by Maqbool et al. (2010) in Pakistani germplasm (45.23-

58.77 g), Joshi et al. (2004) in Nepali germplasm (34.8-56.1 g) and Kumar et al. (2009) in 

Indian germplasm (33.40-51.70 g). The extent of test weight is in line with that reported 

by martin et al. (2001), who reported a range of 66.2-80.2 kg m-3in 130 hard red spring 

wheat recombinant inbred lines. Zahoor (2003) reported a range of 68.30-81.0 kg hl-1 in 

Pakistani wheat varieties. The range of grain yield per plant was higher for both years 

(13.30-63.37 g/plant and 12.32-60.98 g/plant). The range is higher than those of West 

Bengal germplasm (6.23-13.76 g/plant) as determined by Kotal et al. (2010).  

Correlation and PCA 

One of the most important prerequisites for successful breeding for bread making quality 

is the knowledge of the dependence of bread making quality characteristics on its 

components and on the interdependence of bread making quality traits (Dencic et al. 

(2010). Correlations between traits are dependent on genetic and environmental factors 

(Falconer, 1981). Pakistani and CIMMYT germplasms exhibited similar correlation and 

PCA patterns in both years. Protein and gluten both contributed significant PCs towards 

the grain quality and were plotted on the same axis of the biplot, showing a strong 

positive correlation among these traits. This pattern was supported by the correlation 

analysis as well. A highly significant and positive correlation (0.543 and 0.507) between 

protein and gluten content was recorded for 2009-10 and 2010-11 respectively. Dirkvand 

et al. (2013) reported a similar correlation (0.531) between the two traits in 92 bread 

wheat genotypes. Protein percentage was also positively and significantly correlated with 

1000 grain weight and seed length which is in agreement with the studies of Shahin Nia et 

al. (2002) and Dirkvand et al. (2013). All the grain yield and grain size traits i.e. 1000 

grain weight, seed length, seed width and seed thickness contributed significant PCs 

towards the grain yield and had a strong positive and significant correlation with each 

other indicating that the heavier and larger grains resulted in higher grain yield. These 
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results are in line with the earlier reports of (Zecevic et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2006; Ramya 

et al., 2010 and Dirkvand et al., 2013).   

The reason for the similar results of Pakistani and CIMMYT germplasm is the extensive 

use of CIMMYT germplasm in our breeding programs. The parentage of most of 

Pakistani advanced lines and varieties includes CIMMYT lines. For example the 

parentage of Uqab-2000 is ’S’/NAC//BOW’S’. All the genotypes in Uqab-2000 are 

CIMMYT lines. Similarly, CIMMYT lines have been repeatedly and excessively used as 

parents in the development of most of the Pakistani varieties. On the other hand, 

correlation and PCA analyses patterns of LLR and miscellaneous germplasm were quite 

different from those of Pakistani and CIMMYT germplasms. 

HMW-GS 

High molecular weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS) are components of the glutenin 

polymer and therefore, play a major role in the determination of the unique visco-elastic 

properties of wheat dough (Payne et al., 1987; Nieto-Taladriz et al., 1994). Sixteen Glu-1 

alleles were found in the collection of wheat genotypes studied in present work (Fig. 2 & 

3). A similar extent of allelic diversity at Glu-1 loci has been reported previously (Tahir et 

al., 1996; Zhang et al., 2002; Liu et al., 2007 and Sajjad et al., 2012). Ji et al. (2012) 

identified 26 HMW glutenin subunits with 83 different combinations in a population of 

1942 advanced lines and cultivars from eight different wheat-growing zones of China. 

The genotypes studied had a high frequency of high quality subunits i.e. 5+10, 17+18 and 

2*. This is probably because the material mainly consisted of approved Pakistani varieties 

and advanced lines. And in Pakistan, chapatti quality has been an important criterion for 

selection of the wheat lines. The frequency of these high quality subunits is higher than 

that reported by Ji et al. (2012) in 1942 Chinese cultivars; Sajjad et al. (2012) in Pakistani 

and CIMMYT lines and Dessalegn et al. (2011) in Ethiopian cultivars. 

A considerable variation in the frequency of subunits was observed between the pre-green 

revolution and post green-revolution germplasm. The landraces had a high frequency of 

null and 1 subunits for Glu-A1, subunit 20 for Glu-B1 and subunit pair 2+12 for Glu-D1. 

This distribution was very much like the one found by Ji et al. (2012) in Chinese cultivars 
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and by Rehman et al. (2013) in Pakistani landraces. This is because of a high influence of 

Chinese cultivars on Pakistani landraces (Rehman et al. 2013).  

The accessions with high quality HMW glutenin subunits also performed better in terms 

of chapatti quality and NIR gluten. Which is in accordance with the catalogue presented 

by Payne (1987). The varieties Lasani, Sehar, LU26s, Shafaq and several others had the 

best combination of HMW-GS. These varieties also had very good scores of gluten, 

chapatti and bread quality. 

LMW-GS 

HMW-GS are important in determining wheat dough elasticity, and LMW-GS are related 

to dough extensibility and gluten strength (Cornish et al., 2001; Maruyama-Funatsuki et 

al., 2004; Tanaka et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2005).  

Si et al. (2012) found 10 Glu-B3 subunits using molecular marker approach which is the 

best suited approach for the identification of LMW glutenin subunits. The frequency 

pattern reported was ‘i’>‘a’>‘d’>‘g’>‘f’>‘b’>‘e’>‘c’>‘j’>‘h’. Subunit b had a more 

pronounced effect on gluten strength.  

Rehman et al., (2013) also reported the presence of superior quality subunits for both high 

and low molecular weight glutenin subunits. The most frequent LMW-GS were Glu-A3c, 

Glu-B3j, and Glu-D3b. These results are in line with the ones reported in the present 

study.  

The identification of LMW-GS using SDS-PAGE is a difficult job because of high 

number of candidate subunits and their similar molecular weight. Some better approaches 

e.g MLDi-TOF MS, 2D-electrophoresis and Molecular markers are recommended for this 

purpose. The use of allele specific molecular markers is the best approach for this 

purpose. We can improve the results of the present study regarding LMW-GS by using 

any of the above stated techniques. 
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Fig. 4.15 SDS-PAGE of high and low molecular weight glutenin subunits of genotypes 
63-82 (Appendix 2). 
 
 
 

 
Fig.4.16 SDS-PAGE of high and low molecular weight glutenin subunits of genotypes 
11-30 (Appendix 2) 
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 Fig. 4.17 Partial frequencies of HMW-glutenin subunits 

 

 Fig. 4.18 Partial frequencies of LMW-glutenin subunits   
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4.6 Molecular diversity 

Selected 92 spring wheat genotypes were assayed with 30 unlinked SSRs covering whole 

genome and 42 SSRs on chromosome 1B. A total of 23 and 30 SSRs were polymorphic 

out of 35 unlinked and 42 1B-SSRs, respectively. Some polymorphic primers are shown 

in Figures 4.19-4.25. The polymorphic SSRs were used for molecular diversity, 

population structure, linkage disequilibrium and marker-trait association analysis. All of 

53 polymorphic SSRs produced 340 alleles on 92 genotypes. The alleles varied from 2 to 

13 with a mean of 6.5 alleles per locus. The frequency of major alleles ranged from 0.12 

to 0.86.  The average PIC of markers was 0.61 with a range of 0.23 to 0.93.  

Fig. 4.19. PCR profile of GWM156 showing the range of alleles in 35 genotypes. Lane 1 
is molecular weight marker (50bp DNA ladder, Fermentas) and lanes 2-36 are 
representing the first 35 genotypes in the same order as indicated in Table 3.1.   
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 Fig. 4.20. PCR profile of GWM67 showing the range of alleles in last 22 genotypes Lane 
1 is molecular weight marker (50bp DNA ladder, Fermentas) and lanes 2-23 are 
representing the last 22 genotypes in the same order as indicated in Table 3.1. 

 Fig. 4.21. PCR profile of GWM130 showing the range of alleles in first 35 genotypes 
Lane 1 is molecular weight marker (50bp DNA ladder, Fermentas) and lanes 2-36 are 
representing the first 35 genotypes in the same order as indicated in Table 3.1. 

 Fig. 4.22. PCR profile of GWM165 showing the range of alleles in first 35 genotypes. 
Lane 1 is molecular weight marker (50bp DNA ladder, Fermentas) and lanes 2-36 are 
representing the first 35 genotypes in the same order as indicated in Table 3.1. 
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Fig. 4.23. PCR profile of GWM165 showing the range of alleles in genotypes (36-70). 
Lane 1 is molecular weight marker (50bp DNA ladder, Fermentas) and lanes 2-36 are 
representing the first genotypes (36-70) in the same order as indicated in Table 3.1. 

 Fig. 4.24. PCR profile of GWM156 showing the range of alleles in genotypes (36-70). 
Lane 1 is molecular weight marker (50bp DNA ladder, Fermentas) and lanes 2-36 are 
representing the genotypes (36-70) in the same order as indicated in Table 3.1.

Fig. 4.25. PCR profile of GWM161 showing the range of alleles in last 22 genotypes. 
Lane 1 is molecular weight marker (50bp DNA ladder, Fermentas) and lanes 2-23 are 
representing the last 22 genotypes in the same order as indicated in Table 3.1. 
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4.7 Population Structure 

The admixture model-based analysis with software STRUCTURE identified an optimal 

number of sub-populations when K was set at 3, because likelihood peaked at K = 3 in the 

range of one to twenty sub-populations (Fig. 4.26). The likelihood showed clear peaks k = 

13 and k = 18 as well but according to Evanno et al. (2005), the minimum value of k that 

showed a peak was picked as the actual value of k. The number of genotypes assigned to 

each inferred sub-population ranged from 25 to 40 (Fig. 4.27b). The FST values between 

all sub-populations were significant (P<0.001) confirming the real difference among 

these sub-populations and presence of genetic structure.  

 Fig. 4.26 The likelihood to identify optimal number of subpopulations when K ranged 

from 2 to 20. 
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Fig. 4.27 (a). Population structure of 92 wheat genotypes in original order. The 
population was assigned to three color-coded sub-populations. Each bar represents single 
genotype and the colored portions in each bar reveal the proportional contribution of each 
sub-population to that genotype. 

 

Fig. 4.27 (b). Population structure of 92 wheat genotypes in ordered of Q. The population 
was assigned to three color-coded sub-populations. Each bar represents single genotype 
and the colored portions in each bar reveal the proportional contribution of each sub-
population to that genotype. 
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4.8 Linkage Disequilibrium  

The unlinked markers used to detect population structure were also used to determine 

background LD (unlinked LD). The background LD in the genome caused by genetic 

structure was used to set a critical value of LD for markers on chromosome 1B. The 

unlinked r2 value ranged from 0.000 to 0.245 for all unlinked loci pairs with an average of 

0.0032. The 95th %ile of the distribution of unlinked r2 was used as population specific 

threshold for this parameter as an evidence of LD because of linkage (Breseghello and 

Sorrells, 2006) and that was 0.021. The syntenic r2 was obtained from the analysis of 30 

SSRs on chromosome 1B. The value of pairwise syntenic r2 ranged from 0.00057 to 

0.278 with an average of 0.019, significantly higher than the average of unlinked r2.  

4.9 Marker-Trait associations 

Mixed linear model approach was used to determine marker-trait associations for sixteen 

seed traits and 30 SSRs on 1B. Similar results were obtained for both years. A total of six 

SSRs were identified to be associated with six seed traits at the probability level of 0.01 

(Table 4.16). Gluten content was significantly associated with markers XPSP3000 (0 cM) 

and GWM374 (18 cM). The primers XPSP3000 and WMC416 were significantly 

associated with chapatti quality. Protein, test weight, bread quality and Glu-B1 were 

found significantly associated with primers WMC419 (32 cM); WMC128 (30 cM), WMC 

419 (32 cM); WMC818 (17 cM) and WMC 416 (44 cM).  

Discussion 

Marker allele diversity 

Out of 81 SSRs used 53 (65.43%) were polymorphic on 2.5% high resolution agarose. 

Only polymorphic SSRs were used for statistical analysis. The extent of polymorphism 

was high with a range of 2-13 alleles and average of 6.5 alleles per locus. The resulted 

allelic diversity indicated significant diversity in the studied genotypes. Capillary 

electrophoresis may be used to improve the percentage of polymorphic markers. 

Although, Sanchez-Perez et al. (2006) did not find any significant differences in the 

results obtained from agarose, polyacrylamide and capillary electrophoresis. 
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Table 4.16 Association (R2) of the SSR markers with seed traits in wheat 

Trait QTL Marker 

Map position 
(cM) 

 

R2 (%) 

2009-10 2010-11 

Protein QGpt.uaf.1B.1 WMC419 32 5.88 6.30 

Gluten QGluc.uaf.1B.1  XPSP3000 0 4.74 4.06 

 QGluc.uaf.1B.2 GWM374 18 2.95 3.25 

Test weight QTwt.uaf.1B.1 WMC128 30 4.19 4.15 

 QTwt.uaf.1B.2 WMC419 32 2.88 4.21 

Bread quality QBq.uaf.1B.1 WMC818 17 3.53 4.35 

Chapatti quality QChq.uaf.1B.1 XPSP3000 0 3.78 3.80 

 QChq.uaf.1B.2 WMC416 44 3.60 2.84 

Glu-B1 QGluB1.uaf.1B.1 WMC416 44 5.48 5.60 
Note: Map position (cM) were based on the consensus map Ta-SSR-2004 (Somers et al., 2004); 
R2 indicates the percentage of the total variation explained at the loci significant at P<0.01 level. 

In the present study, the number of alleles per locus for SSRs was found to 6.5 which is 

comparable to 6.1 recorded in 103 Chinese accessions by Liu et al. (2010). It is higher 

than 5.7 reported in 108 Chinese wheat genotypes by Yao et al. (2009); 4.8 found in 60 

Eastern European wheat lines (Stachel et al., 2000) and 4.8 reported in a collection of 95 

Eastern USA soft-winter cultivars (Breseghello and Sorrells, 2006). It is less compared to 

18.1 in 998 accessions of hexaploid wheat from IPK gene bank (Huang et al., 2002). 

Linkage Disequilibrium 

The prevalence of LD in the targeted genomic region is pre-requisite for association 

mapping. A number of genetic and breeding factors increase or decrease LD (Al-Maskri 

et al., 2012). Mating system is a major factor affecting LD extent. In self pollinated plants 

higher levels of LD were observed as compared to outcrossing plant species (Gupta et al., 

2005; Abdurakhmonov and Abdurkarimov, 2008). Hexaploid wheat is adherently 

autogamous, consequently, has LD extent is about more than three orders of LD extent in 
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maize-an outcrossing species (Berseghello and Sorrels, 2006). In a panel of 95 winter 

wheat accessions surveyed with 20 SSR markers on 5A and 33 on chromosome 2D, 

strong LD within < 5cM and ~ 1cM for centromeric region of chromosome 5A and 

chromosome 2D was observed, respectively (Berseghello and Sorrels, 2006). Each of the 

two contrasting LD levels detected in this study was far higher compared to LD level in 

maize which decayed at a distance of about 1 kb (Remington et al., 2001; Palaisa et al., 

2003). The most putative cause for this difference is the mating system which is self-

pollinating in wheat and cross-pollinating in maize. 

Because presence of rare alleles can also inflate LD leading to imprecise estimates 

(Abdurakhamonov and Abdukarimov, 2008), hence, rare alleles (<5%) were pooled with 

missing data for LD and marker-trait association analysis.  

The LD because of linkage is useful for marker-trait association analysis, therefore, 

accurate estimation of LD because of linkage is important. Criterion of establishing 

critical value (base line LD) for testing the significance of syntenic LD is a statistical 

factor that can affect the results. The back ground LD because of unlinked markers must 

be considered to set the critical value. Therefore, following Breseghello and Sorrels 

(2006) we used 95th %ile of the distribution of unlinked r2 estimates as critical value 

instead of simply using r2=0.1 or r2=0.2 as critical value (Anderson et al., 2007; Palaisa et 

al., 2003; Remington et al., 2001; Tenaillon et al., 2001)   

A review of previous reports on LD extent indicates that LD extent varies with varying 

wheat populations (Sajjad et al., 2012). Chao et al., (2007) examined genome wide LD 

among 43 US cultivars using 242 SSRs distributed throughout the genome. For this 

germplasm genome wide LD decayed to 0.2 within a distance of 10cM and 20cM. This 

LD extent is much higher compared to that reported by Berseghello and Sorrels (2006). 

Tommasini et al., (2007) surveyed 91 SSRs and STS markers in 44 varieties and 240 

RILs. They observed LD on chromosome 3B, extended up to 0.5cM in 44 varieties and in 

240 RILs; it was extended up to 30cM. This study favors the usefulness of germplasm 

over bi-parental populations in association mapping. Crossa et al. (2007) analyzed LD in 

a panel of 170 wheat lines derived from five CIMMYT elite spring wheat yield trials 

(ESWYTs) using 813 DArT markers and 831 other markers including SSRs, AFLPs and 

RFLs. Across all chromosomes a total of 43 LD blocks were observed with an average 

length of 9.93cM. The longest LD blocks were observed on chromosomes 1B and 4B 
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with approximate length of 64.96 and 87.41cM, respectively. In a set of 189 bread wheat 

genotypes surveyed with 337 microsatellite markers significant LD was present within a 

distance of 10cM on most of the chromosomes except 1B, 3D and 7D. Notable exceptions 

were observed on 3DL, 4DL and 6AL, where, LD was extended up to ~ 30cM. The 

regions, such as, 3DL, 5BL and 5DL exhibited on LD. The highest LD extent up to 41.2 

was observed on 5AS (Somers at al., 2007). These varying patterns of LD extent in 

different genomic region depict selection pressure on respective genomic regions. 

Conversely, very low LD extent of 2.3cM was observed on chromosome 2A in a set of 

137 Chinese wheat germplasm accessions assayed with 37 SSR markers covering most of 

the chromosome 2A with 3.75 average marker intervals (Yao et al., 2009). Two LD 

blocks on chromosome 2A were observed, one on short arm including three loci within 

3.3cM and another one in centromeric region including eight loci within 6.3cM and it was 

also found that some marker pairs close together in the genetic map were not in LD (Yao 

et al., 2009). This absence of LD between closely located markers demonstrates higher 

resolving power of LD mapping. 

Higher LD extent, as determined by 394 SNPs in population of 478 spring and winter 

wheat accessions, was observed in D-genome (20.8-27.1cM), followed by lower LD in B-

genome (20.4-21.5) and A-genome (16.7-19.8cM) (Chao et al., 2010). Similarly, highly, 

variable extent of LD throughout genome was determined in a set of 205 U.S. elite winter 

lines assayed with 245 SSR markers The longest LD block (>40cM) was on chromosome 

6A and mean genome-wide LD decay was 10cM (Zhang et al., 2010). Contrary to very 

highly LD extent on chromosome 6A, lower LD of about 3cM was determined in a set of 

103 accessions from China assayed with 31 SSRs (Liu et al., 2010). The survey of 874 

DArT markers in set of 96 diverse winter wheats detected variable LD either along a 

linkage group or across the genome. A long range LD of 45cM was observed on 7A but 

on the other hand no significant LD was showed among many closely linked markers 

(Neumann et al., 2011). These reports on LD structure in hexaploid wheat reveal that LD 

structure varies with populations, genomic regions and type of marker. 

Marker-trait associations 

Mixed linear model approach was used to determine marker-trait associations for sixteen 

seed traits and 30 SSRs on 1B. The mixed linear model (MLM) is more powerful as 

compared to general linear model (GLM) or any other model developed so far. Its power 
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over GLM (that takes only population structure into account) lies in taking both 

population structure and kinship into account and use for accurate marker traits 

associations.  Theoretically, kinship creates LD between genetically linked loci but it can 

also create LD between genetically unlinked loci when predominant parents are included 

in the population. In maize, kinship equally generated LD between genetically linked and 

unlinked loci (Stich et al., 2005). 
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Chapter 5 

SUMMARY 

The present study was carried out on spring wheat germplasm to mine the nature and 

magnitude of morphological diversity and LD based association between markers and 

seed traits influencing the end use quality of wheat. The analysis of variance revealed the 

presence of significant diversity among 245 genotypes included in the study. The 

diversity patterns among genotypes on the basis of phenotypic data revealed diverse 

parents for future breeding programs. For year 2009-10, SA 75, PUNJAB 85, 

TUC'S'/MON'S'//VEE'S'/3/LIRA'S, NL 750, HD2169/BOW S and FAISALABAD 85 

were opposite to V-04009, HD 2009, V-05121 and T8. The genotype HARTOG was 

opposite to BLS/KLT'S'PB. 18242-3A-0A while, MANTHAR showed clear diversity 

from 43 KOHSAR 95 and INQ-91*2/KONK. For the year 2010-11 SA 75, PUNJAB 85, 

TUC'S'/MON'S'//VEE'S'/3/LIRA'S, HD2169/BOW`S, V-90A332, C-217 were opposite to 

T8, HD 2009, V-60116, V-4048 and V-03007. The genotypes T18, T10, T20 and 

Manthar were opposite to FAISALABAD 85, FRET-2, BLS/KLT'S'PB. 18242-3A-0A, 

V-03094 and INQ-91*2/KONK.  Out of fourteen quantitative traits phenotyped, protein 

content, gluten content, starch and test weight contributed towards significant principal 

components (PCs) with highly significant correlation with chapatti and bread quality. 

Whereas, seed size and thousand grain weight were strongly associated to grain yield per 

plant.  

On the basis of principal component analysis a set of 143 diverse genotypes was selected 

for SDS-PAGE analysis of HMW and LMW glutenin subunits. For HMW-GS, 16 

different subunits in 27 allelic combinations were identified. The frequencies of various 

HMW-GS were different for Pakistani landraces and modern Pakistani and CIMMYT 

germplasm. The percentage of superior quality HMW-GS was higher in Pakistani and 

CIMMYT cultivars as compared to LLR and miscellaneous germplasm. Landraces had a 

good chapatti quality but an overall poor bread quality while, the modern germplasm 

from both Pakistan and CIMMYT displayed good quality for both chapatti and bread. A 

total of 18 LMW-GS were identified in 33 different allelic combinations. 
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The correlation pattern between seed traits was similar in CIMMYT and Pakistani 

germplasm. Landraces and miscellaneous germplasm had different pattern of trait 

association from those of CIMMYT and Pakistani germplasm.  

On the basis of PCA and SDS-PAGE, 92 diverse genotypes were selected for subsequent 

association mapping. Population structure was detected with 30 unlinked SSRs that 

divided the population of 92 genotypes in three sub-populations. Extensive LD extent was 

found on chromosome 1B with 42 SSRs specific for 1B chromosome. Mixed linear model 

approach was used to detect the marker trait associations. Population structure and 

kinship calculated from unlinked markers, were covariated with markers on 1B, 

phenotypic traits and glutenin subunits. Six SSR markers were found associated with six 

seed traits.  

In addition to finding novel markers, the results of association mapping from the study 

also confirmed previous results. The markers which were found significantly linked to the 

six quality traits may be used efficiently for the improvement of these traits through 

MAS. 
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Appendix I 
Names of 245 genotypes used for the study 

1 BHAKKAR-2000     
2 CHAKWAL-50 
3 FAREED-6 
4 MIRAJ-08 
5 ABADGAR-93 
6 BHITTAI 
7 JAUHAR-78 
8 KIRAN-95 
9 KHIRMAN 

10 MARVI-2000 
11 ANMOLE-91 
12 MEHRAN-89 
13 SKD-1 
14 SOGHAT-90 
15 SARSABZ 
16 SASSI 
17 SIND-81 
18 T.D-1 
19 ZA-77 
20 ZINDAD-2000 
21 SULEMAN 96 
22 SALEEM 2000 
23 PIRSABAK 2004 
24 PIRSABAK  2005 
25 ZARGOON 79 
26 ZARDANA 89 
27 ZARLASHTA 99 
28 RASKOH 05 
29 SARIAB 92 
30 AS-2002 
31 BLUE SILVER    
32 CHAKWAL 97 
33 CHENAB 70 
34 CHENAB 79 
35 T.J-83 
36 CHENAB-2000 
37 FAISALABAD 83 
38 FAISALABAD 85 
39 IQBAL2000 
40 KARAWAN-2 
41 KOHINOOR 83 
42 KOHISTAN 97 
43 KOHSAR 95 
44 LU 26 
45 LYP 73 
46 MANTHAR 
47 MEXIPAK 65 
48 MH 97        
49 NAEEM 82 
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50 PAK 81 
51 PARI 73        
52 PASBAN 90 
53 PASINA 90 
54 PUNJAB 76 
55 PUNJAB 81 
56 PUNJAB 85 
57 PUNJAB 96 
58 SA 42 
59 SA 75 
60 SATLUJ 86 
61 SHAHKAR 95 
62 V-90A332 
63 SHALIMAR 88 
64 SH-2002 
65 SINDH 81 
66 UFAQ 
67 V-87094(WATAN) 
68 ZAMINDAR 80 
69 ZARDANA 89 
70 BAYA'S' 
71 NACOZARI 76 
72 OASIS 
73 PBW 343 
74 WL 711 
75 PBW 450 
76 FRET-1 
77 FRET-2 
78 WH542 
79 HOOSAM-3 
80 PASTOR-2 
81 SAAR 
82 KARIEGA 
83 BOBWHITE'S' 
84 PEWEE'S' 
85 HD 2179 
86 BACANORA  T88=BCN 
87 BT 2549/FATH 
88 BYRSA-87       
89 BAVIACORA M 92    = V-97097 
90 CHAM-4 
91 CHAM-6=NESSER 
92 CROW"S" 
93 HD-2236 
94 MONS./CROW S 
95 HARTOG 
96 PAVON 76 
97 TRAP#1 
98 OASIS/SKAUZ//4*BCN/3/2*PASTOR 
99 BABAX/LR42//BABAX*2/3/VIVITSI 

100 PBW 343*2/CHAPIO 
101 CHILERO=CHIL'S' 
102 HUW-234+U34 
103 PFAU/WEAVER2*/KRITATI 
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104 PBW 343*2/KONK 
105 PBW 343*2/KHVAKI 
106 INQ-91*2/KUKUNA 
107 INQ-91*2/TUKURU 
108 INQ-91*2/KONK 
109 INQ-91*2/KHVAKI 
110 SNI/TRAP#1/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ 
111 PVN//CAR422/ANA/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ 

112 
KAUZ//ALTAR84/AOS/3/MILAN/KAUZ/4/HUITES/5/T.T.DICOCCON 
P194624/AE.SQUARROSA (409)……….CMSS07Y01307T-099Y-7M 

113 TRAP#1/PBW65/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ 
114 CAR 422/ANA//TRAP#1/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ 
115 KAKATSI 
116 PVN/PBW65/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ
117 PARULA=PRL 
118 SONOITA=SNI 

119 
REH/HARE//2*BCN/3/CROC_1/AE.SQUARROSA(213)//PGO/4/HUITES/5/T.DICOCCON 
P194624/AE.SQ CMSS07Y01305T-099Y-19M 

120 GOSHAWK S 
121 PRL'S'/PVN 
122 V-03007 
123 SNI/PBW 65 /3/KAUZ*2/TRAP// KAUZ  

124 
REH/HARE//2*BCN/3/CROC_1/AE.SQUARROSA(213)//PGO/4/HUITES/5/T.DICOCCON 
P194624/AE.SQCMSS07Y01305T-099Y-31M 

125 HD2236//SA.42/HARRIER'S  
126 PB81//F3.71/TRM/3/BULBUL// F3.71/ TRM= V-00055  
127 V-4040 
128 WEEBILL-1  
129 V-4157 
130 V-5136 
131 V-4022 
132 WATAN/2*ERA  
133 OPATA//SORA/AE.SQ. 323)  
134 PFAU/WEAVER  
135 LU26/6/LIB64-8-15//INIA/4/ NIA/3/ CNO//SON64/KL/…
136 WL711/CROW'S'/3/KVZ/CNO//CHR/ONE 755=V-95035 
137 V-5055 
138 PF 70402/ALD'S'//PAT 72/160//ALD'S'/3/PEW'S'  
139 SANDAL/CMH912//CMH76A.769/3/F3.71/TRM73  
140 V-03BT007 
141 TUC'S'/MON'S'//VEE'S'/3/LIRA'S  
142 KASYON//PVN'S'/SPRW'S'    
143 V-60116 
144 INQ/TANGER =V-96015 
145 HP 1761 
146 TURACO/PRINIA  
147 LU26/KEA'S'  
148 TAN/PEW//SARA/3/CBRD  
149 HP-1744 
150 BOW'S'/SPT'S'  
151 MAYA 74'S'/MON'S'  
152 GAMDOW-6 
153 LAKTA-1 
154 PF 70402/ALD'S'//PAT 72/160//ALD'S'/3/PEW'S'CM 70474-(1-1)M-1013Y-19M-2Y-1B-0Y 
155 NL 750 
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156 NEELKANT'S' 
157 PB-96/87094//MH-97= V1180 
158 MAYA/PVNCM 55748-1Y-2Y-1M-2Y-0M 
159 KINGBIRD 
160 QUIU 
161 HD 2009 
162 BLS/KLT'S'PB. 18242-3A-0A 
163 V-02192 SHL88/87094//MH-97PBP28647-20A-3A-45A-15A-0A 
164 V-02156 SH88/WEAVER 
165 HD2169/BOW S 
166 V-03094 
167 V-04179 PB96/V87094//MH97 PBP28624-31A-19K-6A-5A-4A-7A-0A 
168 V-04181 SHL88/V90A204(Attila)//MH97 PBP2864521A-6A-3A-1A-0A-8A-0A 
169 V-04188 PRL/2*PASTOR 
170 V-04009 PB.96/87094//MH.97 
171 V-04048 INQ.91/3/CROW’S’/NAC//BOW’S’PB.29738-3A-0A-4A-0A 
172 V-05066 AMSEL/ATTILA//INQ.91/PEW’S’ 
173 V-05082 CHENAB2000/INQ.91 
174 V-05100 KAUZ / SITE 
175 V-05115 OTUS / TOBA97 
176 V-05121 85205/CH2000//HD2169 
177 V-06129 WBLL1*2/KKTS 
178 AUQAB 
179 V-06018 LU26/HD2179//CHIL’S’ PB.30458-2A-0A-4A-0A 
180 V-06034  BABAX/3/FASAN/Y//KAUZ/4/BABAX/5/LU 26/HD2179 PB-30483-2A-0A-7A 

181 
V-06056 BABAX*2/3/MANGO/VEE#10//PRL /4/BABAX/5/KAUZ*2YACO//KAUZ 
PB.30497-10A-0A-11A-0A 

182 V-06068  SH.88/PAK.81//MH.97
183 WAXWING*2/KRITATI = V-7194 
184 V-06007  KOHISTAN.97/MILAN  PB.30519-9A-0A-10ª-0A
185 V-07076  BABAX/4/BOW/CROW//BUC/PVN/3/VEE#10/5/BABAX/6/LU26/HD2179 
186 V-07100  87094/ERA//PAK-81/2*V-87094/3/SHAFAQ-06 
187 V-07102  LUAN/KOH-97//PAK-81 
188 D-07663  SH88/2*ATTILA 

189 
V-8200  KRITATI//2*PRL/2*PASTOR CGSS02B00121T-099B-099Y-099M-099Y-099M-
12WGY-0B 

190 
V-8210  KRITATI/2*WBLLI  CGSS02B00131T-099B-099Y-099M-099Y-099M-19WGY-
0B 

191 
V-8211  KRITATI//2*SERI/RAYON  CGSS02B00132T-099B-099Y-099M-099Y-099M-
6WGY-0B 

192 
V-8212  KRITATI//2*SERI/RAYON  CGSS02B00132T-099B-099Y-099M-099Y-099M-
18WGY-0B 

193 
V-8243  SERI.1B*2/3/KAUZ*2/BOW//KAUZ/4/ALTAR84/AE. SQ (TAUS)  //OCI/3/VEE/ 
MJI//2*TUI CGSS03B00176S-099M-099Y-099M-5WGY-0B 

194 

V-8246  
SERI.1B*2/3/KAUZ*2/BOW//KAUZ/5/CNO79//PF70354/MUS/3/PASTOR/4/BABAX  
CGSS03B00177S-099M-099Y-099M-26WGY-0B 

195 
V-8305  WAXWING/4/SNI/TRAP#1/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ  CGSS01Y00134S-099Y-
099M-099M-13Y-0B 

196 
FRET2/WBLLI//TACUPETO F2001*2/3/T.DICOCCON P194624 /AE.SQUARROSA 
(409)//BCN CMSS06B01033T-099TOPY-099Y-9M

197 
V-8308  FRET2/KUKUNA//FRET2  CGSS00B00157T-099TOPY-099M-099Y-099M-
099M-38Y-0B 

198 
V-8310  KAUZ//ALTAR84/AOS/3/MILAN/KAUZ/4/HUITES  CMSS97M03912T-040Y-
020Y-030M-020Y-040M-4Y-3M-0Y 

199 
V-8314  PFAU/SERI.1B//AMAD/3/WAXWING  CGSS02Y00153S-099M-099Y-099M-
46Y-0B 
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200 
V-8335  CHIBIA//PRL11/CM65531/3/SW89.5181/KAUZ  CMSS02M00405S-030M-11Y-
0M-0Y 

201 T8  
202 T9   
203 T10   
204 T11  
205 T12  
206 T13  
207 T14  
208 T15  
209 T16  
210 T17  
211 T18  
212 T19  
213 T20  
214 T21  
215 T22  
216 T23  
217 T24  
218 T25  
219 8A   
220 9D   
221 C-217 
222 C-228 
223 C-245 
224 C-247 
225 C-248 
226 C-250 
227 C-256 
228 C-258 
229 C-269 
230 C-271 
231 C-273 
232 C-288 
233 C-518 
234 C-591 
235 LOCAL TALL (CHAKWAL) 
236 AARI-10 (Mean) 
237 CHAKWAL-86 (Mean) 
238 FAISALABAD-08 (Mean) 
239 GA-2002 (Mean) 
240 INQLAB-91 Mean) 
241 LASANI-08 (Mean) 
242 PARWAZ-94 (Mean) 
243 SEHER-06 (Mean) 
244 SHAFAQ-06 (Mean) 
245 YECORA (Mean) 
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Appendix II 
Names of 142 genotypes used for SDS-PAGE 

1 BHAKKAR-2000     

2 CHAKWAL-50 

3 FAREED-6 

4 MIRAJ-08 

5 ABADGAR-93 

6 BHITTAI 

7 INQLAB-91 

8 JAUHAR-78 

9 KIRAN-95 

10 KHIRMAN 

11 MARVI-2000 

12 ANMOLE-91 

13 MEHRAN-89 

14 SOGHAT-90 

15 SHAFAQ-06 

16 SARSABZ 

17 SASSI 

18 SIND-81 

19 ZA-77 

20 SULEMAN 96 

21 SALEEM 2000 

22 PIRSABAK 2004 

23 PIRSABAK  2005 

24 AARI-10 

25 ZARGOON 79 

26 ZARDANA 89 

27 ZARLASHTA 99 

28 BLUE SILVER    

29 CHAKWAL 97 

30 CHENAB 70 

31 CHENAB 79 

32 T.J-83 

33 CHENAB-2000 

34 FAISALABAD 83 

35 FAISALABAD 85 

36 IQBAL2000 

37 KOHISTAN 97 

38 KOHSAR 95 

39 FAISALABAD-08 

40 LU 26 

41 LYP 73 

42 MANTHAR 

43 MEXIPAK 65 
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44 NAEEM 82 

45 PAK 81 

46 PARI 73        

47 PASBAN 90 

48 PASINA 90 

49 PUNJAB 76 

50 PUNJAB 85 

51 PUNJAB 96 

52 SA 42 

53 SA 75 

54 V-90A332 

55 SH-2002 

56 V-87094(WATAN) 

57 ZAMINDAR 80 

58 ZARDANA 89 

59 BAYA'S' 

60 NACOZARI 76 

61 OASIS 

62 PBW 450 

63 FRET-1 

64 FRET-2 

65 WH542 

66 SAAR 

67 KARIEGA 

68 BOBWHITE'S' 

69 BACANORA  T88=BCN 

70 GA-2002 

71 BYRSA-87       

72 CHAM-4 

73 PARWAZ-94 

74 CHAM-6=NESSER 

75 HARTOG 

76 TRAP#1 

77 CHAKWAL-86 

78 PBW 343*2/KONK 

79 AARI-10 

80 INQ-91*2/KONK 

81 PVN//CAR422/ANA/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ 

82 CAR 422/ANA//TRAP#1/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ 

83 KAKATSI 

84 PVN/PBW65/3/KAUZ*2/TRAP//KAUZ 

85 
REH/HARE//2*BCN/3/CROC_1/AE.SQUARROSA(213)//PGO/4/HUITES/5/T.DICOCCON 
P194624/AE.SQ CMSS07Y01305T-099Y-19M 

86 PRL'S'/PVN 

87 V-03007 

88 HD2236//SA.42/HARRIER'S  

89 PFAU/WEAVER  

90 SANDAL/CMH912//CMH76A.769/3/F3.71/TRM73  
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91 V-03BT007 

92 LASANI-08 

93 LU26/KEA'S'  

94 YECORA 

95 BOW'S'/SPT'S'  

96 PF 70402/ALD'S'//PAT 72/160//ALD'S'/3/PEW'S'CM 70474-(1-1)M-1013Y-19M-2Y-1B-0Y 

97 NL 750 

98 NEELKANT'S' 

99 KINGBIRD 

100 QUIU 

101 BLS/KLT'S'PB. 18242-3A-0A 

102 HD2169/BOW S 

103 V-04179 PB96/V87094//MH97 PBP28624-31A-19K-6A-5A-4A-7A-0A 

104 V-04009 PB.96/87094//MH.97 

105 V-05066 AMSEL/ATTILA//INQ.91/PEW’S’ 

106 AUQAB 

107 V-07102  LUAN/KOH-97//PAK-81 

108 V-8200  KRITATI//2*PRL/2*PASTOR CGSS02B00121T-099B-099Y-099M-099Y-099M-12WGY-0B 

109 V-8210  KRITATI/2*WBLLI  CGSS02B00131T-099B-099Y-099M-099Y-099M-19WGY-0B 

110 SEHER-06 

111 T11  

112 T12  

113 T13  

114 T14  

115 T15  

116 T16  

117 T17  

118 T18  

119 T19  

120 T20  

121 T21   

122 T22  

123 T23  

124 T24  

125 T25  

126 8A   

127 9D   

128 C-217 

129 C-228 

130 C-245 

131 C-247 

132 C-248 

133 C-250 

134 C-256 

135 C-258 

136 C-269 

137 C-271 

138 C-273 



 
 

188 
 

139 C-288 

140 C-518 

141 C-591 

142 LOCAL TALL (CHAKWAL) 
 

 


